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Abstract

The whole society is digitalizing, filled with streaming services, cloud comput-
ing and an ambition of ubiquitous connectivity. To address the data demand,
ultra-fast broadband, at the speeds of 1Gbps and more, is developed and de-
ployed. Optical fibers have been long viewed as a future-proof carrier for the
ultra-fast broadband. However, the physical deployment of fiber networks,
including digging, burying, rewiring, drilling, etc., is still an expensive and
disruptive process. The economic concern repeatedly defers the delivery of
end-to-end fiber connections to every premise while the 5G development can-
not wait any longer. This dilemma motivates the industry to use the readily
in-place copper-based network to deliver the last-mile communication which is
the most expensive segment for fiber roll-outs. The challenge is: are the copper
cables capable of offering a fiber-like experience?

This thesis supports the answer: Yes. Focusing on the network side, where
centralized cooperative processing is available, the potential of copper networks
is explored in three subparts: evolution, maintenance and extension.

The first subpart, devoted to digital subscriber line (DSL) evolution, con-
tinues extracting available resources to increase network capacity. The main
concept of the fourth generation broadband (4GBB) is to further broaden band-
width over shorter cables for loading more data. However, its effectiveness gets
saturated after around 200MHz due to severe data channel attenuation and
strong interference level. To cut this Gordian knot, a new precoding scheme
combining beamforming and crosstalk mitigation is presented, improving the
bit-loading capability at high frequencies via constructive crosstalk from adja-
cent twisted pairs.

The second subpart addresses a newly observed disruption of the evolved
broadband network to maintain the stability of services. The disruption, caused
by sudden termination changes at user premises, significantly degrades per-
formances at high frequencies, which are the key for the DSL evolution. A
low-cost precoder updating procedure is proposed and applied to two types
of common-used precoders. It enables quick retrieving of the normal opera-
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tion state without the end-users experiencing any impairment on the quality
of service.

The third subpart extends the application from providing fixed access to
fronthauling 4G and 5G mobile networks. In order to coordinate power and
spectrum usage, the mobile network has its baseband units (BBUs) centralized,
while pushing the radio units (RUs) closer to end-users with fronthaul links
connected in between. Those links are then normally served by the fixed access
network. In this regard, this thesis firstly sketches and analyzes the feasibility
of an LTE-over-copper system considering the crosstalk issue. When it comes
to 5G where the number of antennas scales up to be “massive”, strategies
of beneficial functional split are discussed to lessen the dramatically growing
traffic on the fronthaul links.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

One may have heard the following conversations:

- How to get an ultra-fast broadband connection?

- Pull a fiber to your home.

- How to back up the densified small cells in 5G?

- Pull a load of fibers to the radio heads.

The fiber, short for optical fiber, provides Internet connection by light sig-
nals. The transmission provides higher bit rates, on a scale of Gigabits per
second (Gbps) in both downlink and uplink, than other connection types over
a long hop. Despite of its rate advantage, the long-discussed fiber-to-the-home
(FTTH) concept is still far from being a ubiquitous reality. One of the major
obstacles lies in the cost, which is not driven by the optic-fiber cables or equip-
ment per se but rather by its installation including trenching, digging, drilling,
rewiring, etc. Estimation gives that the fiber installation costs 3 000 to 4 000 US
dollars per home on an average which sum up to 4 trillion US dollars globally.
This largely limits the availability of fiber-optics, which are usually deployed in
densely-populated urban areas. Distant rural areas may not have access to the
fiber connections at all. When it comes to fronthauling and backhauling the
mobile networks over fiber, expenses are again an obstacle. Just for Europe
alone, the new fiber installation for 5G deployment is estimated to be another
400 billion Euros [1].

To cut the cost, copper network operators complement FTTH with a hybrid
fiber-copper architecture in which fiber is brought to some intermediate points
(e.g., central office (CO), street cabinet or the “last” distribution point (DP))
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4 Introduction

in the distribution network, and digital subscriber line (DSL) technology is
used for the last mile communication [2]. This hybrid deployment makes FTTH
more flexible by deferring the cost of rolling out fibers to every premises but still
offering an FTTH-like experience to the end-users. This thesis mainly focuses
on the analysis and improvement of the copper-based segment of hybrid access
networks.

1.1 Overview of DSL Technology
The origin of DSL technology can be tracked back to Alexander Graham Bell’s
invention of the telephone in 1876 [3], followed by a patent of improvement
in 1881 [4] to use shielded twisted copper pairs. Since then, the twisted cop-
per cables have been deployed all around the world. Up to now, there have
been 1.3billion telephone lines installed globally, providing telephony services
to almost every business and residential subscriber in most of the world [5].
Although there are other broadband access technologies that serve the same
purpose as DSL, none of them reaches the same level of deployment as DSL
does.

DSL services are designed to be delivered together with the wired telephone
services on the same telephone lines but over different frequency bands. While
the transmission of speech occupies the frequencies below 3.4 kHz, the DSL
techniques make use of higher frequencies for data transmission. The deliv-
ered data rates range from several Mbps to multiple Gbps depending on the
applied DSL techniques, operational bandwidth, loop length, cable type, de-
ployment configuration, etc. For instance, the asymmetric digital subscriber
line (ADSL) technology [6] appearing in the 1990s provides up to 8Mbps in
the downstream and up to 896 kbps in the upstream direction utilizing fre-
quencies below 1.104MHz with a loop length of about 2 kilometers. Its evolved
version ADSL2plus [7] further explores frequencies up to 2.2MHz to increase
the downstream data rates to 20Mbps over 1 kilometer. The widely adopted
very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL) technology [8,9] explores fre-
quencies up to 35MHz to provide data rates exceeding 100Mbps simultaneously
in both the upstream and downstream directions as loop length shortens. The
emerging G.fast standard [10–12] delivers several Mbps to Gbps throughput
with loop-lengths shorter than 500meters. In 2016, Nokia (previously Alcatel-
Lucent) Bell Lab announced their new XG-FAST concept [13] which expands
the signal bandwidth up to 500MHz to deliver 10Gbps net rates over short
distances (i.e., < 100meters). The latest contribution to the standardization
body ITU [14] claims Terabit-speed DSLs by using the “long-dormant waveg-
uide modes of those existing billion-plus twisted-pair phone lines”.
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1.2 DSL Development

CO

Curb

(last) DP

Fiber

Copper

FTTC

FTTdp

FTTH

ADSL2+
>1 km, 20 Mbps

(Vectored) VDSL2
<1 km, 100 Mbps

G.fast
<500 m, 1Gbps

2.5 Gbps

Telephone
Network

Fig. 1.1: Examples of the hybrid deployment of fiber and copper cables. The pre-
sented data rates are some typical values achieved in downstream direction.

The arising fiber technology drives the network speed up to the Gbps era,
but it does not rule out DSL. Built upon the extensively available telephone
lines, DSL technologies largely accelerate the roll-outs of ultra-broadband.
Over the years, fibers have been gradually pulled closer to the customer
premises, and correspondingly the distance served by DSL is reduced, as il-
lustrated in Fig. 1.1, improving the achievable rates since shorter DSL cable
length means lower signal attenuation. The latest DSL standard G.fast is able
to deliver a fiber-like Internet speed over short loop length while using fiber as
backbone network, i.e., the existing copper-based infrastructure complements
the fiber network by saving the cost for having fibers in the last mile transmis-
sion, which is the most expensive part to deploy. As claimed by Sckipio, an
Israeli chipmaker, a single phone company could roll G.fast out to the entire
country of United States in four years [15]. As a comparison, the nation-wide
fiber coverage in the US just reaches 25% after several years’ effort of big
providers like Google and Verizon [16]. Additionally, the DSL technology
enables ultra-broadband to almost everywhere even for places where installing
new fiber cables is difficult or too costly, such as for historical architectures.

In the development of DSL technologies by exploiting broader bandwidth
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over shorter loop lengths, however, several aspects need to be taken care of.
For example, the channel properties change significantly at high frequencies
compared to lower frequencies due to the frequency dependent electromagnetic
behaviour. Also, the whole system becomes more sensitive to environmental
variations which were not causing troubles when operating at lower frequencies,
for example, the channel variation noted in [17–19].

The new use cases to reuse the in-place copper-based infrastructure with
DSL techniques in the context of 4G and 5G mobile networks also have great
economical benefits. For future cellular networks, centralized radio access net-
work (C-RAN) is proposed to enhance the performance of base-station coor-
dination and reduce the total-cost-of-ownership (TCO). The C-RAN architec-
ture includes two geographically separated units: remote radio unit (RRU) and
baseband unit (BBU). The RRUs are located at the network edge to bring the
access points closer to the end-users, while BBUs are centralized to benefit
from cooperative processing. The fronthaul links, which connect RRUs and
BBUs, can be carried by the fixed access networks [21–25]. Using the more
readily available telephone lines to complement the fiber connections will assist
the mobile network evolution to better comply with its ambitious time plan.

The aforementioned demands and challenges motivate a continuation of ex-
ploring the potential of telephone lines and improving the capability of DSL
techniques, so as to match the growing needs for fast and ubiquitous connec-
tivity.

1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis investigates aspects of the fourth generation broadband (4GBB)
development itself as well as its potential to serve the next generation mobile
networks. Part I introduces the background of the research field, including the
conducted channel measurements and channel properties, the most common
DSL techniques, the featured MIMO processing, and the specific contribution
of this thesis. Part II follows with seven technical papers on the related research
findings.



Chapter 2

Wireline Channel

Unlike the wireless channel where the transmission medium is in essence the
free-space, the wireline channel is confined to cables, which is less time-variant
compared to the wireless environment. The signaling from and to the end-
users is supposed to be carried by direct paths along the connecting twisted
pairs. Compared to the signal strength, the background noise in the cable is
normally low. The dominant impairment of wireline channels is mutual inter-
ference, termed crosstalk, due to electromagnetic couplings between adjacent
pairs within the same cable binder. The crosstalk is further divided into near-
end crosstalk (NEXT) and far-end crosstalk (FEXT), as exemplified in Fig. 2.1,
according to the different directions of transmitting and receiving.

TX
RXPair 1 :

Pair 2 :

Direct Channel

FEXT
NEXT

TX
RX

RX
TX CPE

RX
TX CPE

DP

Fig. 2.1: Illustration of the twisted pair channel couplings.

NEXT appears when one pair is transmitting while the neighboring pair is
receiving on the same frequency at the same side of a cable. It can be largely
suppressed by applying multiplexing techniques, such as frequency-division du-
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8 Wireline Channel

plex (FDD) or synchronized time-division duplex (TDD), so that the adjacent
terminations transmit or receive simultaneously. FEXT happens when one pair
is transmitting while the neighboring pair is receiving on the same frequency
at the opposite side of a cable. This is the major crosstalk source this thesis
will process. Thanks to the co-located transceivers at the operator side (e.g.,
in the CO or DP), the FEXT can be effectively handled by cooperative MIMO
processing, named vectoring [26–28] in the DSL context.

2.1 Channel Measurements
Although there are several empirical cable models available for both direct
paths (i.e., insertion loss) and crosstalk paths e.g., [29–35] and the references
herein, the studies in this thesis are mostly based on channel measurements of
cables in the lab to make more relevant performance evaluations.

This thesis employs two groups of measurement data: one is acquired at
Ericsson measuring an Ericsson cable [36] and one at BT (formerly British
Telecom) measuring a BT cable.

2.1.1 Measurements at Ericsson
Fig. 2.2 shows the cable measurement setup at the small cell transport lab of
Ericsson Research in Stockholm. To measure the insertion loss of a direct path,
both ends of a twisted pair are connected to the network analyzer as the input
and output, respectively. The network analyzer is set to measure at frequency
points within a predefined frequency range separated by a constant tone spacing
(e.g., 4.3125 kHz for VDSL2 or 51.75 kHz for G.fast). The complex S21 values
in frequency domain correspond to the channel coupling coefficients for each
frequency point. To measure FEXT, a similar set-up is used except that one
end of the source pair and the opposite end of the victim pair are connected to
the network analyzer as input and output, respectively. The cable under test
is stored on a cable drum. Connector-ports are mounted to go from the cable
ends to the switch-port (see Fig. 2.3a) to avoid changing the pair and connected
ports manually every time after completing a measurement of a single path.
Once the desired frequency range and pair indices are settled, the measurement
can run automatically until all channel data is obtained.

Additionally, two connection boards (see Fig. 2.3b) are assembled to simu-
late different termination behaviors at the cable ends. For example, it is used to
simulate the influence of sudden termination changes (STCs) on the perceived
showtime channel.

Due to the equipment imperfection and impact from the set-up between
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Network Analyzer

Pair switch

Connection boards

Cable under test

Fig. 2.2: Set-up overview of the measurements conducted at Ericsson.

(a) Switch (b) Connection board (one side)

Fig. 2.3: Some more details about the measurement set-up.

the balun close to network interface and the connection boards, systematic er-
rors exist in the cable measurement. The assumption is that those errors are
repeatable and time-invariant. Accordingly, calibration is conducted following
the regular cable measurements to measure the set-up itself without the ca-
ble under test, so as to identify the measurement setup errors. S21 and S11

parameters at the same frequency points as the cable measurements are mea-
sured when the two cable connectors below the connection boards are set to
be short/open/load/thru (SOLT method), respectively. The measured data is
then used to solve the full 2-port twelve-term error model [37–39], and thereby
compensate the measured cable data.
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Fig. 2.4: An example of BT’s measurement set-up.

2.1.2 Measurements at BT
Fig. 2.4 shows an example of the measurement set-up at BT, which is used to
conduct cable measurements in a similar manner to what is described above.
There are fewer components between the network analyzer and the cable under
test compared to the Ericsson set-up. It requires to change the pair ends
manually after each channel path measurement. To reduce possible reflections
along the pair and unexpected environmental disturbance, all unconnected ends
of the remaining pairs are terminated with 100Ohm resistors. Baluns are used
to match impedances between the 50Ohm coaxial cables, which connect to the
50Ohm-input of the network analyzer, and the cables under test with about
100Ohm characteristic impedance. Calibration is carried out to minimize the
influence of the components between network analyzer and the multi-pair cable
under test.

Since this set-up is to measure channel behaviors at very high frequencies
(e.g., 300MHz and above), the cable under test is unrolled to avoid potential
extra couplings between close-by segments of the cable.

2.2 Wideband Channel Characteristics
One measurement result from the BT set-up is exemplified in Fig. 2.5 in terms
of channel coupling strength in dB scale. As summarized in Section 1.1, one
of the major differences among various DSL technologies is the operational
bandwidth, which is illustrated in Fig. 2.5. The VDSL standard defines several
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FEXT

Direct path

VDSL G.fast (v1) G.fast (v2) future updates

Fig. 2.5: Wideband channel coupling of a measured 50meters BT cable consisting
of 20 pairs of 0.5mm twisted copper wires.

profiles to make use of different bandwidth regarding different deployment ar-
chitecture, in which the profile 17a employs bandwidths up to 17MHz and the
latest profile 35b uses up to 35MHz. The G.fast standard commits to co-exist
with ADSL and the various profiles of VDSL standards. Thus, it starts operat-
ing beyond the VDSL frequency, and the first version runs up to 106MHz over
shorter loop lengths compared to the VDSL technology. The 212MHz profile
is planned for the second version, with possible higher bandwidth in future
updates.

One obvious trend observed in Fig. 2.5 is that the strength difference be-
tween the direct and FEXT paths changes along the frequency. This behavior
influences the property of the corresponding MIMO channel matrix. Let H
denote an N ×N matrix representing the MIMO channel on one tone (i.e., one
frequency point) for an N pair cable binder. The diagonal entry [H]i,i denotes
the direct path for pair i, and the off-diagonal entry [H]i,j for i ̸= j denotes the
FEXT from pair j to pair i, where i, j ∈ [1, . . . , N ]. Within the VDSL band-
width where the direct path is prominently stronger than the FEXT paths, the
channel matrix on each tone is diagonal-dominant. For G.fast frequencies, the
strength difference between direct and FEXT paths reduces gradually. At the
high end of the studied spectrum, the FEXT turns out to be as strong as, some-
times even stronger than, the direct couplings. As a result, channel matrices
on those frequencies become non-diagonal-dominant, which is ill-conditioned
for matrix inversion.
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The changed channel property influences the DSL operation in many as-
pects. For example, it has a strong impact on precoding schemes presented in
Chapter 4.



Chapter 3

DSL Aspects

Compared to VDSL2, the emerging G.fast standard improves both speed and
reach by combining multiple technologies. This chapter gives a brief overview
of the most common techniques for next generation wideband wireline commu-
nications. Among them, vectoring is of particular importance to this thesis,
and will be further sketched out in the next chapter.

3.1 Duplex
Before G.fast, the legacy DSL technologies have been using frequency-division
duplex (FDD) to allocate upstream and downstream signals within the op-
erational bandwidth which is also exemplified in Fig. 2.5. An instance of the
VDSL2 17a profile band plan with the regulated power spectrum density (PSD)
mask is shown in Fig. 3.1.

The G.fast standard adopts time-division duplex (TDD). One of the ad-
vantages of the TDD scheme is that the channel information obtained in the
upstream direction can be exploited for downstream transmission, which facil-
itates vectoring. Another advantage is that the resource assignment regarding
upstream and downstream becomes more flexible compared to the FDD scheme,
where the asymmetry of the two transmission directions is fixed based on the
allocated bands. For example, a new capability of G.fast deployment termed
dynamic time allocation (DTA) allows dynamic adjustment of the connection
asymmetry based on the specific application needs. Also, a discontinuous op-
eration can be exploited in the TDD mode to allow a trade-off between rate
and power consumption [40].

In the XG-FAST concept, full-duplex mode is explored to further boost the

13
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Fig. 3.1: Instance of VDSL2 and G.fast frequency plan. Regarding VDSL2, plan
998ADE17 [8] is shown where the maximum frequency point is at 17.664MHz. The
starting point of G.fast depends on the required coexistence with other DSL services.

throughput [13]. Sine XG-FAST is used as a single-subscriber technology, si-
multaneous upstream and downstream on the same frequency is feasible with-
out particularly dealing with NEXT between customer-premises equipments
(CPEs). In this case, the spectral efficiency is doubled compared to the FDD
or TDD counterparts.

3.2 Modulation
The underlying modulation technique of most DSL flavors is discrete multi-
tone modulation (DMT). The DMT frequency carriers are equally spaced and
are mutually orthogonal. The corresponding MIMO channel on each tone can
therefore be treated independently. In ADSL and VDSL profiles, the tone
spacing is defined to be 4.3125 kHz, while G.fast uses 51.75 kHz tone spacing.

To limit the corresponding constellation size, there is a bit-cap defined to
upper-bound the maximum number of bits that can be loaded on one tone.
The VDSL2 standard allows constellations up to 15bits, whereas the number
is reduced to 12bits in G.fast to keep a manageable implementation complexity.
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3.3 Multi-pair Bonding
In some deployment scenarios, additional throughput is required for a given
loop length. One option is to connect multiple DSL lines to a single user,
across which the data stream is multiplexed and bonded at the receiving end
to generate a single pipe with higher rates. In particular, three bonding meth-
ods are defined by ITU-T: asynchronous transfer mode (ATM)-based bond-
ing [41], Ethernet-based bonding [42], and time-division inverse multiplexing
(TDIM) [43]. When vectoring is implemented, the rate gain is proportional to
the number of bonded channels.

3.4 Phantom Mode
Besides the pair-bonding technique which bonds physical DSL lines together,
another technique called phantom-mode transmission creates additional virtual
pairs between copper pairs [44]. In short, if there are two pairs available con-
necting to one CPE, they can be viewed as two virtual wires composing the
third virtual pair. The two physical pairs operate in differential mode, while
the difference between their common-mode signals constitutes the differential
signal of the phantom mode. Again, the three data streams are bonded at
the receiving CPE, which potentially triples the throughput compared to the
single-pair case. Extra hardware elements are required both at the network
side and at the CPE side to enable the phantom mode.

3.5 Vectoring
Vectoring is a transmission technique that requires coordination of a group of
DSL lines to cancel FEXT, specifically self-FEXT, in downstream and upstream
directions [26, 27]. It is particularly beneficial for short cable lengths with
relatively strong self-FEXT, given limited NEXT, background noise, and alien
noise (i.e., the crosstalk from lines outside the vectored group). The maximum
crosstalk-cancellation gain of vectoring is achieved when the cancelling module
has access to the channel state information (CSI) of all the pairs that generate
crosstalk.

In a vectored system, the vectoring control entity (VCE) of the vectored
group acquires and manages the per-tone CSI. Based on this information, a
precoder is calculated for the downstream signals or an equalizer is calculated
for the upstream signals to compensate the FEXT from the adjacent lines in
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the same group. The system keeps on tracking and maintaining the CSI via the
pilot sequences carried by the sync symbols to preserve the system performance.



Chapter 4

Precoding

As introduced in Section 3.5, vectoring is used to mitigate FEXT and improve
system performance via cooperative processing at the co-located network side.
Particularly in the downstream direction, precoding is implemented to transmit
both data and anti-crosstalk signals from each pair. At the geographically
distributed receivers in CPEs, FEXT is cancelled out by the received anti-
crosstalk signals and only the desired data signal is forwarded.

Both linear and non-linear precoding schemes are considered for DSL sys-
tems. For some precoding schemes, such as the singular value decomposition
(SVD)-based method [45], cooperative decomposition at the remote user side
is also required. This thesis only investigates the scenario that cooperative
processing operates at the operator side but not at the user side.

In [26], it is shown that a decision-feedback precoding scheme based on
the non-linear Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP) [46] is theoretically op-
timum and can achieve a performance close to the single-user bound. It out-
performs the lower complexity linear zero-forcing precoder (ZFP) [47], espe-
cially at higher frequencies when the channel matrices become non-diagonal-
dominant [48]. However, THP has a high run-time complexity and contains
a modulo operation, which makes it incompatible with legacy CPEs [49, 50].
Recent studies [18–20] also show that THP is more sensitive to the accuracy
of the estimated CSI than ZFP, and therefore does not always perform better
than ZFP in practice. To provide fair comparisons, both systems with ZFP
and systems with THP are evaluated in this thesis.

17
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4.1 Zero-Forcing Precoder (ZFP)
The linear ZFP PZF diagonalizes the channel matrix H on each tone as

PZF = H−1HΣ,

where HΣ denote a diagonal matrix composed by the diagonal entries of H.
Let

√
G = diag([√g1, ...,

√
gN ]) denote a diagonal matrix containing gain-

scaling factors that the transmitters assign to each pair on that tone. Let
x,y,n ∈ CN×1 denote the transmit and receive signals, as well as the addi-
tive background noise, respectively. The signal transmission with ZFP can be
formulated as

y = HPZF

√
Gx+ n

= HΣ

√
Gx+ n.

Since both HΣ and
√
G are diagonal matrices, each element of y (i.e., the

received symbol on each pair) is a scaled version of the corresponding element
in x corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). Thereby, crosstalk-
free transmission is achieved, where each CPE receiver does not need to be
aware of the existence of other CPEs.

To normalize any possible transmit power increase induced by the precoder
PZF, [47] proposed to divide the precoder by a scalar defined as

β = max
n

∥[H−1HΣ]row n∥,

where ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean norm. The authors also proved that this
linear precoder is near-optimal in the sense of reaching similar performance as
THP as long as the channel is row-wise diagonally dominant (RWDD). When
the bandwidth extends to the G.fast regime, however, the RWDD condition
is no longer fulfilled as described in Chapter 2. This scaling factor in turn
causes large penalty to the system performance when ZFP is implemented.
In [40,48,51], other methods of formulating the scaling factors are proposed to
reduce the performance penalty at high frequencies.

4.2 Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder (THP)
The non-linear THP is based on the QR-decomposition of HH, or equivalently,
H = RHQH, where R is an upper-triangular matrix and Q is a unitary matrix.
Let x′ = Qx̃ denote the precoded transmit signal, where x̃ is the output of the
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non-linear part of the precoder. The signal transmission with THP is supposed
to become crosstalk-free as

y = RHQHx′ + n

= RH
Σ

√
Gx+ n,

where RH
Σ denotes a diagonal matrix composed by the diagonal entries of RH.

Since RHQHx′ = RHx̃, the above derivation implies that

RHx̃ = RH
Σ

√
Gx (4.1)

or x̃ = (RH)−1RH
Σ

√
Gx. Direct computation of x̃ based on Eq. (4.1) will result

in a significant increase of the transmit power. Therefore, THP implements
non-linear modulo arithmetic when calculating x̃ to fulfil Eq. (4.1) while sup-
pressing the power increase as

x̃1 =
√
g1x1

x̃2 = ΓC2

{
√
g2x2 −

r2,1
r2,2

x̃1

}
...

x̃N = ΓCN

{
√
gNxN −

N−1∑
i=1

rN,i

rN,N
x̃i

}
,

where rk,i is the element on the k-th row and i-th column of RH, and the
modulo operation ΓCi{·} is defined for Ci-QAM constellation as

ΓCi
{z} = z −

√
Cidi

⌊
z√
Cidi

+
1

2
+ j

1

2

⌋
,

where di is the corresponding spacing between two neighboring constellation
points. One example of the modulo operation on a scaled 16-QAM signal
z = 9+j6 is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. The “new” constellation after implementing
the modulo arithmetic is an integer multiple shift of the original constellation
along the real (horizontal) and imaginary (vertical) axes to include the scaled
symbol (marked by red-cross) to be within the range of a constellation map.

At the receiver side, the same modulo operation is applied prior to detection
as

y′k = ΓCk

{
yk

rk,k
√
gk

}
.

Although the constellation-based modulo arithmetic of THP bounds the
value of the precoded signal, there is still a moderate power increase, which
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Fig. 4.1: Illustration of signal-power reduction through modulo arithmetic for a
16-QAM constellation. The scaled transmit signal z is marked by a red cross.

varies depending on the applied constellation sizes. This increase is negligible
for large constellations, therefore only observed at high frequencies when the
bit-loading is low. In [52], the power increase factors are calculated for all
relevant QAM constellations.

The implementation of both ZFP and THP requires full knowledge of the
frequency-domain channel H on each tone. In G.fast, for example, sync symbols
are used to carry orthogonal sequences, such as Walsh-Hadamard sequences,
for channel estimation [27]. When the channel condition, such as topology,
temperature, etc., changes, the estimation coefficients should be updated timely
to avoid generating residual crosstalk due to the out-dated precoder.
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Research Contributions

The contributions of this thesis are divided into three subparts, where the first
two subparts are devoted to the development of 4GBB, and the third subpart
focuses on its potential of supporting 4G and 5G mobile networks.

5.1 Rate-Boosting via Strong Crosstalk
The first subpart contributes to an essential and enduring issue in the develop-
ment of broadband access networks: increasing data rates. The main idea is to
use strong FEXT couplings as data channels via beamforming, since now the
operational bandwidth of the 4GBB network has been extended so much that
the wireline channel bears a certain resemblance to the wireless channel seen
in LTE and 5G mobile communication. Regarding my research contribution
to this subpart, I am the main author of both papers, conducting derivation,
simulation, and results evaluation.

• Paper I designs an additional precoding component to boost data rates
for target users. It performs as a complement to the traditional ZFP, and
promises great theoretical potential of wireline rate-boosting. Given idle
pairs available in a vectored group, there are more transmit ports than
active receivers, which yields a channel matrix Hsub (on one tone) with
more columns than rows. The new precoder is thereby formulated as

Psub = 1/µPBFPZF,

where PBF enables coherent transmission via beamforming, PZF zero-forces
mutual interference between active users, and µ normalizes the power of
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Psub. Two beamforming schemes are proposed, based on maximum ratio
combining (MRC) and convex optimization respectively, to enable addi-
tional signaling on the FEXT paths and thereby increase the deliverable
data rates.

• Paper II extends the first work by allowing optimization of spectrum
usage and addressing several aspects of practicality, which presents more
realistic results. This paper exploits unused spectrum on active adjacent
pairs whose dedicated services are still delivered, instead of relying on idle
pairs only, and can therefore improve throughput depending on service
demands. The signal transmission is formulated as

y = HPBFPC

√
Gx︸ ︷︷ ︸

transmitter

+n,

where PC denotes the crosstalk-cancellation part of the precoder (either
ZFP or THP), and

√
G is a diagonal matrix containing the overall gain-

scaling coefficients for symbols destined to each target user. Specifically,
the assignment of G counts in the transmit power increase invoked by
both beamforming and crosstalk-cancellation parts of the precoder, mean-
while implements optimized transmit power allocation constrained by the
aggregate transmit power limit, the regulated PSD mask, and the bit-cap.
Three beamforming variants for constructing PBF are discussed, and their
individual advantageous conditions are identified. Simulations with the
measured BT and EAB cables show that the newly proposed coherent
transmission is harmonized to complement the regular vectoring using
both ZFP and THP, and provide various rate range for a group of users.
The principle can also be applied to, for example, the network slicing
concept in 5G.

5.2 Solution to Sudden Termination Changes
The second subpart of the thesis deals with performance maintenance problems
when systems start operating on high frequencies (i.e., >30MHz), where new
channel behaviors are observed which impact the delivered service quality. One
identified problem, termed sudden termination changes or STC, disrupts the
effectiveness of vectoring and causes service interruption to end-users over a
noticeable period of time. Regarding my research contribution to this subpart,
I am the main inventor of the included patent and wrote the two technical
papers. I designed the whole procedure for minimizing disruption and updating
precoders, as well as implemented it with lab cable measurements.
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Fig. 5.1: Downstream FRN model in case of outdated vectoring operation.

• Paper III resolves a typical STC case, referred to as disorderly leaving
event (DLE) for the frequency range from 30MHz to 106MHz. A FEXT-
reflected-NEXT (FRN) model (depicted in Fig. 5.1) is described for DLE
with an ideal initial status, where all CPEs are connected, i.e., all ter-
minations are perfectly matched. When DLE happens, the leaving line’s
termination becomes a reflective surface, forwarding both data and FEXT
destined for this end to the other CPEs as NEXT and generating resid-
ual crosstalk that cannot be handled by the outdated precoder. The
traditional way of shutting down the leaving line fails at eliminating all
residual crosstalk, which was not observed for lower frequencies due to
the weaker FEXT level. The solution is to keep the outdated precoder
running, sending only the anti-crosstalk signal on the leaving line with-
out data symbols. FEXT and anti-crosstalk signals cancel out before
the reflective termination, therefore nothing will be reflected to the other
CPEs.
In addition, a parameterized channel estimation is proposed for systems
using ZFP for precoder updating, which reduces the estimation effort
from O(K2) to O(K). Compared to the state-of-the-art method, the
period during which active users are disturbed is significantly reduced to
just the time it takes to detect the DLE.

• Paper IV extends the model to cover a general STC scenario, and proposes
solutions for both deactivating and (re)activating STC events. Since
the studied frequencies are also extended up to 180MHz, the impact
of an STC on both linear and non-linear precoding systems is analyzed.
Low-complexity precoder-updating procedures are presented, which avoid
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full matrix inversion for the linear precoder and avoid full matrix QR-
decomposition for the non-linear precoder. The advantage of the mini-
mized disturbed period for active users is also maintained for the extended
scenarios. One example of the solution to a line-reactivation-caused STC
is shown in Fig. 5.2.

(a) Traditional procedure

(b) Proposed procedure

Fig. 5.2: Sum-rate example over 30MHz-106MHz during the process of new line
(re)activation. Activating STC occurs at time 0.

5.3 Efficient Fronthaul Interface
The third subpart focuses on a special role of the fixed access network: front-
hauling for radio systems like 4G and 5G. It investigates the feasibility as well
as proposes beneficial transmission schemes both from the wireline channel
and from radio signal processing point of view. In particular, Paper V and
Paper VI implement crosstalk cancellation with respect to an LTE-over-copper
system in frequency-domain and time-domain, respectively. I took the lead in
developing the time-domain approach and wrote Paper VI. Regarding Paper
VII, I derived the fronthaul load reduction methods with the given system
concern about massive MIMO, conducted simulations and wrote the paper.
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• Paper V investigates the feasibility of crosstalk cancellation for LTE-
over-copper systems in the downstream direction. The studied scenario
considers the copper-based network as an analog fronthaul between RRU
and remote radio head (RRH) for LTE signals. Channel estimation is
conducted based on available LTE reference signals with a newly designed
cell-ID assignment as illustrated in Eq. (5.1).

N cell
ID (1) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 503}

N cell
ID (i) =

(
N cell

ID (i− 1) + 6
)

mod 504, i ∈ {2, . . . ,M},
(5.1)

where M denotes the number of users considered in the same vectored
group. This design takes advantage of the cell-specific frequency shift of
reference signal locations implied by cell ID N cell

ID , and aligns reference
signals of the involved users to end up on the same resource element
(RE). It thereby enables a least-square based frequency-domain channel
estimation, as well as the implementation of ZFP as in the traditional
DSL systems.

• Paper VI deals with crosstalk cancellation in the same context as the
previous work regarding analog fronthaul. Since the LTE signal is typi-
cally generated in time domain, this work develops a new scheme to keep
both channel estimation and precoding to be conducted in time domain.
The resulting time-domain precoder not only mitigates crosstalk but also
creates effective direct paths of the wireline segment to be identical for
all involved pairs as

Y = H ∗PD ∗X +N
= det(H) ∗ I ∗X +N ,

where ∗ denotes the convolution operator, H is a three-dimensional chan-
nel matrix having the third dimension denoting time-domain samples,
PD = adj(H) denotes the time-domain diagonalizing precoder, and X ,
Y , and N denote the three-dimensional representation of time-domain
transmit signal, receive signal and additive noise, respectively.

• Paper VII extends the view to the coming 5G when the RRUs support
massive MIMO. In this scenario, intra-PHY split becomes a promising
option to relieve the dramatically increased fronthaul traffic. This pa-
per proposes a new uplink functional split alternative between RRU and
BBU. Let HA denote an N ×K frequency-domain uplink channel matrix
regarding the air interface, for example in antenna-element domain or di-
rection domain, where N is the number of antennas and K is the number
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of user-layers. For massive-MIMO systems, it is typical that N ≫ K.
Using the zero-forcing layer separation as an example, the equalization is
implemented as the pseudo-inverse of HA, i.e.,

H†
A = (HH

A HA)
−1HH

A .

This can be viewed as two steps: 1) HH
A conducts MRC regarding HA; 2)

(HH
A HA)

−1 conducts zero-forcing regarding the equivalent channel of HA

reshaped by HH
A . The proposition is to place the two steps in the RRU

and the BBU respectively, which still maintains the performance of zero-
forcing layer separation. More importantly, the MRC gives low RRU
complexity while reducing the signal dimension from N to K, largely
lightening the burden on the fronthaul link compared to the current com-
mon public radio interface (CPRI)-type fronthauling scheme. When HA

is “sparse”, an additional step of user-specific selection can be added be-
fore the MRC beamformer to further reduce the RRU complexity without
compromising the post-processing performance.
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1 Rate-Boosting Using Strong Crosstalk
in Wideband Wireline Systems

Abstract

Next-generation wireline systems may exploit frequencies up to several hun-
dred MHz on short lines. Strong crosstalk coupling, comparable to the direct
paths, is one of the main channel characteristics at high frequencies. Instead
of fully canceling all crosstalk, we utilize strong crosstalk paths to boost data-
rate for active users. Two linear precoding schemes, based on maximum ra-
tio combining and convex optimization respectively, are proposed and applied
to a common network topology. The precoding schemes exploit constructive
crosstalk signals on unused lines or in unused parts of the spectrum on neigh-
boring lines to boost data-rate while still complying with the regulated spectral
power limits per line. More than 500 Mbps throughput gain per active user can
be achieved compared to state-of-the-art linear precoding.

Based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, E. Medeiros, C. Lu, P.-E. Eriksson, and P.
Ödling, “Rate-Boosting Using Strong Crosstalk in Next Generation Wireline Sys-
tems,” in Proc. 2015 IEEE Global Communications Conference (GLOBECOM), San
Diego, USA, December 2015, pp. 1-6. © 2015 IEEE.
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1.1 Introduction
Data-rate hungry services may soon push current wireline broadband networks
to their limit. The fiber-to-the-home (FTTH) concept, which would conceiv-
ably satisfy the throughput demand, is still no ubiquitous reality since its in-
stallation requires large efforts in both time and money. The migration via a
hybrid copper-fiber concept [1] bridges the gap by continuously using the cop-
per wires to support the costly last-mile part. Recent standardization efforts
have resulted in the emerging G.fast system [2,3] capable of supporting in the
order of 1Gbps aggregate net data-rate on copper pairs. In its second version,
even higher data-rates can be expected. Future efforts, such as [4–6], aim at
providing multi-gigabit access via copper by exploring frequency ranges well
beyond 100MHz.

The first version of G.fast relies on linear precoding [7, 8] to mitigate
crosstalk. Linear precoding is a well developed scheme and has been widely
implemented in vectored digital subscriber line (DSL) systems for its effec-
tiveness and low-complexity. In order to transmit below the regulated power
spectrum density (PSD) mask on each line and each sub-carrier, power normal-
ization is included in the linear precoder which, however, degrades the system
performance at very high frequencies [9, 10]. In [11], the choice of the power
normalization factor for linear precoding is posed as a linear programming
problem, resulting in a moderate increase in delivered data-rate.

In practice, resources are still available for further data-rate boosting with-
out additional hardware cost. For example, as part of the zero-touch phi-
losophy, G.fast equipment could be pre-installed on a bundle basis regardless
whether all customers have signed up or not. Thus, there could be more avail-
able lines than active users. Furthermore, users sharing the same binder may
use either very-high-bit-rate digital subscriber line (VDSL) [12] equipment or
G.fast equipment. The lines of VDSL users will be idle for frequencies beyond
35MHz [13]. In both cases, idle lines are available and already connected to
transceiver equipment at the distribution point (DP).

In this paper, we exploit strong crosstalk from idle lines in a constructive
way to boost the data-rate of active users (see Fig. 1.1), while mitigating de-
structive crosstalk among active users and fully obeying the spectral power lim-
its. The supporting lines can be unused lines or lines with unused spectrum in
the cable, which allows for permanent boosting. Alternatively, lines connecting
users that are temporarily idle or have no data to transmit at the moment can
be used for peak-rate boosting. Two linear precoding schemes are introduced
in the downstream direction. The first method is maximum ratio combin-
ing (MRC), which is frequently used in wireless multiple-input-single-output
transmission to maximize the delivered energy to the active users. In order to
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Fig. 1.1: Example scenario with two active CPEs and six idle lines contributing
constructive FEXT. Line 2, 3 and 5 are chosen to support the CPE-2, and the other
lines within the group are chosen to support CPE-4.

further exploit the rate-boosting potential via cooperative linear precoding, we
formulate a convex feasibility problem resulting in the second precoder, which
shows significant throughput gain at high frequencies.

1.2 Channel Characteristics at High Frequen-
cies

In DSL systems, single line performance is defined as the throughput in an
end-to-end transmission over a certain line with a fixed background-noise level.
It can be viewed as an upper bound of the throughput on that line since no
other interference or transmit power constraint is considered. Crosstalk among
copper wires within a binder, classified into near-end crosstalk (NEXT) and
far-end crosstalk (FEXT), is an inherent wireline channel property. In order to
approach the single line performance for each line in the group, crosstalk can-
cellation is needed. NEXT can be mitigated by using duplexing methods such
as frequency-division duplex (FDD) or time-division duplex (TDD), whereas
FEXT can be mitigated by vectoring [14], as indicated in the VDSL [15] and
G.fast [2] standards.

In the downstream direction, which is our main focus in this paper, a pre-
coder in the DP enables cooperative data transmission. Consider a vectored
group of size N . Let N = {1, . . . , N} denote the set of line indices in the
vectored group. Also, let H ∈ CN×N denote the frequency-domain channel
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matrix of the vectored group on a certain sub-carrier. The prevailing idea to
cancel out crosstalk is to use a linear precoder which diagonalizes the channel
matrix [8]. Mathematically, the nearly optimal linear precoder P ∈ CN×N is
given by

P = 1/µH−1HΣ,

where HΣ is a diagonal matrix carrying the diagonal elements of H. The scalar
µ is defined to make the overall precoded signal comply with the transmit power
constraint, i.e.,

µ = max
i∈N

∥∥[H−1HΣ

]
row i

∥∥
2
. (1.1)

When the frequency range is extended, new channel characteristics are ob-
served. To demonstrate this, we take measurements for direct paths and FEXT
paths from a 30 pairs, 100m, 0.5mm cable [16]. In this case study, 8 pairs are
randomly chosen from a single binder. A sub-carrier spacing of 51.75 kHz has
been used. Channel measurements are taken from 35MHz up to 300MHz (see
Fig. 1.2a). The choice of 35MHz yields a generous spectral margin with respect

(a) Channel measurements

(b) Accumulated bit-rate in the band from 35MHz to upper-edge
frequency

Fig. 1.2: Channel measurements and average accumulated bit-rate per line for an
8-line vectored group.
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to the VDSL 30MHz profile. It can be observed that the FEXT becomes com-
parable to the direct channel as the frequency increases. As a consequence, the
column-wise diagonal dominant (CWDD) property, which is the foundation
of the near-optimal linear precoder, begins to diminish. Its influence on the
system performance is illustrated in Fig. 1.2b.

In Fig. 1.2b, the average sum-rate for the 8 lines is shown versus available
bandwidth, which is defined as upper-edge frequency minus 35MHz. Although
the bandwidth keeps increasing, the sum-rate of the linear precoding system
diverges gradually from the single line performance and converges to a satu-
ration level. By utilizing the strong crosstalk from idle pairs, however, it is
possible to boost the rate beyond this saturation level.

1.3 MRC Precoding Scheme for Rate-Boosting

1.3.1 Group-MRC precoder
Consider a scenario with K active users out of N vectored lines. A simplified
example with N = 8 and K = 2 is sketched in Fig. 1.1.

Let Hsub ∈ CK×N denote the channel paths ending in the active customer-
premises equipment (CPE). The signal r ∈ CK×1 received by the active users
is given by r = Hsubs+n, where s ∈ CN×1 is the transmit signal and n ∈ CK×1

denotes noise. We are looking for a “good” precoder Psub ∈ CN×K yielding
s = Psubx, where x ∈ CK×1 are the symbols to be transmitted, such that
the active CPEs get a higher receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) compared to
vectoring using only the active lines. In order to cancel the destructive crosstalk
among the active users, we also want HsubPsub = D, where D ∈ RK×K is a
diagonal matrix.

We apply the concept of MRC to the precoded signals with the goal of
rate-boosting via crosstalk. If all N twisted pairs are available to support CPE
no. k (i.e., K = 1), the effective channel is the k-th row of H, denoted as
hT
k =

[
[H]k,1 , . . . , [H]k,N

]
. Also notice that each element of hT

k represents
channel attenuation, where

∥∥hT
k

∥∥2
1

is larger than
∥∥hT

k

∥∥2
2
. Thus, to maximize

the receive SNR and therefore boost the bit-rate, assign the precoder to be a
column vector as

pk =
1

µ

[
[H]

∗
k,1∣∣[H]k,1
∣∣ · · ·

[H]
∗
k,N∣∣[H]k,N
∣∣
]T

,

where µ is the normalization factor defined similarly as in Eq. (1.1). The pre-
coded signals from different transmitters are added up coherently, yielding a
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received signal at the active CPE given by

rk = hT
k pkxk + n = 1/µ

N∑
i=1

∣∣[H]k,i
∣∣xk + n. (1.2)

In the general case of K > 1, group-MRC can be performed. The i-th
column of Hsub represents the channel paths originating from transmitter i.
For each transmitter, there should be only one targeted receiver. Therefore,
a grouping metric is needed to determine the group of “supporting” line(s)
assigned to each active user. Assume for the i-th column of Hsub, [Hsub]lii is
chosen to be the supporting path from transmitter i. Accordingly, assign an
N ×K MRC precoder matrix Pmrc whose entries are composed by

[Pmrc]i,j =


[Hsub]

∗
j,i∣∣[Hsub]j,i

∣∣ if j = li,

0 otherwise.
(1.3)

Also include the second precoder matrix
Pd = (HsubPmrc)

−1
(HsubPmrc)Σ

to cancel the destructive crosstalk among the active users. Together with the
power scaling factor µ, the overall precoder can be written as

Psub = 1/µPmrcPd

where µ = max
i∈N

∥∥[PmrcPd]row i

∥∥
2
.

1.3.2 Data-rate performance
With the MRC of the precoded signal, we can realize an equivalent channel

ρmrc = diag (HsubPsub) , ρmrc ∈ RK×1

to the active users. To quantify the rate-boosting contribution from the result-
ing channel, we calculate the increased spectrum efficiency compared to a refer-
ence linear precoding system, whose precoded equivalent channel is denoted by
γ. The reference can be the single line performance, normal linear-precoding
performance or any other control group. Given a certain γ and transmit power
Ptx, we can calculate the spectrum efficiency gain on line k as

g
(
[γ]k , Ptx

)
= log2

(
1 +

Ptx

∣∣[ρmrc]k
∣∣2

σ2Γ

)
− log2

(
1 +

Ptx

∣∣[γ]k∣∣2
σ2Γ

)

= log2

(
1 +

∆k · Ptx

σ2Γ + Ptx

∣∣[γ]k∣∣2
)
, (1.4)
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(a) Theoretical requirement on ∆k (Eq. (1.5))

(b) FEXT coupling ending in CPE-2

Fig. 1.3: Comparison between the theoretical requirement on ∆k to gain a desired g
from the normal linear precoder performance and actual FEXT coupling level avail-
able to support the gain.

where σ2 is the background noise power and Γ is the reserved SNR gap. Here we
define a parameter ∆k =

∣∣[ρmrc]k
∣∣2−∣∣[γ]k∣∣2, which denotes the increased channel

gain obtained by constructive FEXT on line k. Equivalently, we can expect
that the required boosting in channel gain for a certain spectrum efficiency gain
should be

∆k [dB] = log10 (2
g − 1) + ck, (1.5)

where ck = log10

((
σ2Γ + Ptx

∣∣[γ]k∣∣2)/Ptx

)
is a constant on a certain sub-

carrier of line k.
Taking line 2 of our measurements as an example, assume Ptx = −76dBm/Hz,

σ2 = −140dBm/Hz and Γ = 9.8dB. In Fig. 1.3a, we show the theoretical re-
quirement on ∆k to increase the spectrum efficiency from the normal linear
precoder performance by g = 1 bps/Hz and g = 2 bps/Hz at different frequen-
cies. For other values of g, the curve shifts in vertical direction with a term of
log10 (2

g − 1).
Fig. 1.3a reveals that MRC of constructive FEXT to boost data-rate requires

much higher ∆k at lower frequencies than at higher frequencies. In Fig. 1.3b,
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it is shown that the available FEXT coupling at lower frequencies, however,
is not that much stronger than the FEXT level of higher frequencies, which
significantly limits the potential gain we can extract from the lower part of
the frequency range. For frequencies above 150MHz, it seems more likely
to achieve the additional power requirement ∆k. Therefore, we would rather
focus on and explore the right-hand side of the frequency axis and utilize the
strong crosstalk to achieve rate-boosting. Hereinafter, we refer to the frequency
ranges above and below 150MHz as high-frequency range and low-frequency
range, respectively.

To show the rate-boosting result with a practical channel setup, we consider
a grouping criterion based on the magnitude of crosstalk couplings, i.e.,

li = argmax
l

∣∣[Hsub]l,i
∣∣2, (1.6)

and construct Pmrc as in Eq. (1.3). In our experimental setup, the copper pairs
are short and have equal lengths. The corresponding FEXT coupling coeffi-
cients are therefore similar in magnitude level. This implies that the maximum
power of Eq. (1.6) for different i will not always concentrate on the same l.
It enables an “even-share” grouping scheme where the number of supporting
lines for each active user is on average the same over the studied frequencies.
Based on the measurements described in Section 1.2, Fig. 1.4 presents the aver-
age spectrum efficiency of the group-MRC method for both low-frequency and
high-frequency range. Considering a bit cap b̄ = 12 bits, the average spectrum
efficiency κ for each line is calculated as

κ =

∑Ntone
i=1 min

{
b̄, log2 (1 + SNR/Γ)

}
Ntone

, (1.7)

where Ntone is the number of sub-carriers involved and SNR is the receive
signal-to-noise power ratio.

According to Fig. 1.4a, the gain in spectrum efficiency is barely noticeable
in the low-frequency range since the crosstalk paths are not strong enough to
contribute, which is consistent with the conclusion in Fig. 1.3. In the high-
frequency range (see Fig. 1.4b), the group-MRC shows more than 2bps/Hz
spectrum efficiency gain on average compared to its linear-precoding counter-
part.

When comparing the performance of the group-MRC precoder to the normal
linear precoder on each sub-carrier, however, we notice that the MRC scheme
is not always a good solution for rate-boosting. In Fig. 1.5, there are negative
gains at some sub-carriers, where the MRC precoder delivers a lower data-
rate to active users than the normal linear precoder. This disadvantage of the
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(a) 35MHz–150MHz

(b) 150MHz–300MHz

Fig. 1.4: Spectrum efficiency comparison for group-MRC precoding with the group-
ing scheme defined in Eq. (1.6) for different frequency ranges.

MRC precoder becomes more notable when the number of available idle lines
decreases, or equivalently, K increases (comparing Fig. 1.5a with Fig. 1.5b).
The reduced effective channel gain results partly from the normalization factor
µ. As µ equals to the maximum norm-2 of the precoder’s row-vectors, simply
multiplying with 1/µ may cause a large penalty in the resulting channel gain of
the MRC precoder. Furthermore, the rate-boosting performance of the MRC
precoder depends largely on the chosen grouping metric. As shown in Fig. 1.5,
the metric chosen in Eq. (1.6) does not give a “fair” boosting to active users at
most sub-carriers.

1.4 Optimized Precoding Scheme for Rate Boost-
ing

As discussed above, the MRC precoder does not guarantee that we can always
achieve the optimal utilization of available idle pairs. Therefore, further in-
vestigation on the rate-boosting possibility in a general case is desired. We
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(a) Active users K = 2 (N = 8)

(b) Active users K = 4 (N = 8)

Fig. 1.5: Bit-rate gain of the group-MRC precoder over 150MHz–300MHz, com-
pared to the normal linear precoder.

formulate this as an optimization problem, where the objective is to find a
linear precoder Popt giving an equivalent channel

Θ = HsubPopt, (1.8)

subject to the following constraints:

Channel gain By optimally utilizing the available constructive FEXT, the
equivalent channel with a linear precoder results in ρopt = diag (HsubPopt), and
can deliver a data-rate as high as possible to active users given a certain channel
environment.

Residual crosstalk It is not necessary to have the off-diagonal entries of
the effective channel Θ to be strictly 0, which is the main objective of the
traditional linear precoder. Instead, residual crosstalk can be allowed as long
as its maximum power is lower than a small number ϵ2. In order not to decrease
the receive SNR, we confine ϵ2 to be lower than the background noise level.
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Transmit power To fulfil the transmit power constraint, the precoder should
have its row vector power confined by

∥∥[Popt]l,1...K
∥∥
2
≤ 1, for l = 1, . . . , N .

The objective together with the three constraints result in a feasibility prob-
lem. Let ⊗ stand for the Kronecker product, and vec(·) operate on a matrix to
stack the columns of the matrix to be a long column vector. We can rewrite the
equivalent channel in Eq. (1.8) as Ap = θ, where A = IK ⊗Hsub ∈ CK2×KN,
p = vec(Popt) ∈ CKN×1, and θ = vec(Θ) ∈ CK2×1. The related feasibility
problem with convex constraints [17] can be written as

popt = find p
subject to EdAp = ρopt

max
∣∣Ec

dAp
∣∣ ≤ ϵ∥∥Er,lp

∥∥
2
≤ 1 for l = 1, . . . , N.

(1.9)

Here we define three versions of the matrix E such that E vec(X) results in a
vector composed by specific entries of the original matrix X. Ed ∈ RK×K2 is
defined to extract the diagonal entries such as Ed (Ap) = diag (HsubPopt), i.e.,

[Ed]i,j =

{
1 if j = (i− 1)K+i,
0 otherwise.

Ec
d ∈ RK(K−1)×K2 is defined to extract the off-diagonal entries in a similar

manner, i.e.,
[Ec

d]i,j =

{
1 if j = i+⌊(i− 1)/K⌋+1,
0 otherwise.

Finally, Er,l ∈ RK×KN extracts the l-th row of the matrix as Er,lp =
[Popt]l,1...K , i.e.,

[Er,l]i,j =

{
1 if j = (i− 1)N+l,
0 otherwise.

The last two constraints in Eq. (1.9) generate a fixed region around the
optimal solution. The main source that influences the feasibility of the op-
timization problem lies in the first function, which is affine. If we are too
aggressive in achieving gain and set too high values for the desired ρopt, the op-
timization problem in Eq. (1.9) will become unfeasible. Therefore, to approach
the highest possible ρopt and still fulfil the other two constraints, we propose a
feasibility-based iterative method as described in Table 1.1.

As our final goal is to provide the active users with a boosted data-rate,
we set the main iteration-driving parameter to be g, as defined in Eq. (1.4),
which represents a spectrum efficiency gain on a certain sub-carrier compared
to a reference performance. The gains for all K active users compose a vector
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Table 1.1: Proposed iteration for optimizing a rate-boosting precoder

On sub-carrier t:
Initialize
• Set gain step size as △g;
• Set basic gain for each line g = g0;
• Set parameters β1 = −σ2Γ/Ptx, β2 = γ − β1;
• ρ2

opt = 2g ⊙ β2 + β1;
• Set feasible = 1.

while feasible = 1 do
• Solve optimization problem in Eq. (1.9);

if Failed then
– feasible = 0;
end if

• if feasible = 1 then
– Reshape popt to Popt;
– Update g = g +△g;
– Update ρ2

opt = 2g ⊙ β2 + β1;
end if

end while

g. Again, let γ denote the equivalent channel of the reference performance.
Define a scalar parameter β1 = −σ2Γ/Ptx, which is constant over the whole
frequency range, and a vector parameter β2 = |γ|2 − β1, which keeps constant
on a certain sub-carrier. Together with these parameters, we can calculate the
desired ρopt using the expected g as

ρopt = (2g ⊙ β2 + β1)
1/2

,

where ⊙ denotes the Hadamard product and the power is taken elementwisely.
Starting with a conservative gain setting g0 and increasing the gain gradually
with a step size △g, we will reach a ρopt after j iterations that makes the whole
setup unfeasible. The optimized precoder vector popt obtained as the result of
iteration j − 1 gives the maximum possible ρopt. The starting points in g0 are
determined by the original and expected data-rate for the active users. For
example, the spectrum efficiency on line 2 and 4 are originally 2bps/Hz and
4bps/Hz at a certain sub-carrier, and aim for a boosting result of 3bps/Hz and
5bps/Hz, respectively. A possible choice for initialization can be g0 = [2, 4]T,
and setting the same △g for both lines.

In the following simulations, we choose the normal linear precoding per-
formance as the baseline. Fig. 1.6 compares the rate-boosting results between
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(a) Active users K = 2 (N = 8)

(b) Active users K = 4 (N = 8)

Fig. 1.6: Data-rate gain at studied frequencies with different number of active users.

the group-MRC method applying the grouping metric in Eq. (1.6) and the
feasibility-based optimization method summarized in Table 1.1. We focus on
the frequency range between 150MHz and 300MHz, where strong crosstalk
dominates. For each sub-carrier, the increased bit-rate compared to the
throughput of normal linear precoding is calculated. For the feasibility-based
optimization method, the curves for active users are identical since we choose
the even-gain strategy in the iterative process. For the group-MRC method,
the average increase over the targeted lines is presented.

In Fig. 1.6, we observe that the optimized precoder has a curve that is gen-
erally higher than the group-MRC curve, which means that the simple metric
given by Eq. (1.6) does not fully explore the rate-boosting ability from the
constructive FEXT paths. The advantage of the optimized precoder is more
obvious when the number of available idle lines for each active user decreases.
Most importantly, the optimized precoder will never yield a negative gain as
the MRC method does. The superior performance of the optimized precoder is
rooted mainly in the following three aspects. First, the normalization factor µ
limits the possible power gain of the MRC method. Second, the vectoring pre-
coder Pd that is included in the group-MRC precoder sets a strict requirement
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Fig. 1.7: Accumulated average sum-rate per user versus available bandwidth
(35MHz to upper-edge frequency).

in canceling crosstalk. The purpose of Pd is to diagonalize the channel matrix
and generate zero-valued off-diagonal entries for HsubPsub. In fact, as also im-
plemented in the optimized precoder, we only need to limit the power of those
entries to be lower than the background noise level so that the related precoder
design constraint gets relaxed. Third, the grouping-metric depends highly on
frequency and on channel conditions. It is hard to group the idle lines in an
optimal way to perform rate-boosting, since the FEXT varies strongly both
over frequency and over lines. The optimized precoder, on the other hand, pro-
vides a target-oriented solution without limitation from any specific grouping
scheme.

In Fig. 1.7, we trace back to the problem raised in Section 1.2, specifically
in Fig. 1.2b. Again, the average sum-rate over active users is calculated. For
the case of K = 1, where 7 idle lines are available to support rate-boosting,
the basic MRC precoding in Eq. (1.2) is performed. For the cases of K = 2
and K = 4, the optimized precoding scheme is applied. It is clear that by
utilizing strong crosstalk from idle lines in the vicinity, the linear precoder can
break through the saturation level at high frequencies and provide the active
users with significant data-rate gain. In the simulation starting from 35MHz
and ending in 300MHz, we can achieve 589.61Mbps sum-rate gain per active
user compared to the normal linear precoder when 4 idle lines are available for
K = 4 active users; we gain 729.41Mbps per user when 6 idle lines are available
for K = 2 active users; and we gain 882.79Mbps per user when 7 idle lines are
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available for K = 1 active user.

1.5 Conclusion
In the next generation wireline systems, the achievable data-rate with lin-
ear precoding saturates gradually after a certain frequency (e.g., 150MHz for
our measured channel). To break through this saturation level, we propose
rate-boosting for active end-users, utilizing strong crosstalk at high frequencies
from idle twisted pairs within the same vectored group. Group-MRC precod-
ing exhibits a substantial data-rate improvement depending on the number
of supporting lines. In order to further enhance the performance, we present
an optimization-based solution. Compared to standard linear precoding, more
than 500Mbps data-rate gain per active user can be achieved when exploiting
bands up to 300MHz.
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Paper II





2 Rate-Boosting via Beamforming for
Multi-Pair Copper Channels

Abstract

New broadband wireline systems like G.fast aim at delivering multi-gigabit-
per-second rates over legacy copper pairs exploiting the full very high frequency
(VHF) band and beyond. Since now the crosstalk couplings turn out to be as
strong as the direct paths, the MIMO channel becomes ill-conditioned which
degrades the effectiveness of vectoring at high frequencies rendering the high
end of the system bandwidth practically useless. This paper proposes to signal
more around the wires than in the wires by using the strong far-end crosstalk
(FEXT) as data channels via beamforming at high frequencies. There unused
spectrum on adjacent twisted pairs constitutes a pool of available resources.
Both beamforming and crosstalk cancellation are merged to fully harness the
diverse characteristics of the channel and boost the data-rates delivered to a set
of target users. Regarding the beamforming structure, maximum ratio trans-
mission (MRT), equal gain transmission (EGT) and a special variant of EGT
are investigated, each of which has its advantageous conditions. The newly
proposed coherent transmission is harmonized to complement vectoring using
both zero-forcing precoder (ZFP) and Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP),
whereas the rate-boosting gain is more obvious in the ZFP-based systems.

Based on: Y. Huang, A. F. Al Rawi, T. Magesacher, and P. Ödling, “Rate-Boosting
via Beamforming for Multi-Pair Copper Channels,” Technical Report, June 2017.
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2.1 Introduction
In order to meet the exponentially increasing data demand over the hybrid
fiber-copper access network, more bandwidth over the copper segment is vital
to sustain the intense activities of the digital economy. However, increasing the
bandwidth beyond current G.fast [1–3], i.e., > 106MHz, faces technological
barriers due to the increased far-end crosstalk (FEXT) which dominates the
direct paths of the physical twisted pairs. This channel behavior restricts the
effective use of vectoring [4] since the MIMO channel becomes non-diagonal
dominant and ill-conditioned. The spatial multiplexing gain of vectoring dete-
riorates rapidly with frequency as a result rendering the upper band practically
useless.

Exploiting the trade-off between the spatial and frequency domains of the
wireline systems promises great theoretical potential in pushing the system
bandwidth beyond current limits. In [5], we presented a method for boosting
the downstream rates of wireline broadband users by additionally transmit-
ting on otherwise unused twisted copper pairs. The extra-launched signals
form constructive interference through the selected strong crosstalk paths at
high frequencies while the destructive interference is mitigated via the classi-
cal crosstalk cancellation techniques. The intended application is a G.fast-like
broadband scenario over dendritic topologies in which network-side transceivers
are collocated, e.g., in a cabinet or pole-mounted, but the customer-premises
equipment (CPE) transceivers are not. This arrangement is illustrated in
Fig. 2.1. It is particularly applicable for a proposed extension of the fourth-
generation broadband system [6], or similar, where crosstalk is comparably
strong as the direct couplings.

One of the adopted channels in this paper is given in Fig. 2.2 which shows
the measured attenuation of direct paths and FEXT paths of a 50 m BT cable
consisting of 20 pairs of 0.5mm twisted copper wires. For frequencies below
100MHz, the direct path is prominently stronger than the FEXT and the chan-
nel matrix is diagonal-dominant. Correspondingly, for higher frequencies, the
FEXT couplings become comparable to or sometimes even stronger than the
direct paths, where the channel matrix is mathematically similar to that of a
MIMO radio system. For these frequencies, wireline rate-boosting then bears
resemblance to the MIMO techniques seen in LTE and 5G mobile communica-
tion.

The strong FEXT and severe attenuation prevent us from increasing data-
rate by further increasing bandwidth. The gain from using higher power budget
is also negligible due to the regulated power spectrum density (PSD) mask. To
address this limitation, we propose to take advantage of the unused spectrum
of the adjacent pairs and the FEXT from them to achieve an enhanced “direct”
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Signalling at low frequencies

Signalling at high frequencies

Cabinet

Low rate application

High rate application

Low rate application

Medium rate application

Fig. 2.1: An illustrative arrangement of the rate-boosting scenario that takes ad-
vantage of the unused spectrum on the active adjacent pairs.

channel. Other techniques inspired by the high frequency multi-pair channel
behavior may involve spatial modulation [7] and space-time coding [8, 9].

While [5] showed a great potential of wireline rate-boosting, it did not ad-
dress several aspects of practicality and thus indicated optimistic performance
figures. This work extends the original paper as follows:

• Exploiting unused spectrum on active adjacent pairs, whose dedicated
services are still delivered (see Fig. 2.1), instead of relying on idle pairs
only.

• Investigating three beamforming variants regarding the number of target
users with respect the available pairs, as well as the channel features at
different frequencies.

• Considering both zero-forcing precoder (ZFP) [10, 11] and Tomlinson-
Harashima precoder (THP) [12] in the system level design together with
two sets of cable measurements to provide fair performances.

• Counting in the transmit power increase invoked by both beamforming
and crosstalk-cancellation parts of the precoder, meanwhile implement-
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Fig. 2.2: Wideband channel coupling of a measured 20pair cable bundle.

ing optimized transmit power allocation constrained by the aggregate
transmit power limit, the regulated PSD mask in [13], and the bit-cap.

Simulation results show that the additional beamforming functionality can
effectively increase the bit-loading capability of the target users at high fre-
quencies. It works better for the ZFP-based systems than the THP-based
ones. Specifically regarding the beamforming structures, the investigated max-
imum ratio transmission (MRT), equal gain transmission (EGT) and a special
variant of EGT present different applicabilities considering various number of
target users, channel properties and interference-cancellation techniques.

Throughout this paper, C and R denote the complex and real number fields,
respectively. The bold capital letter A denotes a matrix and lower case a
denotes a column vector. The element on the i-th row and j-th column of
A is denoted as [A]i,j . The transpose and Hermitian transpose operators are
denoted by (·)T and (·)H, respectively. The operator diag(a) denotes a diagonal
matrix with a on its main diagonal, and diag(A) denotes a column vector
containing the diagonal entries of A. The operator ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean
norm.
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2.2 Transmitting Schemes in the Cabinet
In the digital subscriber line (DSL) context, vectoring in the downstream
direction invokes precoding for mitigating FEXT between adjacent pairs.
The multiuser-MIMO channel is then decoupled into parallel independent
sub-channels, which simplifies equalization at the distributed receivers.

Consider a vectored group associated with N twisted pairs (therefore N
transmit ports) among which cooperative processing is available at the operator
side. For the discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system, let M denote the
number of tones within the operating band. On tone m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ], let
H[m] ∈ CK×N denote the channel matrix, where K denotes the corresponding
active receivers at the distributive user side. Particularly for the rate-boosting
scenario illustrated in Fig. 2.1, we assume that K = N at low frequencies where
all users connected to the N pairs are actively receiving data, while K < N
at high frequencies where more transmit ports are available than the receiving
ones.

Since most of the following formulations are repetitive on each tone, we
hereinafter omit the superscript [m] for brevity unless it is necessary to stress
the tone index. For a vectored transmission, the receive signal y ∈ CK×1 on
one tone is formulated as

y = H P
√
Gx︸ ︷︷ ︸

transmitter

+n

= D
√
Gx+ n, (2.1)

where the various quantities are as follows:

- x ∈ CK×1 denotes data symbols destined for the K CPEs;

- n ∈ CK×1 denotes the background noise in the cable;

- P ∈ CN×K is the overall precoder so that D = HP is obtained as a
diagonal matrix;

-
√
G = diag

(
[
√
g1, ..,

√
gk, ..,

√
gK ]
)

is a diagonal matrix where √
gk is the

overall gain-scaling coefficient for symbols destined to user k on that tone.

For the convenience of analysis, we decompose the precoder P into a beamform-
ing part and a crosstalk-cancellation part as P = PBFPC, where PBF ∈ CN×K

contains the beamforming coefficients and PC ∈ CK×K implements crosstalk
cancellation regarding the effective channel Heff = HPBF. For the tones where
K = N , PBF = I which is an identity matrix, and therefore Heff = H.
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In DSL, both ZFP and THP are considered for PC, which are linear and non-
linear, respectively. Generally, the THP outperforms ZFP at high frequencies,
but also has higher complexity, is more sensitive to the accuracy of channel
estimation [14,15], and contains modulo operation which makes it incompatible
with legacy CPEs [16, 17]. This paper works on both cancellation techniques
to provide fair performances. Different PC formulations impact the assignment
of G, which is constrained by three factors:

a) the upper bound of the total transmit power of the n-th transmit modem,
denoted as P̄n for n ∈ [1, ..., N ];

b) the regulated PSD mask P
[m]

msk for m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ];

c) the loaded bit-cap b̄, due to the size limitation of modulation alphabet.
Since now the K power-scaling parameters gk affect the transmit power from
N ports on each tone, a modified power allocation strategy is proposed. The
following subsections detail the power allocation for transmit symbols regarding
ZFP and THP, respectively.

2.2.1 Linear Vectoring
The ZFP conducts crosstalk cancellation by inversing the effective channel as

PC, ZF = H−1
eff diag

(
diag(Heff)

)
.

It yields a crosstalk-free effective channel as DZF = diag
(
diag(Heff)

)
. The

overall precoder PZF = PBFPC, ZF conducts a linear transformation on the input
scaled transmit symbol

√
Gx, yielding the transmit power from the N ports

on a certain tone as
v = Sg, (2.2)

where S and g denote the element-wise power of PZF and diag(
√
G), respectively

as

S =

 |[PZF]1,1|2 · · · |[PZF]1,K |2
... . . . ...

|[PZF]N,1|2 · · · |[PZF]N,K |2


g =

[
g1 · · · gk · · · gK

]T
,

(2.3)

given that x is power-normalized.
The goal is to assign G, or equivalently g, efficiently within the power

budget on each tone that maximizes the sum-rate

R =

K∑
k=1

∆f

M∑
m=1

log2(1 + SNR[m]
k ), (2.4)
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where ∆f denotes the frequency spacing between two consecutive tones. Re-
ferring to Eq. (2.1), the receive signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the k-th CPE on
each tone is formulated by

SNRk = γkgk, (2.5)

in which γk denotes the channel-to-noise power ratio (CNR) of the equivalent
direct path as

γk =

∣∣[D]k,k
∣∣2

σ2Γ
, k ∈ [1, . . . ,K] (2.6)

for σ2 denoting the background noise power on a single tone, and Γ denoting
the SNR gap. The optimization problem regarding optimal variable g[m] for
m ∈ [1, . . . ,M ] is then formulated as

maximize
g[m], ∀m

∑K
k=1

∑M
m=1 log2

(
1 + γ

[m]
k g

[m]
k

)
subject to

∑M
m=1[S

[m]
rown]g

[m] ≤ P̄n, ∀n

[S[m]
rown]g

[m] ≤ P
[m]

msk , ∀k,m

0 ≤ g
[m]
k ≤ 2b̄−1

γ
[m]
k

, ∀k,m

(2.7)

As also analyzed in [18], the optimization complexity of Eq. (2.7) is pro-
hibitively high due to, among others, the large amount of dual variables (on
the order of NM) as well as the coupling between the optimal variables of g[m]

by S[m]. Therefore, we implement a modified version of the low-complexity
power allocation algorithm proposed in [18] regarding the linear precoder.

The algorithm in [18] first initializes all g[m] using P
[m]

msk , and then adjusts
g[m] on each tone via the column-norm method [19] to ensure that the resulted
transmit power v[m] in Eq. (2.2) stays below P

[m]
msk while at least one port trans-

mits at the mask level. If any port k has its total transmit power larger than
P̄k, the maximum values of g[m]

k ,∀m are reduced until the total power limit is
met.

This updating strategy, however, is not completely applicable in our case
when K < N , since there is no one-on-one relation between P̄n and g

[m]
k ,∀m.

Therefore, we propose a bit-loading based updating strategy that is applicable
for all cases of K ≤ N . It is based on the fact that the total transmit power
of port n can be lowered by reducing g

[m]
k (by the amount of [S[m]]n,kg

[m]
k ) at

the cost of reducing bit-loading of user k on tone m.
After initialization same as [18], if any transmit port violates the total

transmit power limit, we first remove the excess allocated power which do not
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change the bit-loading results. Since the bit-loading is applied as

b
[m]
k =

⌊
log2(1 + γ

[m]
k g

[m]
k )

⌋
, ∀k,m, (2.8)

where operator ⌊·⌋ yields the maximum integer smaller than its argument, g[m]
k

can be updated as

ĝ
[m]
k =

2b
[m]
k − 1

γ
[m]
k

, ∀k,m.

After the first update, if any transmit port n still has its total transmit
power larger than P̄n, we calculate the power reduction that can be obtained
by losing 1 bit from each user on each tone (i.e., b̃[m]

k = b
[m]
k − 1,∀k,m) as

β
[m]
n,k = [S[m]]n,k

(
ĝ
[m]
k − 2b̃

[m]
k − 1

γ
[m]
k

)

= [S[m]]n,k
2b̃

[m]
k

γ
[m]
k

, ∀k,m. (2.9)

Since our objective is to maximize sum-rate as in Eq. (2.4), we do not differen-
tiate from which user the bits are traded for the transmit power reduction. Let
α denote a predefined number of bit loss in each updating iteration. The (k,m)

pairs corresponding to the α number of maximum β
[m]
n,k values index the group

of g[m]
k that needs to be reduced to (2b

[m]
k −1 − 1)/γ

[m]
k . In each iteration, this

gk reduction is conducted regarding each port n that does not comply with the
total power constraint after the previous iteration. The whole power allocation
process is summarized in Table 2.1.

2.2.2 Non-linear Vectoring
The THP is shown to be a good practical non-linear precoding structure [20].
The crosstalk cancellation is based on the QR-decomposition of HH

eff, i.e., Heff =
HPBF = RHQH, where RH is a lower triangular matrix and Q is a unitary
matrix. The signal transmission can be formulated as

y = HPBFQ
{
R−HDTH

√
Gx
}

modulo︸ ︷︷ ︸
transmitter

+n

where DTH = diag
(
diag(RH)

)
is the effective crosstalk-free channel. As detailed

in [12], the non-linear part of THP applies modulo operations to avoid excess
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Table 2.1: Power Allocation for Linear Precoder

Main output: ĝ
[m]
k , ∀m ∈ [1, ...,M ], k ∈ [1, ...,K]

Initialize
• g

[m]
k = P

[m]
msk, ∀k,m;

• i0 = 0;

- Normalize g
[m]
k as g

[m]
k /

∑N
i=1[S

[m]]i,k, ∀k,m;
- Update transmit PSD: v[m] = S[m]g[m], ∀m;
- Assign ĝ

[m]
k = g

[m]
k P

[m]
msk/max c[m], ∀k,m;

- Calculate Pn =
∑M

m=1[S
[m]
rown]ĝ

[m], ∀n ∈ [1, ..., N ];
while ∃(Pn > P̄n) do

- i0 = i0 + 1;
- N = {n|Pn > P̄n};
if i0 = 1 then

- b[m]
k = ⌊log2(1 + γ

[m]
k ĝ

[m]
k )⌋, ∀k,m;

- b̃[m]
k = b

[m]
k ;

else
- b̃[m]

k = b
[m]
k − 1;

end if
- Assign set I = {(k,m)|b̃[m]

k > 0};
for n ∈ N do

- Calculate β
[m]
n,k in Eq. (2.9), ∀(k,m) ∈ I;

- Find the largest α number of β
[m]
n,k values, and assign the

corresponding (k,m) pair in set Jn;
- Update ĝ

[m]
k = (b̃

[m]
k − 1)/γ

[m]
k , ∀(k,m) ∈ Jn;

end for
- Calculate Pn =

∑M
m=1[S

[m]
rown]ĝ

[m], ∀n ∈ N ;

end while
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Table 2.2: THP power increase factor for QAM constellations

b (bits) 1, 2 3, 4 5, 6 7, 8 9, 10 11, 12 13, 14 15
φ{b} 1.3333 1.0667 1.0159 1.0039 1.0010 1.0002 1.0001 1.0000

transmit power increase due to the pre-cancelling. Correspondingly, the same
modulo operation is implemented at the CPE receivers after equalization and
prior to detection.

Although the constellation-based modulo arithmetic bounds the value of
precoded signal, studies show that power increase still exists, which does not
directly rely on the precoder but varies according to the bit-loading results, or
equivalently the applied constellation sizes. In [21], the power increase factors
are calculated for all relevant QAM constellations. Transformed into a linear
parameter φ{b}, Table 2.2 lists all the relevant numbers we use in simulations.
Specifically, the diamond lattice shape is considered for odd constellations.
Since the power increase factor φ{b} is a function of the bit-loading results, it
is not counted in the initial assignment for gk.

The allocated power for each line on each tone is again coupled by the linear
part of the precoder PBFQ, and jointly impacts the actual transmit power from
each of the N ports. To manage this problem, we firstly consider to assign the
power at the output of the non-linear part of the precoder as g̃ = [g̃1, ..., g̃K ]T.
For THP, the power factor S of the linear precoder part as in Eq. (2.3) becomes

S =

 |[PBFQ]1,1|2 · · · |[PBFQ]1,K |2
... . . . ...

|[PBFQ]N,1|2 · · · |[PBFQ]N,K |2

 .

Similar power allocation strategy as in Table 2.1 can be implemented for g̃. The
only difference is that the bit-loading based power adjustment as in Eq. (2.9)
needs to count in the power increase factor in Table 2.2 as well, i.e.,

β
[m]
n,k = [S[m]]n,k

(
ˆ̃g
[m]
k −

(2b̃
[m]
k − 1)φ{b̃[m]

k }
γ
[m]
k

)
, ∀k,m.

After the desired ˆ̃gk values that yield bounded transmit PSD and bounded total
transmit power at all the N ports are obtained on each tone, the normalized
value considering the power increase factor φ{b} can be calculated in an iter-
ative manner. Firstly, the bit-loading is calculated as bk = ⌊log2(1 + γk ˆ̃gk)⌋.
Then, the allocated power is updated as ĝk = ˆ̃gk/φ{bk}, which gives a bit-
loading of b′k = ⌊log2(1 + γkĝk)⌋. If bk = b′k, ĝk is the actual allocated power;
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otherwise, update ˆ̃gk to ˆ̃gk/φ{bk} and repeat the calculation until the bit-
loading result converges.

2.3 Beamforming Variants
As exemplified in Fig. 2.1, it is likely that not all users in a vectored group use
up all the available bandwidth. For example, user j has achieved its target
rate by exploiting frequencies below f0, leaving the spectrum above f0 idle.
Then pair j becomes an auxiliary pair, whose transmit resource can be used to
support other users over its unused spectrum.

Since there exist more transmit resources (N) than unique data streams
(K), we carry out beamforming over the involved pairs for those frequencies to
boost the target users’ throughput. There both direct and FEXT paths towards
the target users are co-phased and summed to create a pattern of constructive
interference.

As sketched in Fig. 2.3, the beamforming part of the precoder affects the
receive SNR (as in Eq. (2.5)) at the target user in two ways. Each column of
PBF is a set of beamforming coefficients that create the effective direct channel
towards each target user, while the row-coefficients of PBF, jointly with the
allocated gain-scaling parameters g, lead to the transmit power increase (or
decrease) at each of the N ports.

Regarding different properties in the resulted coherent channel gain and the
induced transmit power changes, we investigate three beamforming structures:
MRT, EGT, and single-selective-destination EGT (sEGT), respectively. For
simplicity but without loss of generality, the analysis in this section mainly
focuses on the linear vectoring system as described in Section 2.2.1. Simulation
results of both linear and non-linear vectoring systems will be shown in the next
section.

2.3.1 Maximum Ratio Transmission (MRT)
When MRT is implemented, the beamforming part of the precoder is formu-
lated as PBF, MRT = HH on a certain tone. Accordingly, the overall precoder
considering linear zero-forcing crosstalk cancellation is formulated as

PZF, MRT = HH(HHH)−1DZF, MRT = H†DZF, MRT,

where H† denotes the pseudo-inverse of H and DZF, MRT = diag
(
diag(HHH)

)
denotes the effective direct channel for the K target users after conducting the
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Fig. 2.3: Illustration of the beamforming precoder’s impact.

MRT beamforming. Note that each of the direct channel is in form of

[DZF, MRT]k,k =

N∑
n=1

|[H]k,n|2.

Since the channel couplings [H]k,n indicate attenuation, the square-sum of them
may yield an effective direct channel which is more attenuated than the original
direct channel. It means that the coherent combining of the multiple paths does
not improve the CNR for target users.

On the other hand, the power of row-norm of PBF, MRT is in form of∑K
k=1 |[H]k,n|2. Similarly, it is a term greatly smaller than 1. It means

that the overall precoder may not increase but decrease the power of the gain-
scaled transmit symbol. In this case, we can assign a scaling value gk higher
than the PSD mask, which in turn improves the receive SNR in Eq. (2.5).

2.3.2 Equal Gain Transmission (EGT)
To enhance the effective direct channel, the EGT structure is explored. In this
case, the beamforming part of the precoder is constructed as

[PBF, EGT]n,k =
[H]∗k,n∣∣[H]k,n

∣∣ , for n ∈ [1, ..., N ]
k ∈ [1, ...,K]

,

which gives an effective direct channel as

[DZF, EGT]k,k =

N∑
n=1

|[H]k,n|.
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Comparing to the regular precoder without beamforming, the direct channel is
therefore enhanced by the additional (N − 1) FEXT magnitude terms.

However, the power of row-norm of PBF, EGT is equal to K, which is the
number of target users. Given the per-tone transmit power budget P

[m]
msk on

each tone, the value that can be assigned to gk is reduced to roughly 1/K of
that without PBF, EGT (considering that the variation of PC is smaller than the
impact from PBF, EGT).

Both MRT and EGT have advantage and disadvantage regarding the re-
sulted effective direct channels (which are related to the CNR value γk) and
the induced transmit power changes (which upper-bound the assignment of gk)
as illustrated in Fig. 2.4. The difference between the gaps in Fig. 2.4a and 2.4b
suggests which beamforming structure has a better performance. It is highly
dependent on the number of target users K with respect to the group size N
as well as the channel properties over the frequency range where beamforming
is implemented. Generally, it is more beneficial to apply EGT for small tar-
geted K; otherwise, MRT is preferred. A detailed comparison regarding our
measured cables will be shown in the simulation section.

2.3.3 Single-Selective-Destination EGT (sEGT)
To alleviate the power increase caused by PBF, EGT, we also investigate a special
EGT variant that each row of the beamforming precoder only contains a single
non-zero element. It is equivalent to select one path sourcing from each transmit
port on each tone to be the constructive path towards a target user while
the other paths from the same port is viewed as the carriers of destructive
interference. It is therefore referred to as sEGT.

To distinguish the “constructive” from the “destructive” paths in H, we
introduce a binary steering parameter ιk,n on each tone. Only when ιk,n = 1,
path [H]k,n is regarded as constructive for the k-th target user on that tone
while the destructive paths associated with ιk,n = 0 will be cancelled by PC.
Then the beamforming part of the precoder is constructed by

[PBF, sEGT]n,k = ιk,n
[H]∗k,n∣∣[H]k,n

∣∣ , for n ∈ [1, ..., N ]
k ∈ [1, ...,K]

. (2.10)

The special structure of PBF, sEGT suggests the associated steering parameter
bounded by

∑K
k=1 ιk,j ≤ 1. As a result, the effective direct channel becomes

[DZF, sEGT]k,k =

N∑
n=1

ιk,n|[H]k,n|.
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(a) CNR

(b) gk in dB scale

Fig. 2.4: An example of K = 5 to show the impact on the effective CNR γk and
gain-scaling parameter gk when implementing MRT and EGT, respectively.

Comparing to the normal EGT, the proposed structure of sEGT does not
introduce extra power increase since the row-norm of PBF, sEGT is always 1.
It means that the assigned values to gk could be raised. As a trade-off, the
effective direct channel gain is lowered since the number of coherently combined
channel paths is reduced from N to N/K on an average for each user. As long
as we keep the dominant path, which is noticeably higher than the other paths,
for each user, the loss in the resulted effective CNR could be lower than the
gain in the scaling value. In this case, systems with sEGT can outperform that
with EGT.

To show the benefit of sEGT, the binary steering parameters ιk,n,∀k, n are
assigned for each tone as follows:

Firstly, the original direct path is always assigned to the dedicated user.
For example, if the fourth line in the group is connected to the first target
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user, then ι1,4 = 1 while ιi,4 = 0 for i ̸= 1. It is guaranteed that PBF, sEGT has
at least one non-zero element in each column and the resulted Heff is always
full rank and well-conditioned for inverse. By doing so, we also envision that
the sEGT structure will on an average outperforms the EGT counterpart in
a linear vectoring system on the frequencies where the direct couplings are
still noticeably stronger than the FEXT couplings, for example, below around
160MHz for the measured cable in Fig. 2.2.

Secondly, the transmit resources of the auxiliary pairs are assigned to utilize
the most energy-effective FEXT towards a certain target user. Since PBF, sEGT

(therefore Heff and PC) is not determined before obtaining the ιk,n, a joint opti-
mization problem like Eq. (2.7) which considers the transmit power changes due
to PC is not available. Thus, we consider a separated formulation to determine
ιk,j for each auxiliary pair first. The problem is transformed into selecting the
“best” FEXT path from a certain port that maximizes the delivered sum-rate
over the involved frequencies, no matter which target user it dedicates to on
each tone. The details on the formulation and selection procedure are listed in
Appendix 2.6.

2.4 Simulations and Comparison
In this section, we analyze and compare the attainable performances of the
target users by involving the three beamforming structures above the critical
frequency f0. Below the critical frequency f0, each pair supplies only the
connected users and then exploits the remaining power and spectrum above f0
to support the target users. As a comparison, results of conducting a regular
vectoring above f0 are also presented as the benchmark.

Table 2.3 lists the applied simulation parameters. Two sets of cable mea-
surements are used in this section. One is an equal length 50-meter BT cable
(see Fig. 2.2), the other is an equal length 100-meter EAB cable as plotted
in [5]. The strength difference between the direct and FEXT couplings is more
obviously observed in the EAB cable. The critical frequency f0 for each cable
is set around the frequency point where the bit-loading of the regular ZFP
(without beamforming) starts dropping from the bit-cap, thereby to show the
potential of boosting. Above f0, the additional beamforming functionality can
help boost the bit-loading capability. Full knowledge of the channel state infor-
mation (CSI) is assumed. The same background noise level of −150dBm/Hz
is assumed over the entire band for simplicity. The bit-loading cap is relaxed
from 12bits as in the G.fast standard [1] to 15bits. When presenting the sum-
rate results, we assume that 100% of the time-division duplex (TDD) time is
allocated to the downstream. To calculate the average quantities for each K
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Table 2.3: Simulation Parameters

BT cable EAB cable

Cable length 50m 100m
Critical frequency f0 = 106MHz f0 = 50MHz
Number of pairs N = 20 N = 8

Frequency range ∼ 350MHz ∼ 300MHz
Tone spacing ∆f = 51.75 kHz
AWGN PSD σ2 = −150dBm/Hz
Bit-loading cap b̄ = 15bits
Total power limit P̄n = 4dBm/pair  
SNR gap Γ = 10.8dB

value, at least 100 randomly picked combinations of target users are simulated
if
(
N
K

)
> 100; otherwise, all combinations are simulated.

Fig. 2.5 compares the average bit-loading capability for different K values,
when MRT and EGT are implemented, respectively, in the ZFP-based systems.
The resulted effective CNR for a certain target user does not change with K
as long as the beamforming structure is determined. However, the transmit
power portion consumed by the precoder part increases with the value of K,
thereby reduces the upper bound of each scaling value gk on each tone. It is
observed that the overall bit-loading capability is lowered with the increased
K, no matter which beamforming structure is applied. Specifically, the power
increase induced by PBF, EGT raises much faster with an increasing K than that
of the MRT structure. In Fig. 2.5a with K = 2, the average performance of
EGT is better. When targeting a bigger K value (e.g., K = 10 in Fig. 2.5b), the
advantage of the EGT in generating higher coherent gain in the effective direct
channel is overwhelmed by its disadvantage of the increased power portion
consumed by the precoder, and therefore rendering a poorer average bit-loading
than the MRT.

The way we construct PBF, sEGT in Section 2.3.3 guarantees that the original
direct channel of each target user is added into its effective direct channel after
beamforming. As a result, the special variant sEGT shows better performance
comparing to the regular form of EGT for the frequencies whose channel have a
distinct strength difference between the direct and FEXT paths, as exemplified
in Fig. 2.6. The gain of applying sEGT is more obvious in Fig. 2.6b for the 100-
meter EAB cable. In Fig. 2.6a, only a limited gain from the sEGT is observed at
the mid-range frequencies (below around 160MHz), which matches the channel
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(a) K = 2

(b) K = 10

Fig. 2.5: Comparison of the average bit-loading capability between MRT and EGT
for different number of target users K regarding a linear vectoring system over the
106-350MHz bandwidth of the BT cable.

properties shown in Fig. 2.2. Although the gain from applying sEGT at its
advantageous frequencies is even higher for large K comparing to the regular
EGT, it is then more efficient to apply MRT directly in those cases. In short,
it is beneficial to implement sEGT when 1) there are a small plurality of target
users in the vectored group; and 2) over the frequencies when the direct path
is still noticeably stronger than the FEXT (does not necessarily need to have
the channel matrix row-wise diagonally dominant (RWDD) [11]). For the best
performance regarding small K, a hybrid EGT can be implemented which uses
sEGT at the mid-range frequencies and the regular EGT at the higher band.

Analysis of the beamforming structure regarding THP is not as straightfor-
ward as the system with ZFP, since the effective direct channel is determined
by the QR-decomposition of Heff. The ordering of target users, which influences
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(a) BT cable, K = 3

(b) EAB cable, K = 2

Fig. 2.6: Comparison of the average bit-loading capability between EGT and sEGT
over the frequencies regarding a linear vectoring system.

the per-user performances, is not included in this work. We simply assign the
priority order according to the line number of the user in the group. Therefore,
the rate difference can be big among the target users. Again, Fig. 2.7 shows the
average bit-loading performance for different K values of the same cable when
the three beamforming structure is implemented, respectively. The advantage
of applying MRT for large K is not obvious in this case. Even for K = 15 (see
Fig. 2.7b), the MRT and EGT present quite similar performances. Therefore,
EGT would be the preferred beamforming structure for systems using THP
for crosstalk cancellation. Similar to the linear precoding scenario, a hybrid of
sEGT and the regular EGT at different frequencies can be applied for the best
performance.

Finally, regarding the two adopted cables, Figs. 2.8 and 2.9 show the average
sum-rate of each target user obtained above f0 when the number of target users
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(a) K = 2

(b) K = 15

Fig. 2.7: Comparison of the average bit-loading capability between MRT, EGT and
sEGT for different number of target users K regarding a non-linear vectoring system
over the 106-350MHz bandwidth of the BT cable.

K in the group varies. The results of the EGT group implement the special
sEGT at the mid-range frequencies and implement the regular EGT at the
higher frequencies to show the potential of this beamforming structure. For
simulations with ZFP (see Figs. 2.8a and 2.9a), the EGT structure is preferred
for small K values, while the MRT structure shows obvious advantage when
K is larger than a quarter of the number of available pairs N . For simulations
with THP (see Figs. 2.8b and 2.9b), the average performance of EGT is better
for all K values. Especially when K becomes close to the value of N , applying
MRT may yield even lower sum-rate than carrying out the regular THP which
does not utilize the auxiliary pairs. In those cases, the loss of conducting MRT
in the equivalent direct channel (as the diagonal elements of the triangular
matrix out of the QR-decomposition) is higher than the gain in the assigned
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(a) ZFP-based system

(b) THP-based system

Fig. 2.8: Average sum-rate obtained from the frequencies above f0 = 106MHz for
each of the K target users, considering the 20-pair BT cable. For the case K = 20,
no resource for beamforming is available.

gk values.
Additionally, it is observed that systems applying THP may only obtain

meaningful rate-boosting from beamforming when K is smaller than half of N .
It is more effective to implement beamforming in the ZFP-based systems.

2.5 Conclusions
The previously proposed concept of rate-boosting via beamforming is now com-
plemented by 1) the more practical scenario exploiting unused spectrum on
active adjacent pairs; 2) the implementation of both ZFP and THP; 3) three
practical beamforming variants; and 4) the transmit power allocation applica-
ble for both precoders with and without beamforming. The new results are
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(a) ZFP-based system

(b) THP-based system

Fig. 2.9: Average sum-rate obtained from the frequencies above f0 = 50MHz for
each of the K target users, considering the 8-pair EAB cable. For the case K = 8,
no resource for beamforming is available.

thereby more realistic. Particularly based on the adopted cable measurements,
the system’s bandwidth is divided into two parts: the lower band is dedicated
to each pair and its directly connected users applying the regular vectoring,
whilst the higher band is used as a shared pool of resources for the target users
using beamforming-contained vectoring. The three beamforming variants are
suitable for different conditions. For the ZFP-based system, EGT is preferred
for small K while MRT is better for large K with respect to the group size N .
For the THP-based system, EGT has an overall better performance. Particu-
larly for EGT, an special variant named sEGT is proposed, which can improve
the performance of regular EGT at frequencies where the direct channel is still
noticeably stronger than the FEXT paths.
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2.6 Appendix
This section conducts the assignment of the binary steering parameter for the
construction of PBF, sEGT in Eq. (2.10). We use the problem formulation which
considers each auxiliary pair independently. In the following formulation, each
of the corresponding transmit port considers itself as the only active port in the
system, connecting to the K receivers via the FEXT paths. On each tone, it
chooses one of the K users’ symbol to send over. The objective is to maximize
the delivered sum-rate over the involved tones from this port within the power
budget, no matter which user it dedicates to on each tone.

Let j denote the index of a transmit port connecting to an auxiliary pair.
Specifically, path [H]k,j contributes to the sum-rate of target user k as log2

(
1+

ιk,jck,j γ̄k,j
)
, or equivalently ιk,j log2

(
1+ck,j γ̄k,j

)
, where γ̄k,j = |[H]k,j |2/(σ2Γ)

denotes the CNR and ck,j is the assigned transmit power corresponding to the
selection. Let m̃ ∈ [M0, ...,M ] denote the tones above the critical frequency
f0, where beamforming starts being involved. Accordingly, we formulate the
assignment of ιj = {ι[m̃]

k,j |∀k, m̃} as a power-allocation-based optimization prob-
lem, which becomes similar to the adaptive subcarrier allocation regime of [22].
In our case, the optimization problem for pair j is a mixed integer programming
(MIP) problem as

maximize
cj ,ιj

M∑
m̃=M0

K∑
k=1

ι
[m̃]
k,j log2

(
1 + c

[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

)
subject to

∑K
k=1 ι

[m̃]
k,j ≤ 1,∀m̃.

M∑
m̃=M0

K∑
k=1

c
[m̃]
k,j ≤ P̄ ′

j

0 ≤ c
[m̃]
k,j ≤ P̄

[m̃]
ub , ∀m̃, k.

ι
[m̃]
k,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m̃, k.

(2.11)

where P̄ ′
j is the remaining total power of port j after filling the spectrum below

f0, and the PSD upper-bound here is defined as

P
[m̃]
ub = min

{
P

[m̃]
msk , max

k

{
2b̄ − 1

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

}}
, ∀m̃. (2.12)

In the objective function of Eq. (2.11), R(ck,j) = log2
(
1 + ck,j γ̄k,j

)
is a

concave function in ck,j . However, ιk,jR(ck,j) is not concave in (ck,j , ιk,j). Let
us hence introduce a new parameter uk,j = ck,jιk,j . The equivalent term of
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ιk,jR(uk,j/ιk,j) becomes a perspective function [23], and therefore is concave
in
(
uk,j , ιk,j

)
. Now we compose the associated Lagrangian function with the

aid of uk,j as as

L(u, ι;µ, λ) =

M∑
m̃=M0

K∑
k=1

ι
[m̃]
k,j log2

1 +
u
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι
˜[m]
k,j


−

M∑
m̃=M0

µ[m̃]

( K∑
k=1

ι
[m̃]
k,j − 1

)

− λ

( M∑
m̃=M0

K∑
k=1

u
[m̃]
k,j − P̄ ′

j

)
,

where µ[m̃] and λ are the Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) multipliers. The asso-
ciated dual problem becomes

W (µ, λ) = maximize
u,ι

L(u, ι;µ, λ)

subject to µ[m̃], λ ≥ 0, ∀m̃
0 ≤ u

[m̃]
k,j ≤ P

[m̃]
ub ι

[m̃]
k,j , ∀m̃, k

ι
[m̃]
k,j ∈ {0, 1} , ∀m̃, k.

The gradient of L(u, ι;µ, λ) at each dimension û
[m̃]
k,j of the optimal variable

û satisfies

∂L

∂û
[m̃]
k,j

=
1

ln 2

(
1

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

+
û
[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

)−1

− λ,

which varies according to the projection of the objective function onto the
feasible region of u[m̃]

k,j , i.e.,

∂L

∂û
[m̃]
k,j


< 0 if û[m̃]

k,j = 0,

= 0 if û[m̃]
k,j ∈

(
0, P

[m̃]
ub ι̂

[m̃]
k,j

)
,

> 0 if û[m̃]
k,j = P

[m̃]
ub ι̂

[m̃]
k,j .

This is equivalent to

û
[m̃]
k,j =


0 if λ >

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

ln 2 ,

P
[m̃]
ub ι̂

[m̃]
k,j if λ < 1

(ln 2)
(
1/γ̄

[m̃]
k,j +P

[m̃]
ub

) ,(
1

λ ln 2 − 1

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

)
ι̂
[m̃]
k,j otherwise.

(2.13)
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Similarly, the gradient associated with the optimal variable ι̂ at ι̂
[m̃]
k,j is formu-

lated as

∂L

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

= log2

(
1 +

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

)
−

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

(ln 2)

(
1 +

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

) − µ[m̃]

= O(k, m̃)− µ[m̃], (2.14)

where O(k, m̃) is a function of û[m̃]
k,j . From Eq. (2.13) we have:

O(k, m̃) = log2

(
1 +

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

)
−

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

(ln 2)

(
1 +

û
[m̃]
k,j γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

)

=


0 if λ >

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

ln 2 ,
o1(k, m̃) if λ < 1

(ln 2)
(
1/γ̄

[m̃]
k,j +P

[m̃]
ub

) ,
o2(k, m̃) otherwise

(2.15)

with

o1(k, m̃) = log2
(
1 + P

[m̃]
ub γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

)
−

P
[m̃]

ub γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

(ln 2)
(
1 + P

[m̃]
ub γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

) ,
o2(k, m̃) = log2

(
γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

λ ln 2

)
− 1

ln 2
− λ

γ̄
[m̃]
k,j

.

Again concerning the feasible region of ι[m̃]
k,j , the gradient in Eq. (2.14) obeys:

∂L

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j

{
< 0 if ι̂[m̃]

k,j = 0,

> 0 if ι̂[m̃]
k,j = 1,

which can be interpreted with the form of Eq. (2.14) as

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j =

{
0 if µ[m̃] > O(k, m̃),
1 if µ[m̃] < O(k, m̃).

(2.16)

Note that µ[m̃] is a constant for each tone, i.e., independent of k, and the
frequency orthogonality requirement indicates that there is at most one ι̂

[m̃]
k,j =
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1, ∀m̃. Eq. (2.16) implies that µ[m̃] will only be smaller than the largest O(k, m̃)

if we have
∑K

k=1 ι̂
[m̃]
k,j = 1 for a certain m̃. Therefore, only the target user k that

yields the largest O(k, m̃) in Eq. (2.15) is entitled to use the auxiliary pair j at
tone m̃, i.e., we have

ι̂
[m̃]
k,j =

{
1 if k = arg max

k′∈[1,...,K]
O(k′, m̃),

0 otherwise,
∀m̃. (2.17)

Observe that in the pivotal Eqs. (2.13) and (2.15), λ is the critical param-
eter leading to the optimal variables û

[m̃]
k,j and ι̂

[m̃]
k,j . We start solving the dual

problem by initializing the KKT multiplier λ assisted by the water level concept
as

λ =
(M −M0 + 1)K

(ln 2)

(
P̄ ′
j +

M∑
m̃=M0

K∑
k=1

(
1/γ̄

[m̃]
k,j

)) , (2.18)

which is a scaled inverse of the water level. We then update λ iteratively
using a step size of ∆λ for gradually approaching the aggregate transmit power
limit. Details about the updating strategy are is summarized in Table 2.4.
Specifically, ϵ = 1.15 and tol = 0.005 are used in our simulations.
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Paper III





3 Mitigating Disorderly Leaving Events
in G.fast

Abstract

Vectoring is a vital component of wideband wireline communication sys-
tems. A disorderly leaving event (DLE) disturbs the vectoring operation since
the precoder, which was designed for the channel before the change, is no longer
up to date. Measurements indicate that the impact of a DLE can be serious for
frequencies beyond 30 MHz, which corresponds to the band used by emerging
wideband communication systems over short multi-pair copper cables such as
G.fast. As an alternative to the state-of-the-art update procedure, this paper
presents an approach to mitigating the DLE problem. By interpreting DLE
with the FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model, we propose a scheme that en-
ables the showtime lines to return to disturbance-free transmission once the loss
of signal on a certain line is detected while updating the precoder as a back-
ground process. Furthermore, the estimation complexity for a K-user vectoring
group is reduced from O(K2) to O(K).

Based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, E. Medeiros, C. Lu, P.-E. Eriksson, and P.
Ödling, “Mitigating Disorderly Leaving Events in G.fast,” in Proc. 2015 IEEE In-
ternational Conference on Communications (ICC), London, U.K., pp. 939-944, June
2015. © 2015 IEEE.
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3.1 Introduction
The widespread deployment of cloud-based services and video-on-demand of-
ferings continues to drive data rate and quality of service requirements for
last-mile connections. In response to this trend, the wireline access industry
advances towards a fiber to the last distribution point paradigm [1]. In this sce-
nario, the recently consented G.fast standard [2] exploits shorter copper pairs
and high bandwidth to provide up to around 1 Gbits/s aggregate net data rate.

Modern wideband wireline communication systems (such as G.fast) em-
ploy techniques referred to as vectoring [3] in order to cooperatively mitigate
crosstalk. As vectoring relies on accurate channel information, changes of the
terminating impedance in the multi-port wireline channel may cause severe
performance degradation in terms of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) as exempli-
fied in Fig. 3.1. A change of impedance alters the perceived channel coupling
conditions, and leads to residual crosstalk caused by an outdated precoder (or
equalizer).

A particular event resulting in sudden termination change occurs when a
modem within an active vectored group is turned off abruptly or is disconnected
due to line disruption. This occurrence is called a disorderly leaving event
(DLE), and was first reported during the development of vectored VDSL2 [3].
A fast channel tracking method was proposed in [4] to deal with DLEs in
VDSL2. Unfortunately, it cannot be applied to G.fast since it is based on the
assumption that only one column of the channel matrix changes.

In [5], a procedure is described that allows G.fast transceivers to leave a
vectored group without negatively impacting the performance of other lines in
the same bundle. The main idea is to allow coordination between transceivers at
both ends, and acquire information necessary to update the precoder/equalizer
before the line leaves and its termination impedance changes. While solving
the problem of orderly leaving events, [5] does not address situations where
there is no previous intent announced by the leaving transceiver(s).

This paper has two main contributions: First, we extend the model pre-
sented in [6, 7] to address DLEs, and identify the source of DLE disturbance
that we can control. Second, we develop a novel precoder update procedure
that does not disturb other lines while performing channel estimation as a
background process.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 a system model is pre-
sented to explain DLE. Taking advantage of this model, we formulate the DLE
disturbance in Section 3.3 and propose in Section 3.4 a parameter-based chan-
nel estimation procedure that minimizes the impact of DLEs for the remaining
active users. Section 3.5 demonstrates the effectiveness of the proposed method
with channel measurements and simulations. Section 3.6 concludes the work.
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Fig. 3.1: SNR on one victim line before and after a termination change. The SNR
drop represents the impact of a disrupted vectoring.

Notation: Bold capital letters (e.g., A) and bold lower-case letters (e.g.,
a) denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. ai,j is an element on
the i-th row and j-th column of A and ai is the i-th element of a. In\i is
an n-dimensional identity matrix excluding the i-th row. Mi {A} denotes an
operator deleting both the i-th row and column from A. Operator “\” excludes
certain element(s) on the right-hand side from the set on the left-hand side.

3.2 FEXT-Reflected-NEXT (FRN) Model for
DLE

Consider a wideband discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system with a
group of K twisted pairs (or equivalently, users). The twisted pairs connect
the transceivers at the distribution point (DP) with the customer-premises
equipment (CPE).

In [6,7], a FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model is proposed to characterize
the changed coupling condition due to an alien-line impedance mismatch at the
CPE. A DLE is similar—except now the impedance change happens within
the vectored group as illustrated in Fig. 3.2. Without loss of generality, we
illustrate the DLE coupling model in downstream on a certain sub-carrier.
Since G.fast employs time-division duplex (TDD), the model for downstream
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Fig. 3.2: Downstream FRN model. Dash lines: Channel paths from DP to the
mismatched termination l. Solid lines: near-end coupling paths from the mismatched
termination l to the remaining CPEs.

applies, mutatis mutandis, to upstream.
Let H ∈ CK×K denote the frequency-domain channel matrix on a certain

sub-carrier for the perfectly-terminated case, where diagonal and off-diagonal
elements are direct-channel coefficients and far-end crosstalk (FEXT) coeffi-
cients, respectively. For the sake of simple notation, but without loss of gener-
ality, the sub-carrier index is omitted. Let Λ = diag ([λ1, λ2, . . . , λK ]) ∈ CK×K

denote a diagonal matrix with termination reflection coefficients and let C ∈
CK×K denote the near-end crosstalk (NEXT) coupling matrix at the CPE-
side. For scenarios with unequal pair-lengths, C denotes attenuated NEXT
(as illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for the l-th column of C). The diagonal entries of
C, corresponding to the CPE-side echo coefficients, are assumed to be 0. The
channel matrix H′ for the general case is

H′ = H+∆,

where ∆ = CΛH quantifies the deviation from the all-terminated case ac-
cording to the FRN model. When the terminations at the CPE are perfectly
matched (i.e., λi = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,K), then ∆ = 0 and thus H′ = H.

Vectoring enables cooperative signal processing within the group. A prop-
erly designed precoder in downstream and equalizer in upstream at the DP
significantly reduces FEXT. In this work, we focus on linear precoding and
thus on the frequency range up to 106MHz (cf. [2]). Specifically in down-
stream, let G = diag ([g1, g2, . . . , gK ]) ∈ RK×K denote a diagonal matrix with
the gain adjusters for each line on the main diagonal. Assume that the cyclic
prefix of DMT is not shorter than the impulse responses of the coupling paths.
Furthermore, assume that the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) for the
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group users is well synchronized. After including linear precoder Po, trans-
mitting x ∈ CK×1 at the DP side yields the receive signal y ∈ CK×1 given
by

y = H′PoGx+ n,

where n ∈ CK×1 denotes the background noise. An ideal precoder designed for
H at DP neutralizes the crosstalk effectively such that for the input symbols x

HPoGx = Σx, (3.1)

where Σ ∈ CK×K is diagonal.
In practice, most often only one diagonal element of Λ will deviate signifi-

cantly from 0 as a result of a DLE (i.e., mismatch of a single line only). Assume
line l exhibits a DLE, which is quantified by a reflection coefficient |λl| ≫ 0.
Consequently, ∆ ̸= 0 and all FEXT coupling coefficients change. The new
FEXT arriving at termination k, (k ̸= l) is determined by

(h′
k)

T = hT
k + ck,lλlh

T
l ,

where hT
l indicates the l-th row of H, and (h′

k)
T is the k-th row of H′. The

outdated precoding with Po fulfilling Eq. (3.1) yields the disturbed receive sig-
nal

y′ = HPoGx+ n︸ ︷︷ ︸
yd

+CΛHPoGx︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ

, (3.2)

where yd is the desired receive signal obtained in the perfectly-terminated case
and ξ is the residual crosstalk due to the DLE. Equivalently, the effective
channel changes from H to H′ = H+∆.

The FRN model described in [6, 7] suggests that FEXT arrives at and is
reflected by the alien mismatched termination only. Compared to the alien-line
case, in a DLE the leaving line is always active. As the direct path hl,l has
a lower channel attenuation than the FEXT paths hl,k, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}\l, the
residual-crosstalk issue in a DLE could be even worse.

We demonstrate the impact of a DLE on the channel coupling conditions by
means of crosstalk-paths and direct-path measurements from a 30-pair, 100m,
0.5mm cable [8]. 10 pairs from a single binder were chosen at random. The
measurement points follow a 51.75 kHz sub-carrier spacing, and we consider
2 048 sub-carriers in total corresponding to the frequency range up to 106MHz.
The all-terminated case and a DLE-case where line l = 10 is left unterminated
yield two 10× 10 matrices H and H′ respectively. The 10-th row of H′ is left
the same as that of H. The corresponding channel-matrix deviation is thus
given by ∆ = H′ − H. We quantify the impact of this DLE on vectoring in
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Fig. 3.3: Comparison of the strongest crosstalk caused by each column of ∆, when
having a vectored group size of K = 10 and line l = 10 is leaving.

terms of the worst residual crosstalk Prx
k over all lines

Prx
k = Ptx + 20 log10(max

i
|δi,k|), (3.3)

when line k is excited by a signal with transmit power spectrum density (PSD)
Ptx. In essence, Eq. (3.3) evaluates the maximum power of the k-th column of
∆.

Fig. 3.3 shows the crosstalk power for Ptx = −76dBm/Hz with respect
to the background noise of −140dBm/Hz. Clearly, the channel changes in
the column l = 10 (black curve) are dominant, which is consistent with the
assumption in [4]. However, channel changes in the other columns become
disturbing for frequencies beyond 30 MHz. Except for the l-th row, every other
entry of ∆ contributes to the new channel H′. Equivalently, almost every
element of H changes due to a DLE.

3.3 Residual Crosstalk Analysis
In downstream direction, changed channel coupling conditions result in an out-
dated precoder. Specifically, the linear precoder as in [9] defines

Po = H−1HΣ, (3.4)
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where the diagonal matrix HΣ contains direct channel coefficients of the all-
terminated channel H.

Consider the DLE case where line l leaves while all other lines are perfectly
terminated. Thus, Λ = diag ([0, . . . , 0, λl, 0, . . . , 0]) and the resulting reflection-
followed-by-NEXT paths CΛ are given by

CΛ =
[
0 . . . 0 vl 0 . . . 0

]
, (3.5)

where the reflecting crosstalk coefficients are defined in a vector as

vl = λl [c1,l, . . . , ci,l, . . . , cK,l]
T
. (3.6)

According to Eq. (3.2), the residual crosstalk when using the outdated precoder
Po is given by

ξ = CΛHPoGx

= CΛHΣGx. (3.7)

Using Eq. (3.5), the expression (3.7) for the residual crosstalk simplifies to

ξ = vlhl,lglxl

= vlσlxl,
(3.8)

where xl is the l-th element of x, and σl = hl,lgl is the effective gain for path l.
Eq. (3.8) reveals that retaining the outdated precoder Po can eliminate the

possible FEXT-reflected-NEXT components since the precoder keeps doing its
job of mitigating/eliminating FEXT arriving at the reflective surface of termi-
nation l. The only source of the residual crosstalk ξ is the transmitted signal
xl on the leaving line via the l-th direct channel hl,l (see the bold dash line in
Fig. 3.2), which is then reflected and couples to other CPEs via vl.

A traditional reaction to DLE, however, is to stop transmission on the
leaving line as soon as possible, and quickly update the linear precoder at the
DP to P fulfilling

Ml {H}PMl {G} = Ml {Σ} , (3.9)
to diagonalize the dimension-reduced original channel Ml {H}. The FRN
model implies that stopping transmission on the leaving line only avoids FEXT
from line l (i.e., the l-th column of H), but does not avoid FEXT to line l (i.e.,
the l-th row of H). Instant update of the precoder to P does not cancel FEXT
through paths hl,k for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}\l, which are then reflected at mismatched
port and couple as NEXT to the victim lines resulting in residual crosstalk.
Moreover, immediate line shutoff is sensitive to DLE false alarm or detection
failure [4], which leads to unnecessary retraining of the transceivers.
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Fig. 3.4: G.fast TDD structure at the DP-side. Time gaps are reserved between
paired down- and up-stream as Tg2 and between upstream and next downstream as
Tg1. The sum of the Tg1 and Tg2 equals to one DMT symbol duration.

In the upstream direction, the FRN model suggests that the leaving line l
“emits” an unwanted upstream signal as a result of “incoming” NEXT being
reflected by the mismatched port at the CPE side. The resulting upstream
FEXT through coupling into k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}\l is taken care of by the interfer-
ence canceler, whose coefficients are still correct for coupling paths from line l
at the CPE to lines k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}\l at the DP. The resulting upstream FEXT
coefficients from lines k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}\l into line l change and cause residual
FEXT at the interference canceler output on line l, which is no problem since
transmission on line l is interrupted anyway.

3.4 Proposed Residual-Crosstalk-Free Channel
Estimation

A reference time-line for G.fast TDD frames is shown in Fig. 3.4. A typical
TDD frame is Tf = 750µs long and consists of Nf = 36 DMT symbols. A
superframe for this setting consists of Nsf = 8 TDD frames. The first frame of
each superframe is a sync-frame, which contains one synchronization symbol
located at a predefined symbol position in both directions. The sync-frame is
then followed by 7 regular frames without synchronization symbols.

Assume that a DLE happens at time instant tl at the CPE. In case tl falls
into a downstream transmission interval of the i-th TDD frame (tl ∈

[
(i −

1)Tf , (i− 1)Tf +Tds

]
), the DP will detect this event during the next upstream
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Fig. 3.5: Flowchart of proposed operation at the DP-side

transmission period (t ∈
[
(i− 1)Tf + Tds + Tg2, iTf − Tg1

]
). The DP initiates

upstream channel tracking and in the next downstream transmission period
and onwards (t ≥ iTf ), it transmits idle symbols [2] at non-synchronization
symbol positions on the leaving line l. The main idea is to mute the data
symbols on line l but keep transmitting the anti-crosstalk signals to cancel out
FEXT arriving at the mismatched termination of line l at the CPE. According
to the FRN model (cf. Fig. 3.2), there is thus no energy to cause reflections
and subsequent NEXT into the other lines. A more detailed illustration for this
special operation will be given below. If the DLE occurs during an upstream
transmission interval, the channel tracking for upstream and “muting line l”
for downstream launch directly.

Generally, instead of turning off the leaving line immediately after detecting
a loss of signal (los), channel estimation and precoder update in downstream
direction is accomplished by alternating two kinds of special symbols: idle
symbols and synchronization symbols (as illustrated in Fig. 3.5).

Silent mode By modifying the l-th gain adjuster to be gl = 0 at non-
synchronization symbol positions, idle symbols are transmitted on the leav-
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ing line. The residual crosstalk ξ in Eq. (3.8) on the victim lines becomes
ξ = vlhl,lxl · 0 = 0. It enables “silent” estimation and updating in the sense
that active users remain undisturbed. Thus, we call this kind of transmission
mode silent mode. The DLE noisy period is at most Tds + Tg2 before los on
line l is detected.

Synchronization mode Synchronization symbols are transmitted every
6 ms (i.e., one superframe duration) on each line in G.fast. Assume J su-
perframes are required before the estimation is completed. Let tj be the
time instant to transmit the j-th downstream synchronization symbol. In
this specific time slot, the l-th gain adjuster is set back to gl, which is used
for transmission before DLE. According to Eq. (3.1), Eq. (3.2) and Eq. (3.8),
transmitting synchronization symbol s(tj) = [s1(tj), . . . , sl(tj), . . . , sK(tj)]

T

yields
q(tj) = Σs(tj) + vlσlsl(tj) + n

= Σ (s(tj) + e(tj)) ,

where e(tj) = Σ−1 (vlσlsl(tj) + n). The synchronization error samples
IK\le(tj) on the victim lines are then fed back to the DP [2].

After sending the synchronization symbol at the scheduled time instant,
the transmission on line l goes back to idle symbols for all non-synchronization
symbol positions. Keep on alternatively sending idle symbols and synchroniza-
tion symbols on the leaving line until DP collects J error symbols on the victim
lines as

E = IK\l [e(t1), e(t2), . . . , e(tJ)]

= IK\lΣ
−1vlσls

T
l +N,

where sl = [sl(t1), . . . , sl(tJ)]
T is the synchronization sequence transmitted on

the leaving line l at tj (j = 1, . . . , J), and N ∈ C(K−1)×J is the equalized addi-
tive noise on victim lines for J synchronization time instants. The contributing
reflecting crosstalk coefficients in Eq. (3.6) can be estimated by

v̂l =
Ml {Σ}Es∗l

(
sT
l s

∗
l

)−1

σl
, v̂l ∈ C(K−1)×1, (3.10)

where s∗l is the conjugate of sl. Although the full channel matrix of Ml {H}
is changed due to a single DLE, the estimation effort of the proposed method
reduces from (K− 1)2 parameters to K− 1 by modelling the changed coupling
condition with reflecting crosstalk coefficients in vl.

During the whole process, the DP-side is still able to track the received
signal power on line l. In case of, for example, a false alarm of DLE, no channel
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Fig. 3.6: SNR drop on victim line 1 after DLE, given full line transmission with the
outdated precoder Po.

retraining is required and it is fast to get back to the normal transmission by
a simple setting on gl.

With vl estimated, the precoder can be updated for the new channel matrix
Ml {H′} according to the FRN model, i.e.,

P̂ =
(
Ml {H}+ v̂lET

l HIT
K\l

)−1

Ml {H′
Σ} , (3.11)

where E l is an elementary column vector with only 1 on the l-th position and
0s elsewhere.

3.5 Simulation Results
In order to evaluate the proposed scheme, we consider a vectoring system with
K = 3 users operating on the 100m-cable [8] introduced in Section 3.2. A
DLE occurs on line l = 3. We use G.fast system parameters [2] and focus on
the frequency-range up to 106MHz. The special silent mode we propose in
Section 3.4 is appraised in terms of SNR drop, introduced in Fig.3.1. We also
compare our operation with the traditional method both in frequency and in
time based on the PSD of the resulting residual crosstalk.

Fig. 3.6 shows that the SNR drop caused by a DLE on the victim lines can
be mitigated by setting the gain scaling factor of line l to zero, which would
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Fig. 3.7: Residual crosstalk in frequency after DLE on victim line 1.

essentially solve the DLE problem. However, keeping the analog front-end
running to send pure anti-crosstalk signals consumes power. If the line has
already left, it is thus desirable to invoke the second mode in order to update
the precoder for the new dimension-reduced channel Ml {H′}.

Fig. 3.7 presents the residual crosstalk PSD on one of the victim lines in
the vectored group. By stopping transmission on the leaving line and updating
the precoder to P based on the dimension-reduced original channel Ml {H}
(i.e., the traditional operation as defined by Eq. (3.9)), there is an improvement
in SNR (comparing the second curve to the top one). However, the residual
crosstalk power level is still far above the background noise level, especially for
high frequencies where the crosstalk channel has a power level closer to that of
the direct channel. Thus, further channel tracking is needed.

In contrast, both modes in our proposed operation suppress the residual
crosstalk down to the background noise level throughout the studied frequency
range. The victim lines are able to retrieve the residual-crosstalk-free transmis-
sion via the silent mode (yellow curve). With J = 1 synchronization symbol,
the estimated precoder P̂ can effectively take care of the new channel matrix
Ml {H′} (green curve).

Assume no persistent detection of los requirement as in [3] is considered for
now, and no signal processing time is counted in. Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9 compare
the residual crosstalk on a certain sub-carrier when the DLE happens at two
extreme time slots (time instants indicated by the black line): Fig. 3.8 shows the
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(a) Average residual crosstalk on a sub-carrier at 20MHz

(b) Average residual crosstalk on a sub-carrier at 100MHz

Fig. 3.8: Average residual crosstalk E[|ξ1|2] in time on victim line 1 in downstream
at the worst situation: DLE happens one symbol after the synchronization symbol
during downstream transmission interval.

longest time distance to the next synchronization symbol, and Fig. 3.9 presents
the shortest time distance. The average residual crosstalk power on victim line
k is calculated over one frame on one sub-carrier as

E[|ξk|2] =
1

Nds

Nds∑
j=1

|ξk(j)|2,

where Nds is the number of DMT symbols assigned to downstream transmission
in one frame.

As indicated with different vertical time lines in Fig. 3.8 and Fig. 3.9, both
the traditional and our proposed method deal with the DLE disturbance in two
steps. Once los is detected, the first step is taken in the next frame (time instant
marked by the yellow line). For the traditional method, the channel dimen-
sion is reduced and the precoder is updated to P. For our proposed method,
the silent mode is activated by transmitting idle symbols on the leaving line.
Both methods work well on low-frequency sub-carriers (e.g., 20MHz in Fig. 3.8a
and Fig. 3.9a). However, on higher-frequency sub-carriers (e.g., 100MHz), P
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(a) Average residual crosstalk on a sub-carrier at 20MHz

(b) Average residual crosstalk on a sub-carrier at 100MHz

Fig. 3.9: Average residual crosstalk E[|ξ1|2] in time on victim line 1 in downstream at
the best situation: DLE happens one frame before the synchronization frame during
upstream transmission interval.

is not adequate for crosstalk cancellation, as shown by the error plateau in
Fig. 3.8b and Fig. 3.9b. Residual crosstalk severely disturbs the active users
before enough error samples can be collected (time instant marked by the pink
line) to proceed with a second step, aiming at a precoder update based on the
acquired estimates. A traditional way is to perform an elementwise estimation
of the dimension-reduced new channel Ml {H′} using synchronization sym-
bols and pilot sequences. When Hadamard sequences are applied, 2⌈log2(K−1)⌉

synchronization symbols are required to estimate (K − 1)2 channel matrix ele-
ments. For example, a single DLE in a vectored group of K = 100 would keep
on disturbing the active users for at least 128 × 6 = 768ms, and require an
estimation of 992 = 9801 entries for each sub-carrier.

The proposed operation, instead, keeps residual crosstalk close to the back-
ground noise level during and after the process of estimation and update (time
instant marked by the green line), and makes the dimension-reducing opera-
tion unnoticeable. Once the DP is aware of the los, there is no more crosstalk
disturbing the victim lines. Given persistently detected los on line l and ac-
complished estimation of the new channel matrix, it is safe then to completely
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remove line l from the vectored group.
It is worth noting that keeping the precoder the same as before the DLE

during channel estimation has three advantages. First, other active users in
showtime are not disturbed, thanks to the silent mode. Second, it enables
FRN-based modelling, which significantly reduces the estimation effort. A
traditional method requires orthogonal synchronization sequences to estimate
(K − 1)2 channel coefficients, while our parameter-based method can exploit
the synchronization symbols on line l as a unique reference for estimating the
K − 1 reflecting coefficients only. Third, our estimation does not rely on the
orthogonality property. The traditional method shows a slightly higher resid-
ual crosstalk-PSD level on severely impacted sub-carriers (cf. Fig. 3.8b and
Fig. 3.9b), since the required orthogonality is degraded by background noise.

3.6 Conclusion
A sudden termination change due to a DLE alters the original channel matrix
of a vectored group, which can have serious consequences for the vectoring
operation. Based on the FRN model, we identify the sources and paths for
residual crosstalk after the DLE and introduce a model that is parameterized
by reflecting crosstalk coefficients. A procedure for channel estimation and pre-
coder update in the downstream direction is proposed. Temporarily retaining
the outdated precoder after a DLE narrows potential residual crosstalk paths
down to only the direct channel of the leaving line. Compared to the state-
of-the-art method, the period during which active users are disturbed can be
significantly shortened to the time it takes to detect the loss of signal and the
estimation complexity for a K-user system is reduced from O(K2) to O(K).

3.7 Appendix
This appendix is based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, E. Medeiros, C. Lu,
and P.-E. Eriksson, “Method and Arrangement in a DSL Vectoring System,”
Patent application, US15509210, filed 30 September 2014, US20170250731A1,
publication date 31 August 2017.

3.7.1 Technical Field
The invention relates to a method and an arrangement in a digital subscriber
line (DSL) system, in particular to the handling of disorderly leaving event
(DLE) in a DSL vectoring system.
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3.7.2 Background
Vectoring technology cancels the far-end crosstalk (FEXT) between DSL lines,
and therefore maximizes DSL system performance. Vectoring technology en-
ables offering 100Mbps per user with DSL lines e.g., between the end of a fiber
network and the customer-premises equipment (CPE).

The telecommunication standardization sector of the international telecom-
munication union (ITU-T) has been standardizing a vectoring standard
G.993.5 [3], and the first recommendation of G.993.5 was approved on April
22, 2010. The cancellation of the FEXT is done at the DSL access multiplexer
(DSLAM) side. The downstream FEXT is pre-cancelled by a precoder in the
DSLAM, while the upstream FEXT is cancelled by an upstream crosstalk
canceller in the DSLAM. The recommendation provides a way to estimate the
FEXT channel in both downstream and upstream and utilize the estimated
channel to cancel the crosstalk.

A DLE, which may alternatively be denoted e.g., disorderly shutdown event
(DSE), on a DSL line occurs e.g., when a user unplugs the telephone cable or
turns off the CPE abruptly. The disorderly shutdown of a DSL line may change
the crosstalk channel characteristics, i.e., the crosstalk coupling to other lines,
due to the impedance change at the CPE end which is disorderly shut down.

However, when using vectoring, the precoder in the DSLAM remains un-
changed after a DLE and continues to be optimized for the original channel
characteristics, i.e., the channel characteristics before the DLE. This could re-
sult in a significant signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) drop for other lines, since the
precoder is outdated and thus cannot completely cancel the crosstalk from the
line which is disorderly shut down. A DLE on one line can make other lines
retrain. In VDSL2, retraining a line may take 30 seconds, which is a consid-
erable interruption, e.g., in IP-TV services. Even though the retrain time is
significantly shorter in G.fast, it is still several seconds, which would still cause
undesirable service interruption.

A method for handling DLEs is presented in [4], which is the work of two
of the inventors of the present disclosure, and which is incorporated herein
by reference. According to this method, a partial channel estimate is derived
after the DLE, and is combined with a channel estimate derived before the
DLE. That is, a part of the original channel estimate, in form of a channel
coefficient matrix, is replaced with a new estimate, e.g., a column of the channel
coefficient matrix. This method works very well for frequencies where the
crosstalk between lines is within certain limits. However, when using higher
frequencies for communication, such as in G.fast [2], the crosstalk between
lines is larger, and thus all parts of the channel coefficient matrix are affected
to a larger extent, even though the change in some parts may still be dominant.
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Measurements indicate that the impact of DLE is serious for frequencies around
30MHz and beyond, which is of interest for G.fast.

Thus, there is a need for a fast method for estimating a channel, a channel
tracking method, which works well also for higher frequencies.

3.7.3 Summary
An object of the invention is to provide a fast channel tracking mechanism for
handling DLEs in DSL systems.

According to a first aspect, a method is provided for handling DLEs causing
sudden termination change (STC), in a DSL system. The method comprises,
when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued: obtaining at least one error
sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,
and calculating an estimate of the channel coefficients, H′, changed due to the
DLE. The estimate is calculated based on the at least one error sample, and
thus a channel estimate is provided. The method further comprises modifying
a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such that retraining of
the other lines in the vectored group due to the DLE is avoided, and errors are
also minimized. The estimate of the channel coefficients is calculated based on
the model H′ = H+CΛH.

According to a second aspect, a vectoring control entity (VCE) is provided
for handling DLEs causing STC, in a DSL system. The VCE is configured
to: when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued: obtain at least one error
sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,
and further to calculate an estimate of the channel coefficients, H′, changed due
to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus providing a channel
estimate. The VCE is further configured to modify a downstream precoder,
based on the channel estimate, such that retraining of the other lines in the
vectored group due to the DLE is avoided and errors are also minimized. The
VCE is further configured to calculate the estimate of the channel coefficients
based on the model H′ = H+CΛH.

3.7.4 Brief Description of the Drawings
The foregoing and other objects, features, and advantages of the technology
disclosed herein will be apparent from the following more particular description
of embodiments as illustrated in the accompanying drawings. The drawings
are not necessarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon illustrating
the principles of the technology disclosed herein.
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Fig. 3.2 shows a downstream FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model for or-
derly leaving event (OLE)/DLE, where H(i, j) denotes the entry on the i-th
row and j-th column of H. Same notation is used for C.

Fig. 3.4 illustrates G.fast time-division duplex (TDD) structure at VCE/
distribution point (DP)/central office (CO).

Fig. 3.10–3.11 illustrate procedures performed by a VCE/DP/CO, according
to exemplifying embodiments.

Fig. 3.12–3.13 show a VCE/DP/CO according to exemplifying embodi-
ments.

Fig. 3.10
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Fig. 3.11

Fig. 3.12
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Fig. 3.13

3.7.5 Detailed Description
Briefly described, a solution is provided for enabling a fast update of the pre-
coder for after a sudden impedance change on a line termination. A fast chan-
nel estimation method is provided to fast track the channel change and quickly
update the precoder accordingly. The fast channel estimation, or tracking,
method utilizes a new model for estimating the channel, and is applicable
for all frequencies used for DSLL communication, also for higher frequencies
around 30MHz and beyond.

The solution described herein relates in particular to emerging wideband
communication systems over multi-pair copper cables, such as the recently
drafted standard ITU-T G.fast [2]. In general, it is distinguished between
sudden impedance changes, caused by lines inside a vectoring group, hereinafter
referred to as disorderly leaving lines, and outside a vectoring group, hereinafter
referred to as alien-line termination changes. This invention focuses on the
former, i.e., disorderly leaving lines, especially when occurring on the CPE
side.

Tracking the channel according to the standardized state-of-the-art way,
i.e., relying solely on sync symbols and updating the entire channel matrix
using the mechanisms described in the standard, causes FEXT for other users
for a considerable amount of time, until the update is completed.

Modems that are suddenly, i.e., without prior warning or preemptive ac-
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tions, turned off, change their operating mode, or are disconnected due to line
disruption, cause sudden changes of the termination impedance, which they
present to a multi-port wireline channel. In the prior art, such events are often
referred to as DLEs or DSEs, as stated previously. These terms will also be
used herein for denoting such events. Another term which may be used herein
to denote such events is STCs. Any change in the termination impedance on
one or more of the channel’s line(s) manifests itself as a change of a channel
coefficient matrix. In general, a DLE alters all the coefficients of a channel
matrix, and the changes increase with increasing frequencies. As previously
mentioned, measurements indicate that the impact of DLE is serious for fre-
quencies around 30MHz and beyond.

Advanced wideband wireline communication systems employ signal coordi-
nation in order to mitigate crosstalk among lines. Corresponding techniques,
referred to as vectoring, rely on accurate channel information. Sudden channel
changes disturb the vectoring operation since a precoder, which was designed
for the channel before the change, is no longer up to date. The mismatch may
result in residual crosstalk causing an SNR drop that is beyond a reserved SNR
margin and makes active end users suffer from packet errors and losses.

An exemplifying procedure according to an embodiment of the herein dis-
closed solution will be described below as comprising three parts, where at least
b) is optionally performed in order to reduce interference to other lines in a
vectored group.

a) A DLE at the CPE side is detected by a power detector. Particularly if a
CPE is unplugged in a DLE, the received power in upstream will go down
to zero. In this case, a loss of signal will be detected. In a TDD system
like G.fast, if a DLE happens at the CPE side during an upstream slot, it
may be detected in the same slot and counter measures (described in b)
below) can be taken in the following downstream slot. If an STC happens
during a downstream slot, it may be detected in the next upstream slot
and counter measures can be taken in the following downstream slot.
In a frequency-division duplex (FDD) system like VDSL2, the detection
process starts as it happens.

b) As soon as a DLE has been detected, the downstream data signal intended
to the disorderly leaving line i may be replaced by zeroes. That is, during
data symbol slots, zeroes are transmitted. The precoder then generates
a low-power “anti-crosstalk” signal that cancels the FEXT at the CPE
port. In this case, on the disorderly leaving line, the direct signal intended
to its own CPE is gone. On each victim line, the precompensated signal
associated with the direct signal of the disorderly leaving line is also gone,
while the precompensated signals associated with the direct signal of all
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other victim lines are kept unchanged. Based on the FRN-model, which
will be described below, there is no signal entering the port, thus there
is no signal to be reflected and subsequently coupled via NEXT to the
other ports—the other lines remain undisturbed during DS transmission.
An alternative to sending zeroes is sending the DS data signal intended
to the disorderly leaving line in a sufficiently low power.

c) During synch-symbol slots, regular synch symbols, and not zeroes as in
the data symbol slots, are transmitted, and a specific channel estimation
scheme is employed. The scheme, which will be described below is based
on the FRN model and reduces the complexity from estimating (K −
1) × K channel coefficients, i.e., all changed coefficients, needed by the
state-of-the-art approach to only K−1 reflection coupling coefficients, in
order to track all changed coefficients.

In step b), it has been realized by the inventors that it is advantageous to
set the gain scaling factor of the leaving line to zero during the data symbols
and other non-sync symbols after the detection of a DLE, or loss of signal on
the line, while keeping the precoder coefficients unchanged, especially the co-
efficients on the columns associated with the victim lines. On the disorderly
leaving line, only the direct signal intended to its own CPE is muted, while the
precompensated signal from other lines to the disorderly leaving line is kept. On
other lines, we keep transmitting both direct signals and the precompensated
signals among these victim lines. Therefore, this operation does not stop the
transmission on the leaving line completely. If the line is completely stopped,
no signal would be present on the leaving line and the precompensated signal
component from other lines to the leaving line would also disappear. Basically,
the signals associated with the data symbols intended to the leaving line CPE
are disappeared on all lines. It should be noted that data symbols here may
include all non-sync symbols, if other symbols are also needed to be protected.
In this document, we show mathematically and also experimentally via simula-
tions that when using the suggested solution, there will be no residual crosstalk
due to the mismatch of the outdated precoder and the changed channel. Note
that in this step, the precoder is kept unchanged. At a DLE, the crosstalk
channel changes are due to the reflected signals from the disconnected port of
the leaving line to other lines. By keeping the original precoder, at least of
the coefficients associated with the victim lines, no crosstalk signals from the
victim lines will arrive at the disconnected port and thereby no crosstalk will
be reflected. And the signal of the disorderly leaving line is also muted. No
crosstalk is caused by the leaving line either. Therefore, no residual crosstalk
will be present in the system.

Although the method of muting the direct signal of the leaving line de-
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scribed above takes away the residual crosstalk at the CPE end, it may cause
unnecessary erasures, i.e., errors, on the leaving line in the case of a false de-
tection of a DLE. If step b) above is not performed, and regular transmission is
continued and step c) is performed directly, the fast tracking algorithm is very
robust with false detections. However, step b) is easy to implement and also
relax the time requirement for the fast tracking implementation. With step b),
step c) can gain more time for the algorithm execution while not causing errors
and therefore reduce the hardware complexity for fast tracking. As previously
stated, the muting method is advantageous but optional. An alternative to the
muting method/step b) is to continue the transmission on the leaving line as
before the DLE. As explained above, the solution described herein would still
be applicable. Note that during the transmission of sync symbols, the gain
scaling factor of the leaving line is not set to zero. So, when applying an ex-
emplifying embodiment comprising the muting method, the gain scaling factor
may alternate between zero, or close to zero, and the original value during data
symbols and sync symbols, respectively. In other words, during transmission
of sync symbols, the gain scaling factor is equal to, or at least in parity with,
the gain scaling factor used for transmission before the DLE; and during trans-
mission in data symbol positions after the DLE, the gain scaling factor is set
to zero, or at least close to zero. In principle, during sync symbols, gain scaling
can be set to any non-zero number. When the non-zero number is known by
the VCE/CO, the channel estimation can be resolved. However, using original
value is of interest of practical implementation.

In order to update the precoder to match the channel after the DLE, it is
necessary to track the channel change. The precoding coefficients of the other
lines, i.e., lines other than the leaving line, should be updated such that residual
crosstalk is cancelled by the (updated) precoder when the transmission on the
leaving line has been completely stopped. In this invention, the crosstalk chan-
nel change is modelled as the reflected crosstalk from the leaving line. Based
on this model, a fast channel estimation method is proposed to estimate only
the modelled reflected crosstalk coefficients, which are modelled as a vector
with the elements of the number of other lines. The estimated elements of the
vector are much fewer than that of a matrix. Thus, the channel change can be
estimated with only one error sample report corresponding to one sync sym-
bol, which is much faster than for a prior art conventional channel estimation
scheme. For example, for 10 lines, a normal conventional channel estimation
scheme needs the error samples of 16 sync symbols. Thus, the invented method
is potentially much faster.
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Method in a Vectoring Control Entity (VCE)

Below, examples of embodiments of a method performed by a VCE will be
described with reference to Fig. 3.10–3.11. The method is suitable for handling
DLE causing STC in a DSL system. The VCE is a function block which is
operable to provide vectoring for a group of lines in a DSL system. Physically,
the VCE may be; be comprised in CO or DP. The VCE may be comprised in
a DSLAM, connectable to wirelines in the DSL system. Usually, for a small
system with a small number of lines, VCE is integrated in to a DSLAM. Al-
ternatively, the VCE may be comprised in a node outside a DSLAM, which
is often the case when the system is large and the VCE needs to coordinate
multiple DSLAMs.

A method performed by a VCE is illustrated in Fig. 3.10. The network node
determines (301) whether a DLE has occurred on a line in a vectored group of
DSL lines. When a DLE occurs on a line l, at least one error sample is obtained
(303) from CPEs connected to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines.
The transmission on line l, which may also be denoted e.g., the leaving line, is
at least partly continued after the DLE, which will be further described below.
Further, an estimate is calculated (304), of the channel coefficients, H′, changed
due to the DLE. The estimate is calculated based on the obtained at least one
error sample, thus providing a channel estimate. The method further comprises
modifying (305) a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate. The
estimate of the channel coefficients is calculated based on the model H′ =
H+CΛH, where C is a near-end crosstalk (NEXT) coupling matrix for the
CPE end of the vectored group; Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection
coefficients, after the DLE, of the CPE end of the cables associated with the
vectored group; H is a matrix with the channel coefficients before the DLE;
and H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coefficients after the DLE.

By performing the actions described above, retraining of the other lines in
the vectored group due to the DLE on line l may be avoided, and errors are
also minimized, which is very advantageous.

The error samples may be obtained by transmitting an error feedback re-
quest to the CPEs connected to the other lines in the vectored group. By
“other lines” is here meant “other than line l”. That is, the error samples may
be received from the CPEs in response to such error feedback requests. Such
requests may be transmitted to the CPEs over a robust management channel.
In VDSL2, it is called robust embedded operations channel (ROC). In G.fast,
it is called the robust management channel (RMC). Such requests can also be
transmitted to the CPEs over the embedded operations channel (eoc) without
robustness enhancement.

Regarding the continued transmission on line l after the DLE, there are
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a few alternatives, of which two different are illustrated in Fig. 3.10. In one
embodiment, the transmission is continued (302:1) on line l after the DLE just
as it was before the DLE. That is, the transmission on line l is not changed
in response to the detection of a DLE on line l. In another embodiment,
the transmission on line l may be changed (302:2) in response to the DLE,
in order to mitigate the interference subjected to the other lines during the
channel tracking procedure. For example, in an embodiment comprising the
alternative (302:2), the transmission of sync signals in sync symbol positions
could be continued but the transmission of the direct signal in line l in data
symbol positions on line l could be muted, e.g., by setting a gain value to zero,
which will be further described below. Other alternatives for the continued
transmission are also possible, and considered to be encompassed by the present
disclosure.

It should be noted that at a DLE, which is the case that is discussed herein
(as opposed to OLE), there are two problems that arises related to the channel
matrix. First, the channel matrix is fully changed, at least in certain frequency
ranges, as a consequence of the DLE; and second, the channel matrix dimension
is reduced, since a line is leaving. It should further be noted that it is fully
possible that more than one line is subjected to a DLE. In the examples herein,
in order to facilitate understanding, it is, however, assumed that only one line
at a time exhibits an STC of a DLE.

As stated above, according to the invention, the change in the channel
matrix is modelled as ∆ = CΛH. If assuming three lines, the channel matrix
will be of the dimension 3 × 3, and could be denoted H3. The channel, or
channel matrix, could then be described, after DLE, as H3,DLE = H3 + ∆3,
where ∆3 is the change

∆3 = CΛH3 +

 0 c12 c13
c21 0 c23
c31 c32 0

0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0 λ3

H3.

C being a NEXT coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored group,
as previously mentioned. The coefficients in this matrix are changed after the
DLE, and are thus unknown when initiating the fast channel tracking described
herein. Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coefficients, after the STC,
of the CPE end of the cables associated with the vectored group, as previously
mentioned. It is assumed here that all CPEs, except for the one subjected to
a DLE, are perfectly matched to the lines. In this example with three lines,
let line 3 be the leaving line. This means that there will be no reflection for
lines 1 and 2, since the CPE impedance, alt. termination, is perfectly matched.
Thus the reflection coefficients, on the diagonal of Λ, are zero for lines 1 and 2.
However, for line 3, the DLE entails that the termination is no longer matched,
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and thus the reflection coefficient will not be zero, i.e., λ3 ̸= 0. For example, if
λ3 = 1, the signal arrived at the disconnected port will be fully reflected back.
Performing the matrix multiplication will give:

∆3 = CΛH3 =

0 0 c13λ3

0 0 c23λ3

0 0 0

H3 =

c13λ3h31 c13λ3h32 c13λ3h33

c23λ3h31 c23λ3h32 c23λ3h33

0 0 0


=

c13c23
0

 [h31 h23 h33

]
.

Above, it is seen that 6 channel coefficients have been changed in the channel
matrix. In a normal tracking method, all these 6 coefficients need to be esti-
mated. In our fast tracking method, a combined reflection coupling coefficient
from port j to port i is defined cijλj , following the model above, to estimate
the channel change ∆3. Thus, in this example, only two reflection coupling co-
efficients need to be estimated, i.e., c13λ3 and c23λ3, since the original channel
vector [h31, h32, h33] can be known, either stored in the memory or derived from
the original precoder. These two reflection coupling coefficients can be derived
from error samples obtained on lines 1 and 2 after the STC. Could alterna-
tively be expressed as after the DLE. Since there are only two unknowns to
solve in the equation system above, only one error sample from line 1 and line
2, respectively, will be needed to solve the equations. Then, the precoder can
be updated accordingly to adapt to the channel change. Thus, the herein de-
scribed fast tracking method is potentially much faster than a normal tracking
scheme.

When the fast channel tracking is performed, the transmission on line 3 will
eventually be stopped. The channel matrix will then have a reduced dimension,
i.e., 2×2 in this example. Denoting the 2×2 channel matrix after DLE H2,DLE:

H2,DLE = H2 +∆2 = H2 +

[
c13λ3h31 c13λ3h32

c23λ3h31 c23λ3h32

]
= H2 +

[
c13λ3

c23λ3

] [
h31 h32

]
,

where H2 is part of the original matrix H3, i.e., the channel matrix for the
three lines before the DLE. Here, there are two cases depending on if step b)
is implemented or not.

If step b) is not implemented, the precoder may first be updated by fast
tracking to adapt to the change while the leaving line, i.e., line 3, keeps trans-
mitting until it is believed left already. During this time, the fast tracking
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algorithm may be applied to estimate the channel and calculate the precoder
accordingly for the reduced 2-line system, i.e., only line 1 and line 2. Then the
leaving line stops its transmission totally while the precoder is updated with
the calculated precoder coefficients simultaneously.

The transmission in data symbol positions on other lines than line l, before
the DLE, comprises FEXT precompensation signals, including the precompen-
sated signal from line l, and a direct signal of its own. After the DLE, the
FEXT precompensation signal from line l may be stopped on the other lines,
while the other signals are continued after the DLE, such that the reflection of
crosstalk from the precomensated signal from line l on other lines become zero.
In other words, the respective signals which precompensate crosstalk from line
l on the other lines before the DLE, may be stopped after the DLE, when there
is no crosstalk from line l if the direct signal of line l is stopped when step b is
performed. As an alternative to stopping the respective precompensated signal
from line l on the other lines, this signal could be reduced in power after the
DLE, as compared to the power of the signal before the DLE. Herein, a “prec-
ompensated signal from line l” is a signal which precompensates for crosstalk
from line l. This signal may be generated by the precoder based on the direct
signal on line l.

Below, an exemplifying procedure according to an embodiment of the herein
disclosed solution will be described in more detail.

Consider a vectoring system with K lines, or users. For simplicity, analysis
is performed on a certain sub-carrier and at a certain time instant. Signal
transceiving in frequency domain in downstream direction can be described
independently as y = Hx+ n, where the transmit and receive signals are x ∈
CK×1 and y ∈ CK×1 respectively; the channel matrix seen by the vectored
group is H ∈ CK×K, and additive background noise on the copper pairs is
n ∈ CK×1. The direct channel of each line locates on the diagonal of H,
whereas the FEXT composes its off-diagonal entries.

Vectoring enables the cooperative signal processing within the vectored
group by configuring an appropriate precoder for the downstream and a
crosstalk canceller, in upstream at the DP/CO to cancel FEXT. Specifically in
downstream, let G ∈ RK×K denote a diagonal matrix with the gain adjuster,
i.e., gain scaling factor as stated before, for each line on the main diagonal,
namely G = diag ([g1, g2, . . . , gK ]). After including precoding, Po, the trans-
mitting of x at DP/CO yields y = HPoGx+n. An ideal precoder neutralizes
crosstalk effectively such that for the input symbol x

Σx = HPoGx (3.12)

where Σ is a K ×K diagonal matrix.
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A DLE at the CPE side exhibits STC and changes the whole channel cou-
pling environment. Equivalently, every entry of the matrix H changes. Before
further processed, the outdated precoder Po fails at anti-crosstalk and makes
all receiving ends suffer from residual crosstalk.

By modelling the changed coupling condition with near-ends coupling coef-
ficients, the estimation effort reduces from (K − 1)×K parameters to K − 1.
Fast estimation and adaption may further be supported by controlling the
transmitted signal on the leaving line.

Specifically, let Λ ∈ CK×K denote a diagonal matrix with the reflection
coefficients of the CPEs, or rather of the CPE end of the cables in the vectored
group, on the main diagonal, i.e., Λ = diag ([λ1, λ2, . . . , λK ]). The near-end
coupling matrix C ∈ CK×K describes the NEXT or attenuated NEXT at the
CPE end, depending on the relative cable length, which is also illustrated
in Fig. 3.2 for the l-th column of C. When the terminations at the CPEs
are perfectly matched, there will be no reflection, which gives the reflection
coefficients λi = 0 for i = 1, . . . ,K ideally. Then, the CPE-near-end coupling
matrix C has no contribution on the whole coupling environment.

After a DLE, when the termination of one line in a vectored group has
changed and is mismatched, one diagonal element of Λ will deviate significantly
from 0. Assume line no. l exhibits an STC, which is quantified by that the
reflection coefficient λl ̸= 0. In this case, ξ = Λy = ΛHPoGx is reflected by
mismatched CPE termination. The reflected signal ξ couples back to the CPEs
via C, and adds

δ = CΛHPoGx (3.13)

to the expected receive signal y. So the received signal after DLE becomes

y′ = y + δ

= HPoGx+CΛHPoGx+ n

= (I+CΛ)HPoGx+ n

= (H+∆)PoGx+ n. (3.14)

Equivalently, the channel changes from H to H′ = H+∆, where ∆ = CΛH.
A near-optimal linear precoder has been proposed in the prior art as Po =

µH−1HΣ, where HΣ = diag (diag (H)) is the diagonal matrix of H and the
scaling factor µ = max

i

∥∥[H−1HΣ

]
row i

∥∥. For example, assume K = 3 and
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l = 2. The mismatched error in Eq. (2) is actually

δ = µCΛHH−1HΣGx

= µ

 0 c12 c13
c21 0 c23
c31 c32 0

0 0 0
0 λ2 0
0 0 0

HΣGx

= µ

0 λ2c12 0
0 0 0
0 λ2c32 0

h11g1 0
0 h22g2 0
0 0 h33g3

x1

x2

x3


= µ

0 λ2c12 0
0 0 0
0 λ2c32 0

h11g1x1

h22g2x2

h33g3x3


= µλ2

c120
c32

h22g2x2.

The above implies that, in the general case, the mismatched error can be
written as:

δ = vlµhllglxl, (3.15)
where vl = λl[c1l, . . . , cKl].

The equation above reveals, and the inventors have realized, that the ac-
tivating source of mismatched error δ only comes from the transmit signal xl

on the leaving line via the l-th direct channel hll (see solid line in line l in
Fig. 3.2), which is then reflected and couples to CPE receivers via vl , the
reflection coupling vector of line l.

With the mismatched errors’ source and paths targeted, we propose an
operation as follows to accomplish changed channel estimation and precoder
update while minimizing the disturbance to active end users.

A reference time-line for G.fast TDD frames is shown in Fig. 3.4. A typical
TDD frame duration is Tf = 750µs, corresponding to Nf = 36 symbol periods
(Ts). Time gaps are reserved between paired downstream and upstream as
Tg2, and between upstream and next downstream as Tg1. The number of TDD
frames in one superframe, binding to Nf = 36, is Nsf = 8. The first frame
of each superframe is specified as sync frame, which contains one sync symbol
locating on predefined symbol position in both directions. The sync frame is
then followed by 7 regular frames.

Consider a DLE at time instant tl at a CPE connected to line l dur-
ing the first superframe in Fig. 3.4, i.e., tl ∈ [0, Tsf ]. If the DLE occurs
during a downstream transmission interval of the i-th TDD frame (tl ∈
[(i− 1)Tf , (i− 1)Tf + Tds]),the VCE/DP/CO will be notified about the event
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during next upstream transmission period (t ∈ [(i− 1)Tf + Tds + Tg2, iTf − Tg1]).
In the next downstream transmission period and onwards (t > iTf ), the
VCE/DP/CO may transmit the muted signal on data symbol positions by con-
trolling the gain adjuster gl on the leaving line. The detailed illustration for
this special operation will be given below. If a DLE occurs during an upstream
transmission interval, the “muting” for downstream may launch directly, if
step b) is implemented.

According to current standard, the transmission on the leaving line is turned
off immediately when a DLE is detected. However, according to the solution
disclosed herein, the precoder is kept “outdated” as Po until estimation is
completed if step b) is implemented. That is, the precoder, which is optimized
for the channel as it was before the DLE, is kept also after the DLE, even though
it then is outdated. The downstream operation for new channel estimation, or
“fast tracking”, may be accomplished by sending two kinds of special symbols:
muted symbol and sync symbol. An exemplifying embodiment is illustrated in
Fig. 3.11.

Specifically, by modifying the l-th gain adjuster to be ĝl = ϵ (ϵ → 0) at
the data symbol positions, symbols are transmitted in what herein is denoted
muting mode, i.e., muted symbols are transmitted at non-sync symbol positions
on the leaving line. The mismatched error δ in Eq. (4) adding on the victim
lines becomes negligible as δ = vlµhllϵxl → 0 for ϵ → 0. This enables the
whole process to be “silent” to active end users. Muted symbols can also be
obtained by change the symbol constellation points to zeros or close to zeros
in the quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) symbol encoder/mapper.

NOTE: in the G.fast standard, idle symbols are defined as:

10.2.1.7 Idle symbol encoding
For all sub-carriers of an idle symbol the symbol encoder shall

generate a constellation point Xi = 0, Yi = 0.
If precoding in enabled, transmission of an idle symbol may

result in non-zero power at the U interface due to adding of FEXT
pre-compensation signals from ε(k, n) reference point (see Fig-
ure 10-1).

If precoding is disabled, transmission of idle symbol results in
zero power at the U interface. Therefore, in upstream direction
transmission of idle symbol results in a quiet symbol period.

The idle symbols are equivalent to the muted symbols here if set the gain
scaling factor to zero or set the symbol constellation points to zero. Here, the
expression muted symbols is considered to also cover the alternative option of
continuing to transmit the symbols, but at a very low power.
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Sync symbols are transmitted every 6ms, i.e., one superframe duration,
on each line in G.fast (cf. Fig. 3.4). Assume that J superframes are required
before the update is completed. Let tsc

j be the time instant to transmit the j-th
downstream sync symbol. On this specific time slot, the l-th gain adjuster is
set back to gl, which may be stored e.g., in the bits-and-gains table assigned
during initialization. A Sync vector s(tsc

j ) =
[
s1(t

sc
j ), . . . , sl(t

sc
j ), . . . , sK(tsc

j )
]T

is transmitted from DP/CO to CPEs. Accordingly, the received sync vector at
CPE end presents as

q(tsc
j ) = µHΣGs(tsc

j ) + vlµhllglsl(t
sc
j ) + n

= µHΣG
(
s(tsc

j ) + e(tsc
j )
)
, (3.16)

assigning e(tsc
j ) = G−1H−1

Σ

(
vlµhllglsl(t

sc
j ) + n

)
/µ. The error samples of sync

symbols e(tsc
j ) on victim lines are then fed back to DP/CO.

After sending the sync symbol on scheduled time instants, the transmission
on line l goes back to quasi-quiet symbols for all data symbol positions. The
transmitter may keep on alternatively sending quasi-quiet symbols and sync
symbols on the disorderly leaving line until DP/CO have collected a reasonable
number of e(tsc

j ) to do an elegant coupling vector estimation. Stack the error
vectors collected without the l-th elements as:

E = I[r]
K\l [e(t

sc
1 ), . . . , e(t

sc
J )]

= I[r]
K\lG

−1H−1
Σ vlµhllgls

T
l +N, (3.17)

where I[r]
K\l is an K-dimension identity matrix excluding the l-th row, sl =

[sl(t
sc
1 ), . . . , sl(t

sc
J )]

T, and N ∈ C(K−1)×J is the equalized additive noise on vic-
tim lines for J sync time instants. By “victim lines” is meant the other lines in
a vectored group except the disorderly leaving line. The estimation of vl can
be done by

v̂l =
Ml {HΣG}E(sH

l sl)
−1sH

l

µhll
, v̂l ∈ C(K−1)×1, (3.18)

where Ml {·} is a dimension reducing function by excluding the i-th column
and row.

When the coupling vector vl is estimated and the whole channel matrix
change is derived accordingly, the DP/CO may update the precoder based on
the channel matrix change and may shut down the transmission on the leaving
line completely.

It should be noted that the same scheme as presented above works and may
be applied also for the non-linear Tomlinson-Harashima precoder, which will
be used in G.fast phase 2 supporting up to 212 MHz in frequency.
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The fast channel estimation described herein is different from the one de-
scribed in [4]. With a deeper understanding regarding the mechanism what
exactly causes the channel change, the new method explicitly estimates the
reflected crosstalk coefficients which cause the channel changes and then cal-
culate the channel change. This is especially important in high frequencies for
G.fast use, where the whole channel matrix changes due to a DLE. The pre-
vious method described in [4] actually is an approximate of the new method
described herein. In low frequencies, the changes in other columns are much
smaller than the column associated with the leaving line. Thus, for certain
frequencies, e.g., VDSL2 frequency range, the method in [4] works sufficiently
well by estimating the dominant column changed and neglecting other columns.
However, the changes in other columns get closer in magnitude to the column
associated with the leaving line in higher frequency, where the crosstalk level
gets closer to the direct channel. In other words, the dominance of the leaving
column decreases over frequencies. Therefore, the performance of the pervious
method described in [4] degrades over frequencies. The new method signifi-
cantly improves the previous method in higher frequencies, and is a complete
solution, which covers both low and high frequencies.

Hardware Implementations

The techniques and processes described above can be implemented in a net-
work node which is operable to provide vectoring for a group of lines in a DSL
system. As previously mentioned, the node may be denoted VCE, and may
be comprised in a CO or a DP. Fig. 3.12 is a schematic illustration of an ex-
emplifying embodiment of a VCE (500) in which a method embodying any of
the presently described techniques can be implemented. A computer program
for controlling the VCE (500) to carry out a method embodying the present
invention is stored in a program storage (504), which comprises one or several
memory devices. Data used during the performance of a method embodying
the present invention may also be stored in the program storage (504), or a
separate data storage, which also may comprise one or more memory devices.
During performance of a method embodying the present invention, instructions
(505), such as program steps may be fetched from the program storage (504)
and be executed by processing means (503), such as a central processing unit
(CPU), or other processor. Output information resulting from performance
of a method embodying the present invention can be stored back in a data
storage, or, be sent to an input/output (I/O) interface, which includes a net-
work interface for sending and receiving data to and from other network nodes
and which may also include a radio transceiver for communicating with one or
more terminals. The VCE (500) is associated with the same technical features,
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objects and advantages as the previously described method embodiments. The
VCE is described in brief in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.

The part of the network node (500) which is most affected by the adap-
tation to the herein described solution is illustrated as an arrangement (501),
surrounded by a dashed line. The further functionality (506) illustrated in
Fig. 3.12 may be assumed to carry out regular VCE and/or node functions.

Thus, when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines,
and the transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued, the execution of
the instructions (505) by the processing means (503) causes the VCE (500) to
obtain at least one error sample from CPEs connected to other lines in the
vectored group of DSL lines, and to calculate an estimate of the channel coef-
ficients, H′, changed due to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample.
The execution of the instructions further causes the VCE to modify a down-
stream precoder, based on the channel estimate. The estimate of the channel
coefficients is calculated based on the model H′ = H+CΛH, as previously
described in detail.

The execution of the instructions may further cause the VCE to configured
to continue the transmission of sync symbols on line l after the DLE. As pre-
viously described, the transmission in data symbol positions on line l before
the DLE comprises a FEXT precompensation signal and a direct signal. The
execution of the instructions may cause the VCE to continue the transmission
of the FEXT precompensation signal after the DLE, and further to transmit
the direct signal on line l with reduced power after the DLE, as compared to
before the DLE.

The execution of the instructions may further cause the VCE to obtain at
least one error sample from the CPE of at least one other line in the vectored
group, and further to send at least one error feedback request over the eoc in
both VDSL2 and G.fast or over a ROC in VDSL2, or over a RMC in G.fast,
in order to collect one or more error samples.

An alternative implementation of the network node (500) is shown in
Fig. 3.13. The VCE (600) or arrangement (601) comprises an obtaining unit
(602), configured to obtain at least one error sample from CPEs connected
to other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines. The VCE (600) further
comprises a calculating unit (604), configured to calculate an estimate of the
channel coefficients, H′, changed due to the DLE, based on the at least one
error sample, thus providing a channel estimate. The VCE (600) further com-
prises a modifying unit (605), configured to modify a downstream precoder,
based on the channel estimate. The arrangement (601) could further comprise
a determining or detecting unit (602), configured to detect the occurrence of
a DLE on a line in the vectored group. Alternatively, this detection could be
regarded as a part of the standard functionality (607).
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The VCE described above could comprise further units or modules config-
ured for the different method embodiments described herein.

The units or modules in the arrangements in the respective different network
node embodiments and wireless device embodiments described above could be
implemented e.g., by one or more of: a processor or a microprocessor and
adequate software and memory for storing thereof, a programmable logic device
(PLD) or other electronic component(s) or processing circuitry configured to
perform the actions described above, and illustrated e.g., in Fig. 3.12. That
is, the units or modules in the arrangements in the different nodes described
above could be implemented by a combination of analog and digital circuits,
and/or one or more processors configured with software and/or firmware, e.g.,
stored in a memory. One or more of these processors, as well as the other
digital hardware, may be included in a single application-specific integrated
circuitry (ASIC) or several processors and various digital hardware may be
distributed among several separate components, whether individually packaged
or assembled into a system-on-a-chip (SoC). The VCE could be implemented as
a computer program, e.g., a software module, which is run on a node which is
operable to communicate with and/or control at least parts of the DLE system.
Such a node may be located locally, near the DSL lines, or remote, such as in
a distributed system, e.g., a cloud solution.

When using the word “comprise” or “comprising” it shall be interpreted as
non-limiting, i.e., meaning “consist at least of”.

It should also be noted that in some alternate implementations, the func-
tions/acts noted in the blocks may occur out of the order noted in the
flowcharts. For example, two blocks shown in succession may in fact be
executed substantially concurrently or the blocks may sometimes be executed
in the reverse order, depending upon the functionality/acts involved. More-
over, the functionality of a given block of the flowcharts and/or block diagrams
may be separated into multiple blocks and/or the functionality of two or more
blocks of the flowcharts and/or block diagrams may be at least partially inte-
grated. Finally, other blocks may be added/inserted between the blocks that
are illustrated, and/or blocks/operations may be omitted without departing
from the scope of inventive concepts. Moreover, although some of the dia-
grams include arrows on communication paths to show a primary direction of
communication, it is to be understood that communication may occur in the
opposite direction to the depicted arrows.

Modifications and other embodiments of the disclosed invention will come
to mind to one skilled in the art having the benefit of the teachings presented
in the foregoing descriptions and the associated drawings. Therefore, it is to be
understood that the invention is not to be limited to the specific embodiments
disclosed and that modifications and other embodiments are intended to be
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included within the scope of this disclosure. Although specific terms may be
employed herein, they are used in a generic and descriptive sense only and not
for purposes of limitation.

It is to be understood that the choice of interacting units, as well as the
naming of the units within this disclosure are only for exemplifying purpose,
and nodes suitable to execute any of the methods described above may be
configured in a plurality of alternative ways in order to be able to execute the
suggested procedure actions.

It should also be noted that the units described in this disclosure are to be
regarded as logical entities and not with necessity as separate physical entities.

While the embodiments have been described in terms of several embodi-
ments, it is contemplated that alternatives, modifications, permutations and
equivalents thereof will become apparent upon reading of the specifications and
study of the drawings. It is therefore intended that the following appended
claims include such alternatives, modifications, permutations and equivalents
as fall within the scope of the embodiments.

3.7.6 Claims
1. A method performed by a VCE for handling DLE causing STC in a DSL

system, the method comprising:
when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued:

- obtaining (104) at least one error sample from CPEs connected to
other lines in the vectored group of DSL lines,

- calculating (108) an estimate of the channel coefficients, H′, changed
due to the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus pro-
viding a channel estimate, and

- modifying (110) a downstream precoder, based on the channel esti-
mate, such that retraining of the other lines in the vectored group
due to the DLE is avoided,

wherein the estimate of the channel coefficients is calculated based on the
model H′ = H+CΛH, where
C is a NEXT coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored group;
Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coefficients, after the DLE, of
the CPE end of the cables associated with the vectored group;
H is a matrix with the channel coefficients before the DLE; and
H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coefficients after the DLE.
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2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the transmission of sync sym-
bols on line l is continued after the DLE.

3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the transmission in data
symbol positions on line l before the DLE comprises a FEXT precom-
pensation signal from other lines and a direct signal of line l, and wherein
the FEXT precompensation signal is continued after the DLE, such that
the reflection of crosstalk from the other lines remains cancelled at the
CPE end of line l.

4. The method according to claim 3 wherein the direct signal transmitted
on line l is reduced in power after the DLE, as compared to before the
DLE.

5. Method according to any of the preceding claims, further comprising
applying one or more of the following for data symbol positions on line l
after the DLE:

- setting a gain scaling factor to zero, or close to zero;
- setting symbol constellation points to zero, or close to zero, in a

symbol encoder.

6. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the trans-
mission in data symbol positions on other lines than line l before the DLE
comprises FEXT precompensation signals, including the precompensated
signal from line l, and a direct signal of its own, and wherein the FEXT
precompensation signal from line l is stopped on the other lines, while
the other signals are continued after the DLE.

7. The method according to claim 6 wherein the FEXT precompensation
signal from line l on other lines is reduced in power after the DLE, as
compared to before the DLE.

8. The method according to any of the preceding claims, wherein the obtain-
ing of error samples comprises sending at least one error feedback request
over either the eoc in both VDSL2 and G.fast or a ROC in VDSL2, or a
RMC in G.fast.

9. VCE for handling DLE causing STC in a DLE system, the VCE being
configured to:
when a DLE occurs on a line l in a vectored group of DSL lines, and the
transmission on line l is, at least partly, continued:
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- obtain at least one error sample from CPEs connected to other lines
in the vectored group of DSL lines,

- calculate an estimate of the channel coefficients, H′, changed due to
the DLE, based on the at least one error sample, thus providing a
channel estimate, and

- modify a downstream precoder, based on the channel estimate, such
that retraining of the other lines in the vectored group due to the
DLE is avoided,

wherein the VCE is further configured to calculate the estimate of the
channel coefficients based on the model H′ = H+CΛH, where C is a
NEXT coupling matrix for the CPE end of the vectored group;
Λ is a diagonal matrix with the reflection coefficients, after the DLE, of
the CPE end of the cables associated with the vectored group;
H is a matrix with the channel coefficients before the DLE; and
H′ is a matrix with the estimated channel coefficients after the DLE.

10. The VCE, according to claim 9, being configured to continue the trans-
mission of sync symbols on line l after the DLE.

11. The VCE, according to claim 9 or 10, wherein the transmission in data
symbol positions on line l before the DLE comprises a FEXT precompen-
sation signal from other lines and a direct signal of line l, and the VCE
is configured to continue the transmission of the FEXT precompensation
signal after the DLE, such that the reflection of crosstalk from the other
lines remains cancelled at the CPE end of line l.

12. The VCE, according to claim 11, being configured to transmit the direct
signal on line l with reduced power after the DLE, as compared to before
the DLE.

13. The VCE, according to any of claims 9-12, being configured to apply one
or more of the following for data symbol positions on line l after the DLE:

- setting a gain scaling factor to zero, or close to zero;
- setting symbol constellation points to zero, or close to zero, in a

symbol encoder.

14. The VCE, according to any of claims 9-13 wherein the transmission in
data symbol positions on other lines than line l before the DLE com-
prises FEXT precompensation signals, including the precompensated sig-
nal from line l, and a direct signal of its own, and wherein the VCE is
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configured to stop the FEXT precompensation signal from line l on the
other lines, while other signals are continued after the DLE.

15. The VCE, according to claim 14, being configured to reduce the FEXT
precompensation signal from line l on other lines in power after the DLE,
as compared to before the DLE.

16. The VCE, according to any of claims 9-15, wherein the obtaining of error
samples comprises sending at least one error feedback request over either
the eoc in both VDSL2 and G.fast or a ROC in VDSL2, or a RMC in
G.fast.

17. DSLAM comprising a VCE according to any of claims 9-16.
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4 Fast Mitigation of Sudden Termina-
tion Changes in Wireline Systems

Abstract

Vectoring enables cooperative crosstalk mitigation in wideband wireline sys-
tems. A sudden termination change within a vectored group alters the entire
perceived channel matrix and thus disturbs the vectoring operation since the
precoder, which is tuned to the channel before the change, is no longer up to
date. We analyze the resulting residual crosstalk and its impact on perfor-
mance degradation during showtime for both linear and non-linear precoding
systems. To cover, a new channel matrix must be estimated to update the pre-
coder accordingly. We use a model-based approach to track a vector instead
of estimating the full matrix. Based on this vector, simplified precoder updat-
ing methods for both precoding systems are presented accounting for a sudden
line deactivation or (re)activation in a vectored group. As an alternative to
the state-of-the-art methods, the proposed procedures significantly reduce the
complexity of both channel estimation and precoder updating and minimize
the disturbed period for active users.

Based on: Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, C. Lu and P. Ödling, “Fast Mitigation of Sud-
den Termination Changes in Wideband Wireline Systems,” in IEEE Transactions on
Communications, vol. 64, no. 6, pp. 2610-2621, June 2016. © 2016 IEEE.
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4.1 Introduction
The wireline access industry advances towards a fiber-to-the-last-distribution-
point paradigm [1] to meet increasing capacity demands. The hybrid fiber-
DSL architecture [2–4] exploits shorter copper pairs and wider bandwidth to
provide multi-gigabit aggregate bit-rate. However, with the increased frequency
range, new challenges appear. The transmission channel in the band above
around 3MHz becomes sensitive to reflections and dependent on the quality of
connections. A sudden change of the termination impedance alters the channel
conditions not only on the line of the change, but on all lines reached by
crosstalk.

Vectoring [5,6] enables high-speed communication in wideband wireline sys-
tems by mitigating crosstalk between lines. With vectoring implemented, the
transceivers of a copper pair group co-located at the distribution point (DP)
can work cooperatively to cancel out crosstalk. This kind of cooperation relies
on accurate channel information. Previous studies (cf., for example, [7] and
references therein) indicate that a sudden termination change (STC) due to
a disconnected customer-premises equipment (CPE) leads to serious signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) drops for frequencies around 30 MHz and beyond, which are
the frequencies used in the emerging G.fast [2] and similar fixed broadband
technologies. The SNR-drop results in a reduced bit-loading (exemplified in
Fig. 4.1) for active users in the vectored group. For stability and performance
reasons, it is desirable to retrieve the original performance as quickly as possi-
ble.

Unwanted impedance mismatch due to an STC can be avoided or miti-
gated by proper hardware design. For example, [8] designs an adaptive de-
vice that adapts its output impedance automatically to the effective load in
order to maintain maximum transfer efficiency. It would solve the partial
impedance matching problem, such as a switched-off CPE or a changed termi-
nation impedance due to temperature variation. In [9], an impedance adapter
is designed including an additional adjustment module in network jacks for au-
tomatically inserting a compensatory terminating impedance when the CPE is
not connected. However, hardware methods rely largely on the implementation
at the customer premises which makes them costly to deploy and prone to user
tampering. Thus, we investigate network-side signal-processing approaches.

In [10] a procedure is described that allows coordination between transceivers
at both DP and CPE ends and acquires information necessary to update the
precoder/equalizer before a line leaves and its terminating impedance changes.
While solving the problem of orderly leaving events, [10] does not address situa-
tions where there is no previous intent announced by the leaving transceiver(s),
termed disorderly leaving event (DLE). A DLE is a typical scenario leading
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Fig. 4.1: Bit-loading results on a victim line exemplify the STC influence in a linear
precoding system. The results are based on cable channel measurements from 30MHz
to 212MHz assuming a transmit PSD of −76dBm/Hz and a background noise PSD
of −150dBm/Hz over the copper cable. There is a big drop in loaded bits due to an
STC no matter if bit-cap is applied or not.

to an STC due to a disconnected line or a power loss. In [11], a channel-
tracking scheme is proposed for linear precoding systems [12] to make DLEs
unnoticeable to active users. Due to the diminished direct channel dominance
with increasing frequency, non-linear precoding [13, 14] is also proposed as a
candidate for the frequency range above 106 MHz. In this paper, we address
both linear and non-linear precoding systems. The main contributions of this
paper are:

- The interference mitigation scheme proposed in [11] is combined with
non-linear precoding (THP) to cover the frequency range of emerging
wireline systems.

- All simulations and measurements are extended to 212 MHz allowing a
comparison of the proposed schemes used in combination with linear ver-
sus non-linear precoding employing the system parameters of G.fast.

- The scheme is extended from the DLE case to the general STC case
(including, most notably, the (re)activation of a line).

- Low-complexity precoder-update methods are proposed for both linear
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and nonlinear precoding exploiting the rank-1 property of the channel-
deviation matrix.

- A precoder-update scheme for the (re)activation case is proposed that
significantly reduces the disturbed period for the active users compared
to the traditional method.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 4.2 a system model is pre-
sented to interpret STC, which enables the formulation and analysis of STC
disturbance in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we propose a low-complexity method
to quickly mitigate STC interference when a line is deactivated in a vectored
group for both linear and non-linear precoding schemes. Section 4.5 derives the
precoder updating procedure when a line joins a vectored group. Section 4.6
concludes the work.

Notation: Bold capital letters (e.g., A) and bold lower-case letters (e.g.,
a) denote matrices and column vectors, respectively. ai,j is the element in i-
th row and j-th column of A and ai is the i-th element of a. AI,J denotes
the submatrix of A constructed by the rows and columns in the index sets I
and J , respectively. For compactness, An\i ∈ C(n−1)×(n−1) denotes the (i, i)
minor of A that deletes the i-th row and column from A ∈ Cn×n (i.e., An\i =
A{1,...,n}\i,{1,...,n}\i) and A−i denotes the submatrix obtained by deleting the
i-th row from A (i.e., A−i = A{1,...,n}\i,{1,...,n}). a∗ denotes the conjugate of a.
AT, AH, and A† denote transpose, Hermitian transpose, and pseudo inverse of
A, respectively. ϵi is an elementary column vector with a 1 on the i-th position
and 0s elsewhere. I denotes the identity matrix.

4.2 Wireline System Model

4.2.1 Vectoring Operation
Consider a wideband discrete multi-tone modulation (DMT) system with a
group of K twisted pairs connecting the DP to CPEs. Let H ∈ CK×K denote
the frequency-domain channel matrix experienced in downstream direction by
transceivers when all CPEs are properly connected (equivalently, all termina-
tions are perfectly matched). For the sake of simple notation but without loss
of generality, the sub-carrier index is omitted. Diagonal and off-diagonal el-
ements of H denote direct-channel coefficients and far-end crosstalk (FEXT)
coupling coefficients, respectively.

Vectoring enables cooperative signal processing to cancel out crosstalk
within the group, by using a properly designed precoder for downstream
and an equalizer for upstream at the DP. Specifically in downstream, let
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G = diag ([g1, g2, . . . , gK ]) ∈ RK×K denote a diagonal matrix, where each ele-
ment gi denotes the per-line gain multiplier, including gain adjuster, frequency-
domain spectrum shaping coefficient, power-normalization factor, etc. (see [2])
and let x̄(t) = Gx(t) denote the signal after gain scaling. Assume that the
cyclic prefix of DMT is not shorter than the impulse responses of the coupling
paths, and the IFFT of group users is synchronized. Transmitting a precoded
signal P{x̄(t)} ∈ CK×1 at time instant t yields a receive signal y(t) ∈ CK×1

at the CPE side given by

y(t) = HP{x̄(t)}+ n(t),

where P{·} denotes a precoder designed for H, and n(t) ∈ CK×1 denotes the
background noise on twisted pairs. Since most derivations in this work consider
only a single time instant, we hereinafter omit the time index for brevity unless
it is necessary to stress a time dependency.

A properly designed precoder limits the transmit power under the regulated
power spectrum density (PSD) mask and mitigates crosstalk such that

HP{x̄} = Σx, (4.1)

where Σ ∈ CK×K is a diagonal matrix. The equalized receive signal is then
written as

z = EHP{x̄}+En,

where E = Σ−1 is a diagonal matrix containing equalizing coefficients at the
CPEside.

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Line 1 :

Line 2 :

Line l :

Line K :

DP CPE

�1

�2

�l

�K

...

...

...

... Anti-FEXTData+

FEXT

Fig. 4.2: Downstream vectoring operation for a linear precoding system exemplified
on line l. The FEXT (red dashed lines) and anti-FEXT (green dashed-dotted line)
signals cancel out at the l-th termination at the CPE side. Only the data signal (blue
solid lines) is effectively transmitted to the end-user.
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Fig. 4.2 illustrates the principle of vectoring based on the notion of “anti-
FEXT”. For simplicity, we focus on a single line l for linear precoding schemes
(i.e., P{x̄} = Px̄, where P denotes the linear precoding matrix). The receive
signal at the l-th CPE-end can be decomposed as

yl = hl,lpl,lx̄l︸ ︷︷ ︸
Data via direct path (bold solid blue in Fig. 4.2)

+

Hl,{1,...,K}\lP{1,...,K}\l,lx̄l︸ ︷︷ ︸
Data via FEXT-paths (thin solid blue in Fig. 4.2)

+

Hl,{1,...,K}\lP{1,...,K}\l,{1,...,K}\lx̄{1,...,K}\l︸ ︷︷ ︸
FEXT (dashed red in Fig. 4.2)

+

hl,lPl,{1,...,K}\lx̄{1,...,K}\l︸ ︷︷ ︸
Anti-FEXT (dashed-dotted green in Fig. 4.2)

+ n. (4.2)

The precoder located at the DP knows all FEXT couplings ending in line l and
generates an “anti-FEXT” signal (dashed-dotted green line) that cancels out
the FEXT (dashed red lines) at the CPE-end so that only the data components
arrive. Note that data is not only arriving via line l itself (bold blue line) but
also via FEXT paths (thin blue lines) since the other lines are also transmitting
their anti-FEXT components to eliminate the FEXT originating from line l.
As a result, the vectoring operation transforms the matrix channel into K
interference-free channels whose throughput is limited by background noise.
The benefit of vectoring, however, is severely degraded by an STC event, as
analyzed in the next section.

4.2.2 Reflected-NEXT (RN) Model
In [15, 16], a FEXT-reflected-NEXT (FRN) model is proposed to characterize
the changed coupling condition due to an alien-line impedance mismatch at
the CPE side. The STC case we study in this work is similar—except now the
impedance change happens within the vectored group, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3
before involving any precoding scheme. In this scenario, not only FEXT but
also data signals from the direct channel are reflected and coupled via near-end
crosstalk (NEXT) paths. Therefore, we term it generally reflected-NEXT (RN)
model. Without loss of generality, we illustrate the STC coupling model in
downstream on a certain sub-carrier. It applies, mutatis mutandis, to upstream.

Let Λ = diag ([λ1, λ2, . . . , λK ]) ∈ CK×K denote a diagonal matrix contain-
ing the reflection coefficients λi, i = 1, . . . ,K for each termination at the CPE
side. Furthermore, let Λo and Λ′ denote the reflection coefficient matrices
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before and after an STC, respectively. The corresponding perceived channel
matrices are H{Λo} and H{Λ′}, respectively.

For simplicity, assume for a moment that all vectored lines are initially
perfectly terminated (Λo = 0 and thus H{Λo} = H), which corresponds to
the state illustrated in Fig. 4.2. Let C ∈ CK×K denote the NEXT coupling
matrix at the CPEside. The diagonal entries of C, corresponding to the CPE-
side echo coefficients, are assumed to be 0. In practice, most often only one
diagonal element of Λ will deviate significantly from its original value at a given
time instant due to an STC (i.e., mismatch of a single line only). Assume line l
exhibits a deactivating STC, quantified by a reflection coefficient changing from
0 to |λ′

l| ≫ 0. Consequently, Λ′ = diag ([0, . . . , 0, λ′
l, 0, . . . , 0]). The perceived

channel matrix after the STC becomes

H{Λ′} = H{Λo}+∆,

where ∆ = CΛ′H quantifies the deviation from the all-terminated case ac-
cording to the RN model. Note that the effective part of CΛ′ is contained in
one column vector, i.e., CΛ′ = [0 . . . 0 vl 0 . . . 0], where

vl = λ′
l [c1,l, . . . , ci,l, . . . , cK,l]

T
. (4.3)

Thus as in Fig. 4.3, the RN model indicates that the channel deviation matrix
is composed of

∆ = CΛ′H = vlHl,{1,...,K}, (4.4)

where Hl,{1,...,K} is just a row vector. Since ∆ ̸= 0, the outdated precoding
with Po{·} designed for H{Λo} = H yields a perturbed version of z, denoted

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

· · ·

Line 1 :

Line 2 :

Line l :

Line K :

DP CPE
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�2

�0
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�K

...

...

...

...

RXT

Data

FEXT

Fig. 4.3: Downstream reflected-NEXT (RN) model. All signals, including data (blue
solid lines) and FEXT (red dashed lines), arriving at the mismatched termination l
are reflected and coupled via the NEXT paths, generating residual crosstalk (RXT).
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by z′, i.e.,
z′ = EHPo{x̄}+En︸ ︷︷ ︸

zd

+ECΛ′HPo{x̄}︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ

, (4.5)

where zd is the desired receive signal obtained with the precoder tuned to the
perceived channel H{Λo} before the STC and ξ is the residual crosstalk due
to the STC. Our target is to update the precoder to mitigate also the residual
crosstalk from reflected-NEXT couplings.

In practice, it is nearly impossible to achieve perfect termination of a multi-
pair wireline channel. Thus, already before a deactivating STC occurs, the
termination will cause reflected-NEXT components (since Λo ̸= 0) resulting in
a perceived channel H{Λo} = H + CΛoH. After an STC changing Λo into
Λ′ = Λo +Λδ, the outdated precoder tuned to H{Λo} yields

z′ = EH{Λo}Po{x̄}+En︸ ︷︷ ︸
zd

+ECΛδHPo{x̄}︸ ︷︷ ︸
ξ

. (4.6)

In the scenario of single line mismatch at a given time instant, the channel devi-
ation is ∆ = CΛδH = vδ

lHl,{1,...,K}, for vδ
l = (λ′

l − λl) [c1,l, . . . , ci,l, . . . , cK,l]
T,

where λl and λ′
l denote the l-th reflection coefficients before and after the STC,

respectively. Since there is no difference in formulating Eqs. (4.5) and (4.6), we
mainly consider the case where all vectored lines are initially perfectly termi-
nated (i.e., Λo = 0) in the following discussions to avoid unnecessary confusion.

Apart from the deactivated-line case discussed above, another practically
relevant case causing severe performance degradation occurs when a line in
vicinity is (re)activated in the vectored group. The only difference from the
deactivated-line case is that the outdated precoder Po{·} is tuned to H{Λo} =
H+∆ and the target channel after STC becomes H{Λ′} = H. Therefore, the
model component analysis in Section 4.3 focuses on the deactivated-line case
only.

The residual crosstalk ξ that is not covered by the outdated precoder Po{·}
is the main reason for performance degradation. To mitigate this interference
effectively and minimize the disturbed period for active users, we start by
analyzing the residual crosstalk.

4.3 Residual Crosstalk Analysis
The undesirable residual crosstalk ξ in Eq. (4.5) is dependent on the precoded
transmit signal Po{x̄}. For linear and non-linear precoding schemes suggested
in [2], we analyze the contributing source(s) of ξ when a line is suddenly deac-
tivated in the vectored group.
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4.3.1 Residual Crosstalk in Linear Precoding Systems
The function Po{·} in linear precoding systems performs multiplication in fre-
quency domain. The outdated linear precoder (LP) as in [12] defines PL

o =

(H{Λo})−1
= H−1. Note that in this work, the power normalization factor

and direct channel gain have already been included in the corresponding mul-
tiplier in GL, where the data signal after gain scaling is x̄ = GLx.

Consider again the case when the l-th termination is deactivated while all
other lines are perfectly terminated. The residual crosstalk can be simplified
as

ξL = ECΛ′HPL
o x̄ = Evlϵ

T
l x̄

= Evlx̄l, (4.7)

where vl is defined in Eq. (4.3), ϵl is an elementary vector introduced in Sec-
tion 4.1 and x̄l = gL

l xl is the gain-scaled data symbol transmitted on line l.
According to Eq. (4.7), we conclude that the only activating source of the

residual crosstalk, given the outdated LP, is the data signal sent to the l-th
CPE. In addition, the strength of the residual crosstalk is mainly determined
by the effective direct channel gain gL

l of the deactivating line and the NEXT
coupling magnitude included in vl.

4.3.2 Residual Crosstalk in Non-Linear Precoding Sys-
tems

When exploring a wider frequency range (e.g., beyond 100MHz), the diagonal
dominance of the channel matrix declines which reduces the merit of applying
LP. Non-linear precoding is suggested as an alternative [2, 17]. Specifically,
a Tomlinson-Harashima precoder (THP) is implemented [13] modifying the
transmit signal non-linearly to achieve crosstalk-free transmission without in-
voking transmit power increase.

Performing QR-decomposition on the Hermitian-transpose of the original
channel matrix H{Λo} = H yields HH = QR (or H = RHQH), where Q is
a unitary matrix and RH is a lower-triangular matrix. To achieve crosstalk-
free transmission, dirty paper coding (DPC) [18] can be used to precode the
transmit signal as Q(RH)−1GNLx such that GNLx is received at the CPE side.
However, there is an inherent power increase issue in DPC. In practice, THP
is used instead, which can be written as

P NL
o {x̄} = Q¯̄x, (4.8)
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where ¯̄x denotes the recursive computation of the inverse
(
RH)−1 in combina-

tion with a modulo operation on the gain-scaled transmit signal x̄ = GNLx:

¯̄xm = Γ

{
1

rm,m
x̄m − ⟨m > 1⟩

m−1∑
i=1

r∗i,m
rm,m

¯̄xi

}
, for m = 1, . . . ,K. (4.9)

The operator ⟨·⟩ produces 1 if the statement inside is true and 0 otherwise.
The non-linear modulo operation on each M -QAM symbol x is defined [13] as

Γ {x} ≜ x−
√
Md

⌊
x√
Md

+
1

2
+ j

1

2

⌋
,

where d is the minimum constellation spacing.
To make the THP feasible, the modulo arithmetic Γ {·} is employed at both

transmitter and receiver. Based on Γ
{
x±y

}
= Γ

{
Γ {x}±Γ {y}

}
, the disturbed

receive signal in Eq. (4.5) becomes

Γ{z′} = Γ
{
Γ
{
zd
}
+ Γ

{
ECΛ′HP NL

o {x̄}
}︸ ︷︷ ︸

ξNL

}
,

where Γ{·} denotes modulo operation on each entry of the input vector. The
residual crosstalk part can be expanded using Eq. (4.8) as

ξNL = Γ
{
ECΛ′HP NL

o {x̄}
}

= Γ
{
Evl

(
R{1,...,K},l

)H ¯̄x
}
. (4.10)

Further expanding Eq. (4.10) with Eq. (4.9), we have

ξNL = Γ

{
Evl

l∑
i=1

r∗i,l ¯̄xi

}

= Γ

{
Evlrl,l

(
l−1∑
i=1

r∗i,l
rl,l

¯̄xi + Γ

{
1

rl,l
x̄l −

l−1∑
i=1

r∗i,l
rl,l

¯̄xi

})}
= Γ{Evlx̄l} , (4.11)

since Γ {ax} = Γ {aΓ {x}} where a is a constant. Similarly to the situation in
Section 4.3.1, the residual crosstalk in non-linear precoding systems is driven
by the transmitted data signal for the deactivated termination and its strength
depends on the l-th effective channel gain and the NEXT couplings. In addition,
it is also influenced by the non-linear modulo operation Γ{·}.
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4.3.3 STC Impact on Linear and Non-Linear Precoders
In order to quantify the impact of a deactivating STC, we focus on a single
sub-carrier and apply both LP and THP for predefined channel conditions.
The results presented in this subsection are averaged over a large ensemble of
coupling values drawn from distributions whose parameters are aligned with
cable measurements. The motivation for explicitly using theoretical channel
realizations in this subsection is to separate different impact factors and iso-
late the effect of discussed coupling magnitudes from possible performance
variations due to non-ideal measurements. Also, artificial channel data allows
the observation of trends over wider magnitude ranges compared to snapshot
channel-measurements.

Since the average NEXT magnitude does not change much for a certain
cable setup, we consider the influence of magnitude difference between direct
and FEXT couplings, which determines the effective channel gains for LP and
THP respectively. Random 3 × 3 channel matrices are generated where each
entry has a preset magnitude value Ai,j and a uniformly distributed phase,
i.e., hi,j ∼ Ai,jexp(i2πϕi,j) where ϕi,j ∼ U(0, 1]. The average receive SNR on

Fig. 4.4: Impact of STC on one victim line given different diagonal dominance of
the channel, pre-setting a FEXT coupling of Afext = −50dB, a NEXT coupling of
Anext = −30dB, and a vectoring group size of K = 3. The reflection coefficient of the
disrupted termination changes from 0 to 1 when STC happens. The left-hand side
of the abscissa with higher Adir values corresponds to the lower frequency range and
the right-hand side with lower Adir values corresponds to the higher frequency range.
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victim lines is computed for a transmit PSD of −76dBm/Hz, a background
noise of −150dBm/Hz, and the reflection coefficient of disrupted termination
changing from λl = 0 to λ′

l = 1.
In Fig. 4.4, the diagonal dominance of channel matrices degrades along the

abscissa as the FEXT magnitude is fixed. The right extremity of the axis
is the situation that might happen at very high frequencies where the direct
and FEXT couplings are at the same magnitude level. We observe that the
SNR-drop is more obvious for diagonal dominant channels (i.e., Adir ≫ Afext)
than for channels with direct and FEXT coefficients of similar magnitude (i.e.,
Adir ≈ Afext). The reason is that the higher values of direct channel gain
gl indicate both higher original SNR values before STC and higher residual
crosstalk (see Eqs. (4.7) and (4.11)) after STC. Along with the diminishing Adir

values both SNR results before and after STC, as well as the relative SNR-drop,
decrease.

As one of the major advantages, THP generally yields higher effective chan-
nel gains compared to the LP when the coupling magnitude of FEXT becomes
comparable to that of the direct paths. Since the gNL

l also contributes in gener-
ating residual crosstalk, this advantage in turn makes the non-linear precoding
system more vulnerable to the STC problem than the linear precoding system,
showing a larger SNR-drop in Fig. 4.4 for the same channel condition.

In Fig. 4.5, group-size impact is discussed. In both Fig. 4.5a and Fig. 4.5b
and for both precoders, SNR values after the deactivating STC do not change
much with respect to different group sizes. When diagonal dominance is high
(see Fig. 4.5a) the performance of THP does not depend on group size, both
before and after STC. The SNR value of LP decreases for larger group size,
whereas the relative SNR-drop also gets smaller. When the direct and FEXT
coupling magnitudes become comparable (see Fig. 4.5b), the effective direct
coupling for LP is quite low. As also shown in Fig. 4.4, the STC impact in
this case becomes negligible. But for THP which is designed for this channel
condition, the relative SNR-drop gets slightly bigger for larger group size.

4.3.4 Silent-Mode for Residual Crosstalk Cancellation
To mitigate the aforementioned residual crosstalk effectively and retrieve the
original performance efficiently, we first summarize Eqs. (4.7) and (4.11) as

ξ =

{
Evlg

L
l xl for linear precoding,

Γ{Evlg
NL
l xl} for non-linear precoding. (4.12)

It is observed in Eq. (4.12) that the only activating source of the residual
crosstalk ξ in both precoding schemes is the data signal xl on the deactivated
line with a gain multiplier gl.
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(a) Adir −Afext = 20dB (diagonal dominant)

(b) Adir = Afext

Fig. 4.5: Impact of STC on one victim line given different vectoring group size, pre-
setting a FEXT coupling of Afext = −50dB, and a NEXT coupling of Anext = −30dB.
The reflection coefficient of the disrupted termination changes from 0 to 1 when STC
happens. Two sets of simulations are presented when diagonal dominance is and is
not valid for channel matrices.

For a fast mitigation of the residual crosstalk in Eq. (4.12), [11] proposes
that the DP transmits idle symbols [2] on the leaving line l by modifying only
the l-th multiplier to be gl = 0, which yields ξ = 0 for both precoding schemes.
As sketched in Fig. 4.6, the main idea is to transmit only the anti-FEXT signal
(equivalently, the idle symbols) on line l after an STC. The pure anti-FEXT
cancels out FEXT and thus there is no energy arriving at the mismatched
termination to cause any reflections and subsequent NEXT into other lines.
No precoder update is needed at this stage. It enables an “STC-silent” sce-
nario in the sense that active users remain undisturbed, which is termed silent
mode transmission. As a result, the STC-interfering period to active users is
shortened to the time it takes the DP to detect the loss of signal on line l.

Fig. 4.7 shows that the rate degradation introduced in Fig. 4.1 can be fixed
by simply zeroing the l-th multiplier, which essentially solves the disrupted-
vectoring problem caused by a deactivating STC. However, keeping the analog
front-end running to send pure anti-crosstalk signals consumes power. If the
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... Anti-FEXT
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Fig. 4.6: Silent-mode for residual crosstalk cancellation. Transmit idle symbols
which contain pure anti-FEXT signal on the disruptive line l. No signal will be
reflected at the mismatched termination. Residual crosstalk is avoided.

deactivated termination leaves for long, it is thus desirable to invoke a further

{ LP

{ THP

Fig. 4.7: Sum-rate comparison on one victim line, given a full line transmission
with the outdated precoder Po{·}. Cable measurements are used for a group size of
K = 3. The results are calculated over 30MHz–106MHz for linear precoding, and
over 30MHz–212MHz for non-linear precoding. A bit cap of 12bits is assumed. The
sum-rate drop caused by a deactivating STC can be quickly recovered by the proposed
silent mode transmission in both precoding systems.
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process in order to track the dimension reduced new channel, and update the
precoder accordingly.

4.4 Precoder Update When Deactivating The
Disruptive Line

4.4.1 Parameterized Channel Estimation
Both cable measurements and the RN model indicate that the whole channel
matrix except for the l-th row is changed after an STC. However as interpreted
in Eq. (4.4), the non-sparse deviation matrix ∆ = vlHl,{1,...,K} is composed by
two vectors, where Hl,{1,...,K} is already known as part of the original channel
H{Λo}. To estimate the new channel matrix H{Λ′}K\l after shutting down
the disruptive line, we only need to estimate the vector vl without the l-th
element.

In [11], a parameterized channel estimation for linear precoding is proposed
in order to deactivate a disruptive line. To make the whole process unnoticeable
to active users, idle symbols and synchronization symbols are alternately trans-
mitted on the leaving line until the estimated reflecting crosstalk coefficients in
vector v̂l ∈ C(K−1)×1 are obtained. Transmitting idle symbols guarantees that
the data symbols on showtime lines are not disturbed. Synchronization sym-
bols are utilized as pilots for the estimation of vector vl based on the resulting
residual crosstalk.

When the lines are initially not perfectly terminated, i.e., Λo ̸= 0, Eq. (4.6)
indicates that the residual crosstalk is given by

ξimperfect = ECΛδHPo{x̄} .

In this case, the LP which is tuned to H{Λo} can be formulated by

PL
o = (H+CΛoH)

−1

= H−1 −H−1C
(
Λ−1

o +C
)−1

,

if all diagonal entries of Λo are non-zero. The residual crosstalk for the imper-
fect case becomes

ξimperfect = ECΛδHPL
o x̄

= ECΛδ

(
I−C

(
Λ−1

o +C
)−1
)
x̄

= vδ
l

(
x̄l −

[
C
(
Λ−1

o +C
)−1 ]

l,{1,...,K}x̄︸ ︷︷ ︸
scalar

)
. (4.13)
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As a comparison, the scalar term in Eq. (4.13) for the perfect-termination case
(as in [11] and in the following simulations) is perceived to be zero when esti-
mating vl based on ξ. To quantify possible estimation errors due to this scalar
term, we define the relative measure τ as

τ ≜ ∥v̂δ
l − vδ

l ∥2

∥vδ
l ∥2

=

∣∣∣∣∣
[
C
(
Λ−1

o +C
)−1 ]

l,{1,...,K}x̄

x̄l

∣∣∣∣∣
2

.

It is observed that the main estimation error source when applying the method
in [11] to an imperfect case is the initial reflection coefficients in Λo, and it
does not rely on Λ′ after the STC.

The simulated relative estimation error τ with measured channel data is
shown in Fig. 4.8, assuming that all CPEs in the vectored group start with
the same reflection coefficient magnitude |λo|, and the phase being uniformly
distributed. Channel measurements at three frequency points are selected to
exemplify the influence from the scalar term throughout the studied frequency
range. Generally, the relative estimation error increases for larger initial values
of |λo| due to the ignorance of the scalar term in Eq. (4.13). In many countries,
return loss, which is defined as the ratio between the incident signal power
and the reflected signal power, is strictly constrained, which in turn limits the
reflection coefficient magnitude when a termination is connected.

Fig. 4.8: Relative estimation error on vl given imperfect initial terminations. Chan-
nel measurements are used for a group size K = 3. Assume a transmit PSD of
−76dBm/Hz and a background noise PSD of −150dBm/Hz over the copper cable.
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Although the process in [11] is derived based on LP, simulation shows that
it is feasible for THP as well. The detailed simulation results will be illustrated
in a dedicated subsection.

A traditional way to counteract the STC, however, is to shut down line l as
soon as possible. As clarified in [11], this is not adequate to cancel out all resid-
ual crosstalk. To retrieve the original performance, an additional elementwise
estimation for H{Λ′}K\l is required using synchronization symbols and pilot
sequences. If Hadamard sequences are used, it requires at least 2⌈log2(K−1)⌉

synchronization symbols to estimate (K − 1)2 channel elements for each sub-
carrier. Since the orthogonality of Hadamard sequences can be degraded by
background noise, a multiple of 2⌈log2(K−1)⌉ synchronization symbols may be
needed to achieve the desired estimation performance.

In Fig. 4.9, computational complexities of the traditional and proposed es-
timation methods on one sub-carrier are compared by counting the number
C of involved additions and multiplications. For the traditional method, J
mutual orthogonal sequences, corresponding to J · 2⌈log2(K−1)⌉ synchroniza-
tion symbols, are used for a full channel estimation. The number of required
synchronization symbols also determines the length of the disturbed period
for active users. As a comparison, J in the proposed estimation method is the

Fig. 4.9: Comparison of computational complexity C measured as number of mul-
tiplications and additions required for estimating H{Λ′}K\l on one sub-carrier. The
computational efficiency of the proposed method is more obvious for a larger group
size.
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number of involved synchronization symbols since no orthogonality is assumed.
It is clear in Fig. 4.9 that the parameterized estimation is much simpler than
the traditional way, and its advantage is more evident for larger group size.

A further observation is that in the case of a single line deactivation, the
new channel is a rank-1 update of the original channel since

H{Λ′} = H{Λo}+ vlHl,{1,...,K}. (4.14)

This property facilitates precoder updating in a complexity-efficient way, which
is addressed in the following subsections for both precoding schemes.

4.4.2 Linear Precoder (LP) Update
With vl estimated, the LP can be updated as the inverse of the new chan-
nel matrix H{Λ′}K\l according to the RN model, i.e., P̂L

basic = (HK\l +
v̂lHl,{1,...,K}\l)

−1. However, the original H is not always directly available and
full matrix inversion is not the best choice. We perform the precoder updating
by utilizing only the outdated precoder PL

o and the estimated v̂l instead.
Consider that the LP operates for frequencies up to 106MHz, where the

channel matrix is diagonally dominant. Separating PL
o = PΣ +P∆, where PΣ

carries the diagonal entries and P∆ carries the off-diagonal entries, the original
H can be approximated by

H ≈ P−1
Σ

(
I−P∆P

−1
Σ

)
, (4.15)

using the first-order inverse approximation. Its l-th row, excluding hl,l, is given
by

Ĥl,{1,...,K}\l =
−ϵT

l P
L
o P

−1
Σ IT

−l

pl,l
. (4.16)

Let Mσ denote a permutation matrix, i.e., Mσ = [ϵσ(1) ϵσ(2) · · · ϵσ(K)]
T,

where σ is a vector indicating the desired order. Compose Mσ1
with σ1 =

[{1, . . . ,K}\l, l] such that the channel matrix can be re-arranged into

Mσ1HMT
σ1

=

[
HK\l H{1,...,K}\l,l
Hl,{1,...,K}\l hl,l

]
,

where only HK\l is of interest while the other submatrices relate to the leaving
line and are thus irrelevant to the new precoder. Use this Mσ1

to construct a
permuted version of precoder as

Pσ = Mσ1P
L
o M

T
σ1

=

[
PA pB

pC pD

]
,
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where PA has the same size as HK\l. A preliminarily updated precoder P̃ is
then generated by

P̃ = PA − pBpC

pD
, (4.17)

which is
(
HK\l

)−1.
According to the rank-1 update property in Eq. (4.14) and using the

Sherman-Morrison formula, the LP for H{Λ′}K\l can be updated by us-
ing the estimated vector v̂l, the derived row vector Ĥl,{1,...,K}\l in Eq. (4.16)
and the preliminarily updated precoder P̃ in Eq. (4.17) as

P̂L = P̃

(
I−

v̂lĤl,{1,...,K}\lP̃

1 + Ĥl,{1,...,K}\lP̃v̂l

)
, (4.18)

without inverting any matrix. Also, the multiplier matrix GL can be updated
accordingly.

4.4.3 Tomlinson-Harashima Precoder (THP) Update
For a small group number K, updating the THP can be achieved by a
new QR-decomposition on the dimension-reduced new channel H{Λ′}K\l =
H{Λo}K\l + v̂lHl,{1,...,K}\l. For large K, the computational complexity can
be reduced by QR-update of the original Q and R exploiting the property of
the Hessenberg matrix and Givens rotations [19].

Let J1 = J
(1)
K−1 · · ·J

(1)
l denote a sequence of Givens rotations which zeros

out the extra sub-diagonal entries of RIT
−l. J2 = J

(2)
1 · · ·J(2)

K−1 is another
Givens rotation sequence such that

J2J1Q
Hϵl = α1ϵ1,

where α1 is a complex number with |α1| = 1. The preliminary QR-update for
the dimension-reduced original channel HH

K\l can be executed as

R̃ = I−1J2J1RIT
−l,

Q̃ = I−1Mσ2
QJ H

1 J H
2 IT

−1,
(4.19)

where Mσ2
is a permutation matrix with order σ2 = [l, {1, . . . ,K}\l]. Equiv-

alently, we estimate the Hermitian transpose of the dimension-reduced new
channel (see Eq. (4.14)) as

(H{Λ′})H
K\l = Q̃(R̃+ uv̂H

l ),
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where u = Q̃HQ−lR{1,...,K},l. Perform the third Givens rotation sequence
J3 = J

(3)
1 · · ·J(3)

K−2 for
J3u = α2ϵ1,

where α2 is a complex number that |α2| = ∥u∥2. Follow with the forth Givens
rotation sequence J4 = J

(4)
K−2 · · ·J

(4)
l for upper-triangularizing the upper Hes-

senberg matrix J3(R̃+ uv̂H
l ). The rank-1 update of Eq. (4.19) yields

R̂ = J4J3(R̃+ uv̂H
l ),

Q̂ = Q̃J H
3 J H

4 .

Eventually, the updated THP works as

P̂ NL
{
x̄K\l

}
= Q̂̂̄̄x, (4.20)

where

̂̄̄xm = Γ

{
1

r̂m,m
x̄m − ⟨m > 1⟩

m−1∑
i=1

r̂∗i,m
r̂m,m

̂̄̄xi

}
, for m = 1, . . . ,K − 1.

As stated in [19], a new QR-decomposition from scratch needs a factor O(K3)
flops, whereas the above update procedure can be executed in O(K2) flops.

4.4.4 Simulation Comparison
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed precoder updating
schemes, we measure direct and crosstalk paths from a 30-pair, 100m, 0.5mm
cable [20]. To separate the influence of effective direct channel gain and the
effectiveness of the proposed precoder updating methods, 3 pairs from a single
binder are chosen such that there is no big difference between gL

l and gNL
l of the

deactivating line (see Fig. 4.10). The measuring points follow a 51.75 kHz sub-
carrier spacing, and we consider 4 096 sub-carriers in total covering a frequency
range up to 212MHz. The all-terminated case and a deactivating STC-case,
where line l = 3 is left unterminated, yield two 3 × 3 matrices H{Λo} and
H{Λ′} for each sub-carrier, respectively. Note that crosstalk measurements
while simultaneously synthesizing an exact open-line terminating impedance
for the victim line are impossible and a specially tailored measurement setup
could at best approximate the scenario. Since the crosstalk coefficients from
other lines into the leaving line are of no importance to the precoder update,
we thus copy the l-th row of H{Λ′} from H{Λo}.

We study the effectiveness of the proposed schemes by exploring the entire
frequency range up to 212MHz for both precoding schemes to allow for a fair
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Fig. 4.10: Effective channel gains on the deactivating line when applying LP and
THP respectively to the measured channel. There is no big difference in the effective
direct channel gains when applying different precoding schemes, which is the reason
for similar residual crosstalk patterns in the following simulations.

comparison. The PSD of resulting residual crosstalk is calculated, based on
system parameters of G.fast [2].

Fig. 4.11 presents the residual crosstalk PSD on one of the victim lines in
the vectored group using LP. Confirming the theoretical results in Section 4.3.3,
the deactivating STC generates lower residual crosstalk at higher frequencies
(beyond 180MHz for our measured channel data) due to the reduced effective
channel gain gL

l . Nevertheless, on most of the studied frequency points, an STC
produces non-negligible residual crosstalk which must be effectively mitigated.

By stopping transmission on the leaving line and updating the precoder to(
H{Λo}K\l

)−1 (i.e., the traditional operation), a reduction in residual crosstalk
(from the red diamond-marked curve to the yellow triangle-marked one) is
observed. However, the reduced residual crosstalk is still far above background
noise level. Thus, further channel tracking is needed.

In contrast, the resulting residual crosstalk of the proposed methods (blue
circle-marked and green star-marked curves) are almost unnoticeable, as they
stay quite close to the background noise. Using J = 1 synchronization symbol
to estimate v̂l, the updated precoder P̂L in Eq. (4.18) can effectively cover the
new channel H{Λ′}K\l. In addition, the blue circle-marked curve in Fig. 4.11
applies the approximation in Eq. (4.15) to update the precoder directly from
the outdated PL

o , whereas the green star-marked curve assumes prior knowledge
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Fig. 4.11: Residual crosstalk PSD on the victim line after an STC in linear precoding
systems. Parameterized estimation is performed with J = 1. The left-hand side of
the vertical dashed line denotes the frequency range where LP is recommended. It
shows that the traditional method can lower the residual crosstalk but not adequately
for high frequencies, while the proposed method with different prior knowledge can
effectively bring the residual crosstalk down to the background noise level.

of the original channel H{Λo} = H to be available. The approximation in
Eq. (4.15) becomes less accurate when the diagonal dominance is not valid.
Consequently, the blue circle-marked curve exhibits a slightly higher residual
crosstalk at some frequency points around 120MHz and beyond. But for the
frequency range where LP is recommended (i.e., left-hand side of the vertical
dashed line in Fig. 4.11), the method proposed in Section 4.4.2 is fully valid.

Similarly, we can reduce the residual crosstalk in non-linear precoding sys-
tems effectively to the background noise level with the proposed QR-update.
In Fig. 4.12, the same parameterized estimation of v̂l is performed using only
J = 1 synchronization symbol, and the precoder updating procedure proposed
in Section 4.4.3 is applied.

4.5 Precoder Update When (Re)Activating an
Additional Line

Similarly to the leaving-line case, a vectoring interruption occurs when a line is
(re)activated in the vectored group. It can be generalized as an STC problem
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Fig. 4.12: Residual crosstalk PSD on the victim line after an STC in non-linear
precoding systems. Parameterized estimation is performed with J = 1. It shows
that the proposed updating scheme for THP is effective in mitigating the residual
crosstalk.

with a reflection coefficient changing from non-zero to zero.
If the joining line is unknown to the DP, it is necessary to estimate all

related channel coefficients. Consider that one neighboring line is joining a
vectored group of size K. According to the RN model, the original channel
before an activating STC is composed by two parts:

H{Λo} = H+ vhT
r ,

where v ∈ CK×1 denotes a column vector of reflected crosstalk coefficients from
the joining termination, and hT

r ∈ C1×K denotes the FEXT from vectored lines
into the joining line. The effective channel matrix after the STC becomes

H{Λ′} =

[
H hc

hT
r hK+1

]
, (4.21)

where hK+1 is the new direct channel and hc ∈ CK×1 denotes FEXT from the
joining line into vectored lines.

Consider a simplified traditional channel discovery procedure [2] with two
phases, where only direct and FEXT couplings relating to the joining line are
estimated. Phase-1 estimates the FEXT from the joining line into the vectored
lines (i.e., hc), updates precoder coefficients to cancel out this crosstalk, and
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then phase-2 estimates the FEXT into the joining line (i.e., hT
r ). However,

there has already been a deviation in phase-1 due to the ignorance of −vhT
r

in H{Λ′}, which changes the coupling conditions among the original vectored
lines as well. The effectiveness of the traditional procedure is thus degraded.
A full channel retraining may be needed if the basic routine is not adequate.

Thus, we propose a new channel discovery order, which is detailed for linear
precoding systems. A similar updating principle can also be applied in non-
linear precoding systems.

4.5.1 Error-Based Channel Estimation and Precoder Up-
date

The precoder fulfilling vectoring diagonalizes the original channel as

Σ = (H+ vhT
r )PG,

where P =
(
H{Λo}

)−1. Let E =
(
Σ
)−1 denote a diagonal matrix of equalizing

coefficients.
When the line K + 1 is connected, its refection coefficient changes from

|λK+1| ≫ 0 to λ′
K+1 = 0. The deviation term vhT

r changing from non-zero to
zero causes a disturbance to the vectored lines. To minimize this disruption,
we propose a reordered channel discovery procedure summarized in Table 4.1.

The transceiver unit for the joining line at the DP side first transmits quiet
symbols for all symbol positions. The quiet symbol is constructed by setting the
constellation point to 0, which results in zero transmit power. Equivalently,
the multiplier matrix, precoder and equalizer can be represented by G+0 =[
G 0
0T 0

]
, P+0 =

[
P 0
0T 0

]
, and E+0 =

[
E 0
0T 1

]
respectively.

During the synchronization period, the phase-1 estimation is performed.
Since nothing is sent from the (K + 1)-th transmitter, the received signal at
the joining CPE is the pure FEXT from the vectored lines. Mathematically,
transmitting a synchronization symbol so(1) = [s1(1), . . . , sK(1)]T on the vec-
tored lines yields

qK+1(1) = hT
r PGso(1) + n,

at the joining CPE at the first synchronization time instant. The errors occur-
ring at other active CPEs are formulated as

eo(1) = −E
(
vhT

r PGso(1) + n
)
,

which are caused by the “disappeared” deviation term vhT
r . Let J1 denote

the number of synchronization time instants needed to accomplish a phase-1
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estimation. During this period, So,J1
= [so(1), . . . , so(J1)] are transmitted from

the K vectored lines. The received symbols at the joining CPE are represented
by qK+1,J1 = [qK+1(1), . . . , qK+1(J1)]

T and the error symbols at the origi-
nal CPEs are represented by Eo,J1 = [eo(1), . . . , eo(J1)]. Two vectors can be
estimated based on feedback receive symbols as

ĥT
r = qT

K+1,J1

(
PGSo

)†
v̂ = −ΣEo,J1

(
ĥT
r PGSo

)†
,

(4.22)

which cover not only the FEXT couplings into the joining CPE, but the devi-
ation −vhT

r .
During the next data transmission period, update the first sub-block of the

precoder P+0 as

P̃ = P

(
I+

v̂ĥT
r P

1− ĥT
r Pv̂

)
, (4.23)

Table 4.1: Channel discovery procedure for a joining line

(Re)activate line
if Joining request is received for line K + 1 then

PHASE-1:
repeat

Transmit quiet symbols for all symbols positions on the join-
ing line.

until J1 received synchronization symbols from all K+1 CPEs
are collected.
Estimate ĥT

r and v̂ (Eq. (4.22)).
PHASE-2:
Update the precoder related to the original vectored group to
P̃ (Eq. (4.23))
repeat

On line K + 1:
• transmit quiet symbols on non-sync-symbol positions;
• transmit synchronization symbols on sync-symbol posi-
tions;

until J2 received synchronization symbols from all K+1 CPEs
are collected.

end if
Estimate

[
ĥT
c , ĥK+1

]T
(Eq. (4.24));

Update the precoder to P̂ (Eq. (4.25)).
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to cover the deviation −vhT
r . Update the first sub-block of G+0 accordingly

to be G̃. The STC disturbance on the vectored lines is eliminated hereafter.
During phase-2, synchronization symbols are transmitted on all the K + 1

lines. Equivalently, the precoder works as P+1 =

[
P̃ 0
0T 1

]
, and the multiplier

matrix is G+1 =

[
G̃ 0
0T gK+1

]
with the gain multiplier gK+1 for the joining

line. Similarly after J2 synchronization time instants, the new direct channel
and FEXT couplings from the vectored lines can then be estimated by

ĥK+1 =
(
qT
K+1,J2

− ĥT
r P̃G̃So,J2

)
(sT

K+1)
†/α,

ĥc = ΣEo,J2(s
T
K+1)

†/α,
(4.24)

where qT
K+1,J2

are the received symbols on the joining line, Eo,J2
are the re-

ceived error symbols on the vectored lines, and sT
K+1 = [sK+1(1), . . . , sK+1(J2)]

T

is the synchronization sequence sent on the joining line during J2 synchroniza-
tion time instants.

At this point, the estimation Ĥ{Λ′} for the dimension increased new chan-
nel in Eq. (4.21) is completed with ĥc, ĥT

r and ĥK+1. Note that the Shur
complement of H in matrix Ĥ{Λ′}, i.e.,

γ = ĥK+1 − ĥT
r P̃ĥc,

is just a scalar. Also, the Shur complement of ĥK+1, i.e., Sĥ = H −
ĥcĥ

T
r

/
ĥK+1 , is again a rank-1 update of matrix H implying

S−1

ĥ
= P̃

(
I+ ĥcĥ

T
r P̃/γ

)
.

No explicit matrix inversion is needed to recalculate the precoder for Ĥ{Λ′}.
Based on previous knowledge of P̃ in Eq. (4.23) with the estimated couplings,
the precoder can be updated by

P̂ =
(
Ĥ{Λ′}

)−1

=

[
S−1

ĥ
−P̃ĥc/γ

−ĥT
r S−1

ĥ

/
ĥK+1 1/γ

]
. (4.25)

A similar line discovery procedure as outlined in Table 4.1 can be derived
for non-linear precoding systems. The basic principle is to swap the estimation
order such that the channel deviation −vhT

r is already covered after phase-1.
We will not repeat formulas for THP updating.
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4.5.2 Simulation Comparison
In this subsection, we compare the traditional and proposed line initializing
approach in timeline, using the same data setup as in Section 4.4.4.

The phase-1 estimation of the traditional method does not obtain the actual
FEXT from the joining line (see Fig.4.13a) because of the coupling deviation
which is now recognized as the influence of an STC. Although in phase-2 the
precoder is active based on the previous couplings among vectored lines and
estimated FEXT from the joining line into the vectored lines, we observe in
Fig.4.13a that the vectored lines still receive strong crosstalking disturbance
once the joining line starts transmitting. The disturbed period may be extended
since [2] defines a transmission repetition on the joining line in presence of
strong crosstalk. Even if hc is re-estimated in phase-2, a full channel retraining
may still be needed to regain the original sum-rate. In Fig. 4.13a, a gap is
observed between the blue diamond-marked line after phase-2 and the sum-

(a) Traditional procedure

(b) Proposed procedure

Fig. 4.13: Sum-rate over 30MHz–106MHz during the process of new line
(re)activation. Activating STC occurs at time 0. Calculations are taken using chan-
nel measurements described in Section 4.4.4. It shows that the negative impact on
vectoring lines from the joining line can be significantly mitigated by modifying the
channel discovery process.
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rate level before STC, due to the inadequate crosstalk cancellation. Then,
full-channel retraining is performed at around 80ms to recover the original
sum-rate level. During the whole process, the vectored lines suffer from a
persistent disturbance which grows with group size.

The proposed procedure, however, suggests to first estimate hT
r , which is

part of the attributes that composes the STC deviation. The errors collected
at the original CPEs contribute to both estimating hT

r and correcting the per-
ceived couplings among the vectored lines. As shown in Fig.4.13b, the sum-rate
degradation for vectored lines is minor within a much shorter period of time
compared to the traditional procedure in Fig.4.13a. The vectored lines can
recover their original performance once the phase-1 estimation is completed.
Although the starting time for the joining line is delayed a bit, the distur-
bance to the original active users becomes unnoticeable during the whole line
initializing process.

4.6 Conclusion
A sudden termination change (STC) caused when a line is abruptly deactivated
or (re)activated in a vectored group alters the perceived channel coupling con-
ditions, which leads to significant service degradation for active users in the
neighborhood. Based on the proposed reflected-NEXT (RN) model, we char-
acterize the changed channel with a vector composed by reflecting crosstalk
coefficients and identify the residual crosstalk caused by an STC. The pro-
posed precoder updating procedures for both linear and non-linear precoding
schemes minimize the residual crosstalk disturbance to active users compared
to the state-of-the-art methods. In addition, both channel estimation and pre-
coder updating procedures are simplified, lowering complexity and cost for the
modems at the distribution point (DP) side.
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5 Crosstalk Mitigation for LTE-over-
Copper in Downlink Direction

Abstract

We present an architecture for transparent crosstalk mitigation in LTE-over-
copper systems. By taking advantage of reference symbols present in downlink
LTE signals we propose two methods for estimating the copper channel. Sys-
tem performance is evaluated using channel measurements and error vector
magnitude calculations.

Based on: E. Medeiros, Y. Huang, T. Magesacher, S. Höst, P.-E. Eriksson, C. Lu, P.
Ödling, and P. O. Börjesson, “Crosstalk Mitigation for LTE-Over-Copper in Down-
link Direction,” in IEEE Communications Letters, vol. 20, no. 7, pp. 1425-1428, July
2016. © 2016 IEEE.
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5.1 Introduction
High-capacity residential small cells represent an opportunity for operators to
increase coverage and penetration of their mobile broadband services. With
this paradigm, operators can deliver higher bitrates where most of the content
consumption occurs. Additionally, cell site costs and energy consumption can
be significantly reduced.

Residential small cells may become even more attractive with the impending
introduction of long term evolution (LTE) over unlicensed spectrum bands.
Wireline operators, for example, could complement their product portfolio by
reusing the copper plant to offer mobile subscriptions.

Early works such as [1] suggest a centralized radio-over-copper concept as an
alternative to uncoordinated femtocell deployment. In [2], transparent remote
radio heads (RRHs) and shared baseband processors are used to achieve full
coordination between small cells and the macro layer, eliminating the main
drawback of femtocells. This system in particular targets the enterprise market
and takes advantage of shielded networking cables (category 6 and up) to deal
with crosstalk and radio frequency interference (RFI).

In [3], we proposed an architecture for small cell deployment that reutilizes
the copper access infrastructure (unshielded category 3 cables), while coexist-
ing with legacy digital subscriber line (DSL) services. The proposed system
converts baseband radio signals to an intermediate frequency, adequate to the
low-pass copper channel and could be deployed in cabinets collocated, for in-
stance, with VDSL2 modems.

In [4], we analyzed the implications of third generation partnership project
(3GPP) compliance to the reach of an LTE-over-copper solution. The analysis
indicated that a 3GPP compliant system could be built at a reasonable price
point and deployed up to 350 meters away from the cabinet.

While papers [3,4] have covered band-planning, rate-reach simulations and
filter design, they have not dealt with the main impairment present in copper
networks: crosstalk. Solutions for mitigating crosstalk among synchronized
transmitters have long been adopted in the DSL community, where these tech-
niques are referred to as vectoring. In brief, vectoring stands for the joint
processing of transmit or receive symbols in DSL systems. Works such as [5,6]
proposed efficient algorithms for achieving near-optimal crosstalk cancellation
in vectored systems. The international telecommunication union (ITU) stan-
dardized interfaces for VDSL2 vectoring with the G.993.5 recommendation [7].
Vectoring is also part of the newer G.fast standard [8].

Ideally, the crosstalk problem we address here would be solved by imple-
menting vectoring in the baseband unit (BBU) software, see the left part of
Fig. 5.1. However, proposing to change the BBU software to adapt to one
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particular fronthaul technology cannot be expected to be met with great en-
thusiasm as it complicates software architecture and maintenance. A solution
needs to be implemented further out and kept transparent to the BBU.

RRH

BBU RRU
M⇥ CPRI carriers ...

M⇥ Copper pairs

RRH

RRH

RRH

Fig. 5.1: Centralized Baseband Architecture for an LTE-over-copper system.

The contribution of this letter is threefold: First, we present an architecture
for channel estimation and precoding that mitigates the effects of crosstalk
on downlink LTE-over-copper systems. Second, we propose two methods for
estimating the copper channel using the reference signals already present in
LTE signals. Last, we validate the concept using channel measurements and
error vector magnitude (EVM) calculations.

5.2 Frequency Domain Precoding at RRU
Consider the centralized baseband system represented in Fig. 5.1. A single
shared BBU processes LTE signals for M independent LTE small cells. The
baseband signal samples are transmitted using an appropriate protocol (e.g.,
CPRI) to a remote radio unit (RRU). The radio unit is responsible for up and
down-conversion to an intermediate frequency fc suitable for transmission over
copper. Each twisted pair is terminated by a RRH, responsible for filtering,
conversion to RF frequencies and amplification before sending the LTE signal
to an antenna.

Assume that all M independent cells are synchronized, that each cell trans-
mits orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols with N sub-
carriers and that these cells employ the same duplexing method.

Let x(k,l)
i represent the frequency domain contents of the resource element1

with OFDM symbol l, subcarrier k and transmitter i. Dropping the symbol
index and focusing the analysis on a single resource element, the following de-
scription applies. Let x(k) =

[
x
(k)
1 , . . . , x

(k)
i , . . . , x

(k)
M

]T ∈ CM×1 represent the
transmitted symbol vector obtained by stacking the output of M synchronized

1The smallest time-frequency resource in an LTE grid.
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cells at subcarrier k. At the output of the copper channel, the received fre-
quency domain symbol vector y(k) ∈ CM×1 can be described as

y(k) = H(k)x(k) + z(k), (5.1)

where H(k) ∈ CM×M is the frequency domain channel matrix for subcarrier k
and z(k) ∈ CM×1 represents an additive noise vector.

The signal received at RRH i and subcarrier k can then be expressed as

y
(k)
i = H

(k)
i,i x

(k)
i +

∑
j ̸=i

H
(k)
i,j x

(k)
j + z

(k)
i . (5.2)

where H
(k)
i,i represents the direct channel gain for pair i and H

(k)
i,j , i ̸= j repre-

sents the far-end crosstalk (FEXT) from RRU transmitter j to RRH i.
If the off-diagonal elements of the channel matrix H(k) are non-negligible, as

is typical for unshielded telephony-grade cables, the crosstalk contribution will
significantly distort the LTE signal before it is up-converted and transmitted
via the RRH radio frequency (RF) front-end, possibly leading to unacceptable
EVM increase.

In this letter we propose to modify the design of the remote radio unit in
order to eliminate crosstalk via frequency domain precoding. The proposed
arrangement, depicted in Fig. 5.2, has the benefit of being transparent to the
baseband processor, avoiding the necessity of making the radio access equip-
ment aware of the fronthaul medium.

Let si =
[
s
(N−L+1)
i , . . . , s

(N)
i , s

(1)
i , . . . , s

(N)
i

]T ∈ C(L+N)×1 be a vector con-
stituted by L + N samples of the ith RRU input signal, covering exactly
one OFDM symbol, including its cyclic prefix of size L. The vector x̃i =[
x
(1)
i , . . . , x

(k)
i , . . . , x

(N)
i

]T ∈ CN×1 containing the transmit symbols for every
subcarrier used by transmitter i can be obtained by cyclic prefix removal fol-
lowed by a discrete Fourier transform (DFT). A matrix representation of such
operation is given by

x̃i = FRsi (5.3)
where R is the cyclic prefix removal matrix and F is a DFT matrix of size N .

Next, the transmit symbols for each user on subcarrier k can be collected
in a vector x(k) =

[
x
(k)
1 , . . . , x

(k)
i , . . . , x

(k)
M

]T and used as input to the precoder.
The precoded symbol vector x̄k is obtained via the matrix multiplication x̄(k) =
P(k)x(k), where the precoding matrix P(k) ∈ CM×M is chosen appropriately.
Good candidate precoder designs are presented in [6], with the diagonalizing
precoder shown to be near optimal.

After precoding an inverse DFT is performed on each sequence x̄i =[
x̄
(1)
i , . . . , x̄

(k)
i , . . . , x̄

(N)
i

]T ∈ CN×1, followed by cyclic prefix insertion. The
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resulting precoded time domain samples s̄i go through digital to analog con-
version and are shifted to the carrier frequency fc before copper transmission.

For good precoder performance it is of fundamental importance that good
estimates of the channel matrices H(k) are available. In the next section we
describe practical methods for obtaining these estimates.

5.3 Channel Estimation Methods
The LTE physical layer [9] specifies a number of reference signals used in the
communication between base stations and UE to achieve different objectives
such as cell identification, cell selection and channel estimation.

We propose to utilize LTE’s downlink cell-specific reference signals (CRSs)
to estimate the copper channel. CRS are well suited for the task at hand since
they are distributed along the entire bandwidth of the cell and are independent
of cell load and scheduling algorithms.

For each slot in a subframe, CRS are present in the first and fifth sym-
bols. The values of CRS symbols are obtained by QPSK modulating a pseudo-
random Gold sequence [9]. By knowing the physical layer cell identity, N cell

ID ,
the slot number within a radio frame ns and the symbol number l one can
perfectly reconstruct each of the CRS sequences.

A frequency shift derived from the N cell
ID parameter also controls which sub-

carriers will be loaded with pilot symbols. This cell-specific frequency shift,
defined as vshift = N cell

ID mod 6, was introduced to improve pilot performance in
environments with high interference.

The effect of different N cell
ID assignments on pilot positioning is exemplified in

the left diagram of Fig. 5.3. The pilot symbols for three different cells are drawn
over the same resource grid. Each cell’s pilots are represented by the symbols
◦,+,× and correspond to the choice of cell identity N cell

ID = 0, 1, 2 respectively.
For this sequential cell identity assignment, the pilot symbols clearly do not
overlap.

Taking advantage of the cell-specific frequency shift, we propose that instead
of using an arbitrary cell identity assignment, the N cell

ID values should be selected
according to the following sequence

N cell
ID (1) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 503} ,

N cell
ID (i) =

(
N cell

ID (i− 1) + 6
)
mod 504, i ∈ {2, . . . ,M}.

(5.4)

When the N cell
ID parameters are set according to Eq. (5.4), pilots for each cell are

assigned to the same resource elements. This is represented in the right diagram
of Fig. 5.3. Based on this pilot alignment we propose two channel estimation
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l

k

l

k

Fig. 5.3: Depiction of a stack of LTE resource grids for three cells. On the left,
the first slot of a resource block is represented, and the cells are assigned the cell
identities 0, 1 and 2. On the right, with the proposed cell assignment scheme, one
notices that the cell reference symbol positions coincide in time and frequency. The
cell identities for the second diagram are 0, 6 and 12.

architectures, that differ in the amount of feedback necessary between RRH
and RRU.

5.3.1 Feedback-based estimator
For the following discussion, it is assumed that there exists a control channel
between the RRU and each RRH. It is also assumed that each RRH is capable
of synchronizing to its LTE signal, extract the received CRS symbols and feed
them back to the RRU. We also assume that the copper channel is constant
over many symbols, changing slowly due, for example, to temperature varia-
tions [10]. The formulations presented next are valid for subcarriers in which
pilot symbols are transmitted.

Let W , W ≥ M , represent the number of pilot symbols in an observation
window. Let r denote the pilot symbol number within an observation window.
Define η ∈ CWM×1 and X ∈ CWM×M2 as

η =


z(k,r)

z(k,r−1)

...
z(k,r−W+1)

 , X =


(
x(k,r)

)T ⊗ IM(
x(k,r−1)

)T ⊗ IM
...(

x(k,r−W+1)
)T ⊗ IM

 ,

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and IM is the identity matrix of size M .
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Let h ∈ CM2×1 be a vector obtained by stacking the columns of H(k). The
last W received symbol vectors can then be described as

γ =


y(k,r)

y(k,r−1)

...
y(k,r−W+1)

 = Xh+ η. (5.5)

Taking advantage of Eq. (5.5), one can obtain an estimate of h by using a
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse

ĥ = (XHX)−1XHγ. (5.6)

Re-stacking the elements of ĥ column-wise leads to the desired channel matrix
estimate Ĥ(k).

5.3.2 RRH channel estimator
An alternative approach is to estimate a single row of the copper channel matrix
H(k) at each RRH, feeding back the estimation results instead of the received
symbols. This estimation procedure relies on the fact that transmit pilot sym-
bol vectors x(k) can be reconstructed at each receiver as long as they are aware
of the N cell

ID values used in the system.
Let W represent the number of symbols in an observation window such that

W ≥ M . Rewrite (5.2) as

y
(k)
i = hx(k) + z

(k)
i , (5.7)

where h =
[
H

(k)
i,1 , . . . , H

(k)
i,i , . . . , H

(k)
i,M

]
is the vector corresponding to the ith row

of channel matrix H(k). Next, define X ∈ CW×M and η ∈ CW as

X =


(
x(k,r)

)T(
x(k,r−1)

)T

...(
x(k,r−W+1)

)T

 , η =


z
(k,r)
i

z
(k,r−1)
i

...
z
(k,r−W+1)
i

 .

The last W symbols received by RRH i can be written as

γ =


y
(k,r)
i

y
(k,r−1)
i

...
y
(k,r−W+1)
i

 = XhT + η. (5.8)
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The Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse then leads to the estimate

ĥ
T
= (XHX)−1XHγ. (5.9)

5.4 Crosstalk Mitigation Performance
In order to assess the performance of the proposed RRU architecture and chan-
nel estimation methods we have executed time domain simulations. Initially,
the Vienna LTE link level simulator [11] was used to generate downlink LTE
radio frames. Each cell was configured to use a single antenna port, and its
N cell

ID number was assigned according to Eq. (5.4).
We have measured direct and FEXT transfer functions for six pairs in

telephony-grade copper cables [12] with different lengths. The frequency range
of interest is from 21 to 24MHz, in accordance to the system proposed in [3,4].

The simulations were divided in two stages. At first, for each pilot sub-
carrier, a channel matrix estimate Ĥ is obtained using the methods pro-
posed in the previous section. For subcarriers not loaded with pilot symbols,
channel estimates were obtained via linear interpolation. Next, each es-
timated channel matrix Ĥ was used to calculate a diagonalizing precoder
P = (1/u) Ĥ−1diag{Ĥ1,1, . . . , ĤM,M}, where diag{Ĥ1,1, . . . , ĤM,M} represents
a diagonal matrix with elements Ĥ1,1, . . . , ĤM,M along its main diagonal. The
normalization factor u is chosen to guarantee that the precoding operation
does not lead to increases in transmit power [6]. These precoders were then
used in simulations against the measured channels H.

To quantify performance we calculate EVM as specified in [13]. 3GPP
specifies limit EVM values for each of the constellations used for LTE’s physical
downlink shared channel (PDSCH). The limits are 17.5%, 12.5%, 8% and 3.5%
for QPSK, 16-QAM, 64-QAM and 256-QAM respectively.

For each loop length we have varied the additive noise power spectrum
density (PSD), calculating EVM before the RF front-end at the RRH. The
simulation results for the worst performing cell are gathered in Fig. 5.4.

The performance for a baseline system, deployed over a 100meters of cable
without crosstalk cancellation, is represented in Fig. 5.4 by a dashed blue line
with pentagram markers. The resulting EVM would limit the system to using
QPSK modulation. For longer cables without crosstalk cancellation, the EVM
curves exceed the scale of the plot and 3GPP compliance is infeasible.

As a reference, single user bounds are depicted as dotted lines for all cable
lengths. These represent the EVM when the cell in question is the only active
transmitter.
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Fig. 5.4: EVM performance for the worst cell in a group of six LTE-over-copper
systems, deployed over different cable lengths. DP represents the curves obtained
with a diagonalizing precoder, while SU represents single user bounds.

The solid lines represent the performance with diagonalizing precoders and
approach the single user bounds for all cable lengths. The channel estimates
used to design the precoders were obtained using the feedback-based estima-
tor (Sec. 5.3.1) with W = 20, corresponding to the number of pilot symbols
observed in one LTE frame. Results for the RRH estimator (Sec. 5.3.2) were
equivalent and therefore omitted.

The gap between EVM limits (red dotted lines) and a certain curve indicate
the margin left for implementation losses. As an example, consider that one
would design an LTE-over-copper system for deployment over 300meters of
copper, subject to a background noise level of −140dBm/Hz. In order to
support 256-QAM implementation losses caused, for example, by imperfections
in the RF front-end would be limited to 3.5%.

5.5 Conclusion
We have presented an architecture for crosstalk mitigation in LTE-over-copper
systems. It is transparent to baseband processors and can be implemented
in a radio unit, where up and down-conversion are performed. Two channel
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estimation methods that take advantage of LTE’s downlink reference signals
were also presented.

5.6 Appendix
This appendix is based on: E. Medeiros, P.-E. Eriksson, Y. Huang, and C.
Lu, “Methods and Nodes of a Wireless Communication Network for Mitigating
Crosstalk in a Base Station System,” Patent application, PCT/EP2015/052888,
filed 11 February 2015, WO2016128045A1, publication date 18 August 2016.

5.6.1 Technical Field
The present disclosure relates generally to methods, nodes and computer pro-
grams of a wireless communication network for mitigating crosstalk in a base
station system. More specifically, the disclosure relates to a base station sys-
tem comprising a baseband unit connected to an intermediate radio unit which
in turn is connected to a plurality of radio heads via a plurality of metallic
conductors, and the methods, nodes and computer programs are for mitigating
crosstalk over the metallic conductors in the base station system.

5.6.2 Background
Mass-deployment of small cells is a candidate solution for solving the ever-
increasing bandwidth demands on wireless communication networks. By em-
ploying coordination among macro cells and small cells, such as micro, pico
and femto cells, operators can provide good coverage and a high quality mobile
broadband experience to pieces of user equipments (UEs), which camp on the
network.

A recent enabler for solving the increasing bandwidth demands is a system
called radio dot system (RDS). The RDS enables operators to utilize local area
network (LAN) cables like CAT6/7 for indoor radio deployments. This system
improves over older distributed antenna systems by providing streamlined in-
stallation procedures, low cost and energy efficiency. The RDS is a distributed
base station system wherein the base station functionality is separated in dif-
ferent nodes called a baseband unit (BBU), in which signal treatment in the
baseband frequency area is performed, an intermediate radio unit (IRU), which
is arranged to receive (in the downlink direction) the baseband signals from the
BBU, convert them to an intermediate frequency and distribute the signals to a
destined radio head (RH), (also called the radio dot) of a plurality of RHs con-
nected via dedicated cables to the IRU. The IRU then up-converts the received
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intermediate frequency signal to a radio frequency for radio transmission from
an antenna of the RH towards UEs being in radio connection with the RH. As
a further application of the RDS, there is a new initiative extending RDS into
residential domain reusing existing telephony twisted-pair cable infrastructure
between the IRU and the RHs, which are also used by today’s digital subscriber
line (DSL). The basic idea is to transfer radio signals in lower frequency at DSL
spectrum range, for example below 200MHz.

However, the twisted-pairs in the same cable bundle are subjected to
crosstalk. The crosstalk can reduce the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) signifi-
cantly. This will result in reduced bandwidth and reach of the residential
RDS. Crosstalk cancellation/mitigation is needed to increase the performance.

5.6.3 Summary
It is an object of the invention to address at least some of the problems and
issues outlined above. It is another object to reduce the influence of crosstalk
between cables of a distributed base station system in a wireless communication
system. It is possible to achieve these objects and others by using a method
and an apparatus as defined in the attached independent claims.

According to one aspect, a method is provided for mitigating crosstalk per-
formed by a network node of a wireless communication network operable in a
base station system of the wireless communication network. The base station
system comprises an IRU, a BBU connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs,
connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors. The method com-
prises receiving from a first of the plurality of RHs, a measure of an error of one
or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH from the IRU over a first
of the plurality of metallic conductors, the measure of the error being detected
by the first RH, the signal being destined to a UE wirelessly connected to the
first RH. The method further comprises determining precoding coefficients for
a precoder according to the received error measure, and triggering applying the
determined precoding coefficients when sending further signals to the first RH
over the first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the further signals being
destined to UEs wirelessly connected to the first RH.

According to another aspect, a method is provided performed by a first
RH operable in a base station system of a wireless communication network,
for mitigating crosstalk. The base station system comprises an IRU, a BBU
connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs including the first RH, the plu-
rality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors.
The method comprises receiving, from the IRU over a first of the plurality of
metallic conductors, a signal destined to a UE wirelessly connected to the first
RH, the signal comprising one or more symbols. The method further comprises
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detecting, from the received one or more symbol, a measure of an error of the
one or more symbol and sending, to the IRU, the measure of the one or more
symbol error, for further determining of precoding coefficients for a pre-coder
of the IRU based on the received measure of symbol error.

According to another aspect, a network node is provided, operable in a
wireless communication network and configured to mitigate crosstalk of a base
station system. The base station system comprises an IRU, a BBU connected
to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs connected to the IRU via a plurality of
metallic conductors. The network node comprises a processor and a memory.
The memory contains instructions executable by said processor, whereby the
network node is operative for receiving from a first of the plurality of RHs, a
measure of an error of one or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH
from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the measure
of the error being detected by the first RH, the signal being destined to a UE,
wirelessly connected to the first RH, determining precoding coefficients for a
precoder according to the received error measure, and triggering applying the
determined precoding coefficients when sending further signals to the first RH
over the first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the further signals being
destined to UEs wirelessly connected to the first RH.

According to another aspect, a first RH is provided, operable in a base sta-
tion system of a wireless communication network and configured to contribute
in mitigating crosstalk. The base station system comprises an IRU, a BBU
connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs including the first RH, the plu-
rality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors.
The first RH comprises a processor and a memory. The memory contains in-
structions executable by said processor, whereby the first RH is operative for
receiving, from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors, a
signal destined to a UE wirelessly connected to the first RH, the signal com-
prising one or more symbols, detecting, from the received one or more symbol,
a measure of an error of the one or more symbol, and sending, to the IRU, the
measure of the one or more symbol error, for further updating of precoding
coefficients for a precoder based on the received measure of symbol error.

According to other aspects, computer programs and carriers are also pro-
vided, the details of which will be described in the claims and the detailed
description.

Further possible features and benefits of this solution will become apparent
from the detailed description below.
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5.6.4 Brief Description of Drawings
The solution will now be described in more detail by means of exemplary em-
bodiments and with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

• Fig. 5.5 is a schematic block diagram of a base station system in which
the present invention may be used.

• Fig. 5.6 is a schematic view of an exemplary cellular communication net-
work to which coverage is provided by the base station system.

• Fig. 5.7 is a flow chart illustrating a method performed by a network node,
according to possible embodiments.

• Fig. 5.8 is a flow chart illustrating a method performed by an RH, ac-
cording to possible embodiments.

• Fig. 5.9 is a schematic block diagram of a RH according to a possible
embodiment.

• Fig. 5.10 is a schematic block diagram of an IRU according to a possible
embodiment.

• Fig. 5.11 is a schematic block diagram of a digital signal processor (DSP)
of an RH according to a possible embodiment.

• Figs 5.12a and 5.12b are tables illustrating cell-specific reference signal
(CRS) patterns for two antennas.

• Fig. 5.13 is a table illustrating cell-ID assignment for crosstalk channel
estimation.

• Figs. 5.14-5.15 are block diagrams illustrating a network node in more
detail, according to further possible embodiments.

• Figs. 5.16-5.17 are block diagrams illustrating a radio head in more detail,
according to further possible embodiments.
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Fig. 5.5

Fig. 5.6
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Fig. 5.7

Fig. 5.8
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Fig. 5.9

Fig. 5.10

Fig. 5.11
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.12
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Fig. 5.13

Fig. 5.14
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Fig. 5.15

Fig. 5.16
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Fig. 5.17

5.6.5 Detailed Description
In a distributed base station system comprising a BBU, an IRU connected to the
BBU and a plurality of RHs connected via dedicated cables to the IRU, there
is a risk that crosstalk between nearby lying cables connecting different RHs
to the IRU may have negative influence on the quality of signals sent over the
cables. A decreased signal quality would reduce the cable reach and the usable
bandwidth available, which are key performance aspects of such a system. For
this reason, a solution is provided to reduce or mitigate the influence of crosstalk
between nearby lying cables connecting an IRU with different RHs of such a
base station system. An embodiment of the solution comprises detecting at a
first RH, a received symbol sent from the IRU and sending back to the IRU an
error sample (also called a slicing error) of the received symbol, i.e., how the
symbol has been distorted from a “clean” symbol when received at the first RH
from the IRU. The error sample is then used to set coefficients of a precoder,
so that further symbols are properly precoded before being sent over the cable
so that the symbols will be received as clean (or at least cleaner) symbols.
This is achieved because the crosstalk is pre-canceled out by the precoder.
Observe that the mentioned precoder is an additional precoder than the radio
precoder used for multi-antenna processing in the BBU. The radio precoder is
designed to take care of the radio signals transmitted at the different antennas.
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It cannot handle the crosstalk between nearby lying cables. Therefore, in the
claimed system a separate precoder is added to cancel the crosstalk. This
separate precoder may reside in the IRU. This approach is transparent to the
radio process including the radio precoder. No change is needed in the BBU
processing algorithms.

Fig. 5.5 shows an architecture of a base station system (100), also called
a radio dot system, according to an embodiment of the invention. The base
station system (100) comprises a BBU (30) which is arranged to treat signals
in a baseband frequency region. The base station system (100) further com-
prises an IRU (10) connected to the BBU (30) via e.g., an optical fiber (32).
Alternatively, for example when the IRU and the BBU are closely located, the
connection between the RU and the BBU may be electrical via e.g., copper
cables. The system 100 further comprises a number of RHs (21-26) connected
to the IRU (10) via metallic conductors (41, 42). The metallic conductors may
be twisted pair cables, e.g., copper cables such as Cat 3/5/6/7 cables. Each
RH is connected with a dedicated metallic conductor back to the IRU. In the
following we focus on telephone grade cables like Cat 3 cables. Such cables
have multi-pairs (e.g., more than four) in a bundle and the pairs are gradually
split out to different RHs, for example at different homes. This is a common
scenario for a telephony network. In this case, there is always a common cable
segment where the pairs for different RHs go through the same bundle and
therefore suffer from the mutual crosstalk between them in the cable.

When transporting signals in the downlink direction, the BBU (30) gen-
erates and sends a number of baseband signals, e.g., base band LTE signals.
Corresponding in-phase and quadrature (IQ) data flows of the baseband signals
are sent to the IRU, which IQ data flows are directed to different RHs (21-26)
for further distribution to UEs in radio connection with one of the RHs (21-26).
The number of downlink baseband signals may be sent as a single digital signal
from the BBU to the IRU, over the optical fiber, e.g., encapsulated using a
common public radio interface (CPRI) protocol. The IRU (10) then decapsu-
lates the CPRI stream to baseband signals as IQ data flows per antenna carrier
and up-converts the downlink baseband signals received from the baseband unit
(30) to a low intermediate frequency (IF) that is suitable for transmission on
the metallic conductor. The IRU (10) then sends the downlink IF radio signals
to the RHs via the respective metallic conductor. By transmitting IF signals
instead of high frequency RF signals over the metallic conductors, the cable
loss is reduced. The RHs (21-26) are arranged for receiving the analog IF sig-
nals from its respective metallic conductor to which the RH is connected and
for up-converting the IF signals to the actualradio frequency (RF) to be trans-
mitted over the air from antenna(s) of the respective RH. A radio frequency
region may be e.g., 400MHz to 6GHz. The RH comprises at least one antenna
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element for transmitting the downlink signal to UEs.
In the uplink direction, the RHs (21-26) are each arranged to receive RF

radio signals from UEs, e.g., mobile stations, down-convert the RF signals to IF
signals to be transported over the metallic conductors towards the RU (10) for
further processing. The RU is arranged to down-convert the received IF signal
to a baseband frequency for further transmission to the BBU (30). Uplink and
downlink IF signals may be transported over the metallic conductors 40 via
frequency duplexing for frequency-division duplex (FDD) radios, and/or time
duplexing for time-division duplex (TDD) radios. A RDS is a cost-effective
radio system, especially for indoor deployment.

Fig. 5.6 shows a schematic view of an example of how the RHs (21-26) of
Fig. 5.5 may be positioned to cover a geographical area. Each RH (21-26)
covers a geographical area (51-56). A mobile station (60) that is situated in
e.g., geographical area (54) will be connected to RH (24) and receive downlink
RF signals over the air from RH (24) and transmit uplink RF signals over
the air to RH (24). Even though Fig. 5.6 shows circular geographical areas, so
called Omni-cells, any other type of geographical area may be covered, such as
an angular section, a part of a building floor, etc. The RHs may be arranged
in a building, e.g., on different floors of the building.

Fig. 5.7 (and Fig. 5.5) describes a method for mitigating crosstalk, per-
formed by a network node of a wireless communication network operable in
a base station system (100) (see Fig. 5.5) of the wireless communication net-
work. The base station system comprises an IRU (10), a BBU (30) connected
to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) connected to the IRU via a plurality
of metallic conductors. The method comprises receiving (204) from a first (21)
of the plurality of RHs, a measure of an error of one or more symbols of a
signal received by the first RH from the IRU over a first (41) of the plurality
of metallic conductors, the measure of the error being detected by the first RH
and the signal being destined to a UE (60) wirelessly connected to the first RH
(21). The method further comprises determining (206) precoding coefficients
for a precoder according to the received error measure, and triggering (208)
application of the determined precoding coefficients when sending further sig-
nals to the first RH over the first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the
further signals being destined to UEs wirelessly connected to the first RH.

The network node may be the IRU. The IRU handles the interface between
the baseband signal and the metallic conductor. The IRU may transform the
signal from the baseband frequency to the intermediate frequency. The IRU
may apply the determined precoding coefficients on the precoder. Alterna-
tively, the network node may be the BBU. The BBU is the node that handles
signals in the baseband frequency. Alternatively, the network node may be
situated somewhere else in the network, determining precoding coefficients and
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triggering to apply the determined precoding coefficients when sending further
signals to the first RH. In case the method is performed in the BBU or in some
other network node different from the IRU, the BBU (or other network node)
triggers the application of the determined precoding coefficients. In case the
precoder is situated in the IRU the BBU (or other network node would trigger
the IRU to apply the determined precoding coefficients. The term “triggering
applying of the determined coefficients” may signify that the fact that new pre-
coding coefficients are determined results in the new coefficients being used by
the precoder for future or following sending of signals. The signal destined to a
UE is a signal to be sent over a wireless interface in a wireless communication
system towards a UE. The signal destined to a UE may be a signal according
to the 3GPP long term evolution (LTE) standard. The error represents a dif-
ference between a sent symbol and a received symbol. The error may be an
error vector. The received measure of the one or more symbol error may either
be the actual error (also called slicing error) or a measure of the received one
or more symbol. In the former, the actual error is calculated by the IRU as
a difference between the sent symbol and the measure of the received one or
more symbol. For example, if the sent symbol is (+1,−j) and the received one
or more symbol is (+0.8,−0.6j), the actual error would be (−0.2,+0.4j). The
plurality of RHs is connected to the IRU via a respective metallic conductor.
In other words, there may be a one to one relationship between the number
of RHs and the number of metallic conductors. However, the invention is also
applicable where an RH is connected to more than one metallic conductor,
as long as each conductor is connected to carry a signal from distinct LTE
antenna ports. Except for the mentioned precoder, which may be called a con-
ductor precoder, there is normally also a precoder implemented in the BBU.
The BBU precoder precodes the radio signal in a baseband format to preform
multi-antenna processing, for example MIMO processing, which can increase
bit rate and robustness by spatial multiplexing, diversity and/or interference
cancellation. The conductor precoder on the other hand precodes the signal to
mitigate metallic conductor interface crosstalk, or interference between pairs.
The precoders are independent of each other.

By such a method it is possible to reduce cross-talk over neighboring metallic
conductors in a base station system. As opposed to crosstalk in VDSL this
method deals with crosstalk for signals that are to be sent over an air interface
to the end users but before reaching the antenna they are sent over a metallic
conductor for further transmission by the antenna over the air interface, and
then it has been found that there may be crosstalk over the metallic conductor.
VDSL on the other hand is a wireline technology that is adapted for wireline
interfaces. If you try to deploy a base station over the same metallic conductors
in a VDSL-like scenario, the crosstalk will degrade the performance figures of
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the transmitter. It may also cause inband interference on neighboring frequency
carriers which is not allowed in 3GPP. In both cases you can only attempt to
keep 3GPP compliance if you perform crosstalk cancellation.

With the error samples from one RH, it is possible to cancel out the crosstalk
to this conductor from other conductors connected to the same IRU. In this
case, for a linear precoder, the corresponding column vector of the precoding
matrix will be updated. In order to completely determine the precoder to cancel
out the mutual crosstalk between all conductors connected to the same IRU,
the information of the whole channel matrix may be needed, which requires
error samples from all conductors.

According to an embodiment, the one or more symbol is a data symbol.
According to another embodiment, the one or more symbol is a reference

signal symbol, such as CRS symbol. The reference signal symbols are repeti-
tively broadcasted by the RH irrespective of whether there are data to be sent
or not. This means that in comparison to using the data symbols the reference
signal symbols are always there to measure on. When using data symbols and
there is no data to be sent over the metallic conductor, it may be necessary to
send dummy symbols to the RH on which the RH can detect the measure of
the error.

According to an embodiment, the method further comprises triggering send-
ing (202), to the first of the plurality of RHs, the signal destined to the UE
connected to the first of the plurality of RHs. In case the network node is
the IRU, a unit such as a processor in the IRU triggers the sending, and the
network node also performs the actual sending. In case the network node is
another node, such as a BBU, the network node triggers the IRU to send the
signal to the first RH.

According to another embodiment, the method further comprises trigger-
ing sending (210), to a second of the plurality of RHs, a signal destined to a
UE connected to the second of the plurality of RHs. This signal sent to the
second RH comprises a reference signal symbol. Further, the signal sent to the
first RH and the signal sent to the second RH is sent in the same frequency
and time slot. When CRS signal is used, the error samples can be calculated
accurately without decoding errors since the CRS is predefined and known.
When the CRS signals are sent simultaneously and over the same frequency
over two conductors that experience mutual crosstalk, the mutual crosstalk
components can be detected by error samples fed back from the RH side. So it
is advantageous to align the CRS signals on different pairs to different cells in
the frequency grid. To be able to achieve that for LTE signals, the CRS signals
over two conductors to two different RHs are sent in the same frequency and
time slot, cell-IDs are allocated to the first and the second RH separated by
6. The allocation of cell-IDs may be performed by the same node that per-
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forms this function in a regular LTE deployment, which is the e-NodeB, more
specifically the BBU of the e-NodeB. This node may be instructed to follow
the sequence suggested by the present method.

Fig. 5.8 shows a method performed by a first RH (21) operable in a base sta-
tion system (100) of a wireless communication network, for mitigating crosstalk.
The base station system comprises an IRU (10), a BBU 30 connected to the
IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) including the first RH (21), the plurality
of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors. The
method comprises receiving (302), from the IRU over a first (41) of the plural-
ity of metallic conductors, a signal destined to a UE 60, wirelessly connected to
the first RH, the signal comprising one or more symbols. The method further
comprises detecting (304), from the received one or more symbol, a measure
of an error of the one or more symbol and sending (306), to the IRU, the
measure of the one or more symbol error, for further determining of precoding
coefficients for a precoder based on the received measure of symbol error.

According to an embodiment, the one or more symbol is a data symbol.
According to another embodiment, the one or more symbol is a reference signal
symbol, such as CRS symbol.

Fig. 5.9 shows an RH according to an embodiment. The RH (also called
dot) receives the IF signal from the metallic conductor to which it is connected
via an analog front-end (AFE) (350) connected to the metallic conductor. The
received IF signal is low-pass, LP, filtered in an LP filter (352) connected to the
AFE, thereafter analog to digital, A/D converted in an A/D (354) connected
to the LP filter, after which the signal is digitally processed in a DSP (356).
Then the signal is digital to analog converted back to analog signal in a D/A
(358) connected to the DSP, and then up-converted by an Up-converter (360)
to the required RF signal, which is sent to a RF frontend (362) for transmission
over the air interface to UEs.

According to an embodiment, an estimate of the complex metallic conduc-
tor channel gains, i.e., the crosstalk channel coefficients, are available at the
IRU calculated from feedback of error samples detected by the RH on signals
received from the IRU. A possible embodiment to realize this is based on ex-
ecuting additional digital signal processing in the IRU as is described in the
following. A frequency-domain crosstalk cancellation scheme can be imple-
mented as shown in Fig. 5.10 in which boxes (402-414) symbolized functions
in the IRU, box (416) symbolizes the metallic conductor channel gain and box
(418) the RH.

The input to a pre-processing unit (402) of the IRU for crosstalk cancella-
tion is a set of N IQ flows received from the BBU, which IQ flows contain the
IQ samples per antenna-carrier. In the figure, the number of stacked blocks
for each unit (or function) may equal the number of IQ flows and the stacked
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blocks symbolize separate treatment of each IQ flow. In other words, when the
IQ flows reaches the pre-processing unit (402), the CPRI stream has already
been decapsulated into the individual streams. After receiving the IQ flows,
the pre-processing unit (402) first removes the cyclic prefix for each orthogonal
frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) symbol. The remaining samples are
then converted from serial to parallel and used as inputs to a fast Fourier trans-
form (FFT) unit (404) that performs an FFT on the symbols. In the FFT unit,
the symbols are transferred to frequency domain, in which each subcarrier is
modulated by quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). For every subcarrier,
the k-th element (i.e., the k-th subcarrier) of the N FFT outputs is stacked
into a vector and used as input to a precoder (406).

Next, a precoding operation is performed in the precoder (406), on the input
vectors (i.e., QAM symbols) on each subcarrier. The precoder here pre-cancels
the crosstalk between pairs. There are mainly two types of precoding tech-
niques, linear precoding and non-linear precoding techniques, respectively. To
have an example here, given the knowledge of the crosstalk channel coefficients
H, a linear precoder can be simply inverse of the crosstalk channel coefficients
scaled by the direct channel coefficients, P = H−1Hd, where Hd is the diago-
nal matrix of H. P is the precoding matrix (or precoding coefficients). In this
case, the received signals at the RH side is y = HPx+ n where y is the re-
ceived signal vector comprising the received signals from different RHs, x is the
transmitted signal vector comprising the transmitted signals to different RHs,
P is the precoding matrix, H is a channel matrix comprising direct channel
coefficients as the diagonal elements and crosstalk channel coefficients as the
off-diagonal elements, and n is the background noise vector on different pairs.
Take P = H−1Hd, then the received signal vector is y = Hdx+ n. As Hd is a
diagonal matrix, no crosstalk components are remained in y. So the crosstalk
is pre-cancelled. The method works for both types of the precoding schemes,
as the method favors channel estimation.

The precoded symbols are then transformed back to time domain by an in-
verse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) unit (408). Thereafter, in a post-processing
unit (410), the cyclic prefix is added to the precoded OFDM symbols. After
adding a cyclic prefix, the OFDM signals are up-converted in an up-converter
(412) (also called mixer) to an IF frequency fc that is suitable for transmission
over the metallic conductors. The up-converted samples are then digital-to-
analog converted and sent through an analog frontend (414) to be further
transmitted on the metallic conductors (416) to be received at the individual
RHs (418). The RHs (418) then receives the up-converted analog OFDM sig-
nals and calculates error samples of the precoded symbols and sends the error
samples back to the precoder (406) of the IRU, as will now be described further.

In the following it is assumed that the IRU and the RHs are synchronized
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on clock-level, symbol-level and also subframe-level. The clock synchronization
may be done by a dedicated synchronization channel between the IRU and the
RHs. The symbol and subframe synchronization may be done by for example an
LTE UE receiver functionality implemented in the IRU and in the RHs. Clock
synchronization is needed for up/down conversion. Symbol synchronization is
for encoding/decoding OFDM symbols. Subframe synchronization is to identify
reference signals, which are embedded in specific subframes.

Each RH (418) calculates the slicing error or error samples of a selected
type of symbol of the received OFDM signal, e.g., of specific reference symbols
or of data symbols, and then sends the error samples back to the IRU. Fig. 5.11
shows an example of a DSP (356) (see Fig. 5.9 also) in an RH, adapted for
error sample calculation and feedback. The DSP (356) comprises a filter (366)
to filter out unwanted signals and an equalizer (368) to equalize the slope of
the line attenuation. The selected symbols are extracted after passing the filter
(366). After removing the cyclic prefix in the cyclic prefix remover (370) and
transforming the digital signal to the frequency domain in an FFT (372), the
error samples are calculated in a decoder (374) and fed to the central processing
unit (CPU) (364) (Fig. 5.9). The decoder decodes the received OFDM symbols
used for precoder update. The decoder has a frequency-domain equalizer to
recover the received symbol back to the original constellation plane, in order
to decode the symbol and calculate the error samples. As one implementation
example, this equalizer can be trained and updated using CRS signals. The
CPU then feeds the error samples back through the control channel from the
RH to the IRU. The feedback process may be done upon the requests from the
IRU.

The IRU then calculates the precoder coefficients according to the received
error samples. Two exemplary methods for calculating precoding coefficients
based on CRS symbols and data symbols, respectively, are presented below.

The data symbol based method uses the feedback of error samples detected
by the RH from data symbols. Statistical processing methods like minimum
mean square error (MMSE)-based, least square (LS)-based and least mean
square (LMS)-based methods, etc. Precoder update can be driven by the error
samples to minimize the errors and therefore cancel out the crosstalk. In the
following example, an LS-based method is described, to estimate the crosstalk
channel matrix based on the error samples from the RHs. After the chan-
nel is estimated, one can update the precoder following a linear or non-linear
precoding approach.

The formulation described below assumes a single subcarrier case, without
loss of generality for multi-carrier cases. It is assumed that transmitted and
received symbols for all lines are known at the transmitter. This is possible,
for example, after the received symbols are fed back via the control channel.
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Consider a Distributed Antenna System carrying downlink LTE over twisted
pairs, where M independent cells are synchronized. Let xk ∈ CM×1 represent
the transmitted symbol vector at time slot k. The received symbol vector
yk ∈ CM×1 can then be described as

yk = Hxk + nk, (5.10)

where H ∈ CM×M is the frequency-domain channel matrix and nk ∈ CM×1

is the additive noise vector. Let W represent the number of symbols in an
observation window. Define

γ =


yk

yk−1

...
yk−W+1

 ∈ CWM×1,

η =


nk

nk−1

...
nk−W+1

 ∈ CWM×1,

X =


xT
k ⊗ IM

xT
k−1 ⊗ IM

...
xT
k−W+1 ⊗ IM

 ∈ CWM×M2

and let h ∈ CM2×1 be a vector obtained by stacking the columns of H. The
last W received symbols can then be described as

γ = Xh+ η (5.11)

Following an LS method, taking advantage of Eq. (5.11), one can obtain an LS
estimate of h, for example, by using a pseudo-inverse

ĥ = (XHX)−1XHγ. (5.12)

Therefore, by stacking the elements of ĥ column-wise back, one obtains the
desired channel matrix estimate Ĥ. With the known transmitted symbols and
the corresponding error samples, one can obtain γ in Eq. (5.11) and further
estimate the channel coefficients by Eq. (5.12).

If data symbols are used, the above described exemplary method requires
that the data symbols are not corrupted by the crosstalk, such that the symbol
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can be correctly decoded and the error samples can be calculated correctly.
Therefore it may be needed to control the number of RHs to which signals are
sent simultaneously from the IRU. If too many RHs receive signals simultane-
ously, the crosstalk may be so high resulting in that the signal gets degraded
so much that the data symbol may get corrupted. Also, when there is no data
in the buffer to transmit, dummy data symbols need to be transmitted to be
able to have something to calculate error samples upon. The randomness of
the dummy data symbols on each antenna should preferably be statistically
independent, for example, based on different pseudo-random sequences.

The reference signal based method uses the feedback of the error samples
of the CRS symbols. The advantage of this method is that the CRS is always
broadcasted (periodically). In other words, no dummy symbols have to be sent
as when using data symbols and there is no data to be sent. The CRS is a
two dimensional cell specific sequence in LTE to aid UEs in performing channel
estimation and cell identification of a cell and is the basis for the cell selection
and hand-over decisions. The CRS spans each resource block and is sent at
predefined resource elements. An example of CRS pattern for two different
antenna ports of one RH, which has two pairs, each transport the signal of one
antenna port, are shown in Fig. 5.12a and 5.12b, respectively. Each square in
the pattern represents a resource element. R0 represents a resource element
on which a CRS is sent from the first antenna port. R1 represents a resource
element on which a CRS is sent from the second antenna. “XXXX” signifies
that no reference symbol is sent in the information element for this antenna
port. The CRS signals are transmitted in each resource block in every downlink
subframe in the frequency domain and are covering the whole cell bandwidth.
The CRS for different cells can use the same resource elements and can also be
shifted in resource elements.

When to send an LTE CRS depends on its cell-id, which is a numeric
identifier that defines (504) unique cells. The cell-ID defines not only the
reference signal constellation points by associated M -sequences, but also their
allocation within the resource grid (Figs. 5.12a and 5.12b). The period of the
CRS sequence is one radio frame, e.g., 10ms. Cells with consecutive ids have
their reference signal frequency allocation shifted by one. If two cells have
IDs separated by 6, i.e., 0, 6, 12, ..., their reference signals are allocated in
the same positions in the downlink resource grid. In order to see the mutual
crosstalk components on the received CRS symbols, the CRS for different cells
should use the same frequency/time pattern, so that the error samples per RH
comprise all crosstalk components from other RHs connected to the same IRU.
To achieve this, this invention proposes to assign the cell-IDs for different cells
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whose RHs are connected to the same IRU according to:

N cell
ID (1) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 503} ,

N cell
ID (i) = (N cell

ID (i− 1) + 6) mod 504, i ∈ {2, . . . ,M}.

This guarantees that the CRS symbols are transmitted synchronously in time
and frequency, as shown in Fig. 5.13. In this example, four cells whose RHs are
connected to the same IRU are assigned cell-ID 0, 6, 12 and 18, respectively,
which results in that the CRS symbols are transmitted on the same resource
element in each resource block for the four cells (12 REs in 7 OFDM symbols),
as illustrated by the cell-ID numbers “0, 6, 12, 18” residing in the same resource
element square.

In this way, the error samples on the received CRS symbols of each RH
comprises the crosstalk components from the other RHs’ CRS symbols trans-
mitted on closely lying conductors. Treating the CRS as independent random
symbols, the error samples can be used to drive statistical processing meth-
ods like the MMSE-based, the LS-based and the LMS-based methods, etc.,
mentioned before to update the precoder to cancel out the crosstalk. The same
methods can be used as in the data symbol based method. Particularly, the LS
method described above in detail is presented for crosstalk channel estimation
with the known transmitted CRS symbols and the received CRS symbols (i.e.,
error samples plus the transmitted CRS symbols) from the feedback. Further-
more, CRS may be generated based on a Gold sequence, which is a class of
pseudo random sequences having good periodic cross-correlation properties. If
the cross-correlation property is utilized by more advanced methods, an even
better performance may be achieved.

In this way, the precoding coefficients on every 3-rd subcarrier is explicitly
calculated, because the CRS is defined on every 3-rd subcarrier (1, 4, 7,...), as
shown in Fig. 5.13 (every row of squares defines a subcarrier). The precoding
coefficients on the rest of the subcarriers can be obtained by interpolation
techniques. It can even simply use the same precoding coefficients, as the 3
subcarriers are within the coherent bandwidth for the cable channel.

It is noted that the proposed CRS-based method works also for multiple
antennas per RH, because of the shifted structure of CRS per antenna port
defined in 3GPP, as shown in Fig. 5.12a and 5.12b.

The described solution significantly lowers crosstalk of a base station system
where the IRS is connected to its RHs via metallic conductors between which
crosstalk may occur. This result in a significant improvement of reach and
bandwidth for signals sent from an RH to UEs in connections the RH. Since the
crosstalk cancellation is done in the IRU, no modifications are needed on today’s
BBU. Further, the described solution reuses existing radio signaling, e.g., LTE
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signaling, for updating the precoder for downlink crosstalk cancellation, which
means that no extra signaling is needed on the metallic conductors.

Fig. 5.14 describes an embodiment of a network node (600) operable in a
wireless communication network, configured to mitigating crosstalk of a base
station system (100). The dashed lines in the figures are used to illustrate that
those boxes are only optional. The base station system comprises an IRU (10), a
BBU (30) connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) connected to the
IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors. The network node (600) comprises
a processor (603) and a memory (604). The memory contains instructions
executable by said processor, whereby the network node (600) is operative for
receiving from a first (21) of the plurality of RHs, a measure of an error of one
or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH from the IRU over a first of
the plurality of metallic conductors, the measure of the error being detected by
the first RH, the signal being destined to a user equipment, UE (60) wirelessly
connected to the first RH (21). The memory further contains instructions
executable by said processor, whereby the network node (600) is operative for
determining precoding coefficients for a precoder according to the received error
measure, and triggering applying the determined precoding coefficients when
sending further signals to the first RH over the first of the plurality of metallic
conductors, the further signals being destined to UEs wirelessly connected to
the first RH.

According to an embodiment, the one or more symbol is a data symbol.
According to another embodiment, the one or more symbol is a reference signal
symbol, such as CRS symbol.

According to another embodiment, the memory contains instructions ex-
ecutable by said processor, whereby the network node (600) is operative for
triggering sending, to the first of the plurality of RHs, the signal destined to
the UE connected to the first of the plurality of RHs.

According to another embodiment, the memory contains instructions ex-
ecutable by said processor, whereby the network node (600) is operative for
triggering sending, to a second of the plurality of RHs, a signal destined to
a UE connected to the second of the plurality of RHs, the signal sent to the
second RH comprising a reference signal symbol, wherein the signal sent to the
first RH and the signal sent to the second RH are sent in the same frequency
and time slot.

The network node (600) may further comprise a communication unit (602),
which may be considered to comprise conventional means for wirelessly com-
municating from and/or to other nodes in the communication network, such as
the BBU (30), the UE (60) and the IRU, depending on where the functionality
is installed. The communication unit may comprise one or more communica-
tion ports for communicating with other nodes in the network. The network
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node may further comprise one or more storage units (606) and further func-
tionality (607) useful for the network node to serve its purpose as network node.
The instructions executable by said processor may be arranged as a computer
program (605) stored in said memory (604). The processor (603) and the
memory (604) may be arranged in an arrangement (601). The arrangement
(601) may be a micro processor and adequate software and storage therefore, a
programmable logic device (PLD) or other electronic component(s)/processing
circuit(s) configured to perform the actions, or methods mentioned above.

The computer program (605) may comprise computer readable code means,
which when run in the network node (600) causes the network node to per-
form the steps described in any of the described embodiments. The computer
program may be carried by a computer program product connectable to the
processor. The computer program product may be the memory (604). The
memory (604) may be realized as for example a random-access memory (RAM),
read-only memory (ROM) or an electrical erasable programmable ROM (EEP-
ROM). Further, the computer program may be carried by a separate computer-
readable medium, such as a CD, DVD or flash memory, from which the pro-
gram could be downloaded into the memory (604). Alternatively, the computer
program may be stored on a server or any other entity connected to the commu-
nication network to which the network node has access via its communication
unit (602). The computer program may then be downloaded from the server
into the memory (604).

Fig. 5.15 describes another embodiment of a network node (600) of a wireless
communication network operable in a base station system (100) of the wireless
communication network. The base station system comprises an IRU (10), a
BBU (30) connected to the IRU and a plurality of RHs (21-26) connected to
the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors. The network node comprises a
receiving module (704) for receiving from a first (21) of the plurality of RHs, a
measure of an error of one or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH
from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the measure of
the error being detected by the first RH, the signal being destined to a UE (60)
wirelessly connected to the first RH (21). The network node further comprises a
determining module (706) for determining precoding coefficients for a precoder
according to the received error measure, and a triggering module (708) for
triggering applying the determined precoding coefficients when sending further
signals to the first RH over the first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the
further signals being destined to UEs wirelessly connected to the first RH.

Fig. 5.16 describes an embodiment of a first RH (21) operable in a base
station system (100) of a wireless communication network, configured to con-
tribute in mitigating crosstalk. The base station system comprises an IRU
(10), a BBU (30) connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) in-
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cluding the first RH, the plurality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a
plurality of metallic conductors. The first RH comprises a processor (803) and
a memory (804). The memory contains instructions executable by said proces-
sor, whereby the first RH (21) is operative for receiving, from the IRU over a
first (41) of the plurality of metallic conductors, a signal destined to a UE (60)
wirelessly connected to the first RH, the signal comprising one or more sym-
bols. The memory further contains instructions executable by said processor,
whereby the first RH (21) is operative for detecting, from the received one or
more symbol, a measure of an error of the one or more symbol; and sending, to
the IRU, the measure of the one or more symbol error, for further updating of
precoding coefficients for a precoder based on the received measure of symbol
error.

According to an embodiment, the one or more symbol is a data symbol.
According to another embodiment, the one or more symbol is a reference signal
symbol, such as CRS symbol.

The radio head (21) may further comprise a communication unit (802),
which may be considered to comprise conventional means for wirelessly com-
municating from and/or to the UE (60) and the IRU (10). The communication
unit may comprise a wireless transceiver and at least one antenna. The com-
munication unit may comprise one or more communication ports for communi-
cating with the IRU over the metallic conductor. The radio head may further
comprise one or more storage units (806) and further functionality (807) use-
ful for the radio head to serve its purpose as radio head. The instructions
executable by said processor may be arranged as a computer program 805
stored in said memory (804). The processor (803) and the memory (804) may
be arranged in an arrangement (801). The arrangement 801 may be a micro
processor and adequate software and storage therefore, a Programmable Logic
Device, PLD, or other electronic component(s)/processing circuit(s) configured
to perform the actions, or methods mentioned above.

The computer program (805) may comprise computer readable code means,
which when run in the radio head (21) causes the radio head to perform the
steps described in any of the described embodiments. The computer program
may be carried by a computer program product connectable to the processor.
The computer program product may be the memory (804). The memory (804)
may be realized as for example a RAM, ROM or an EEPROM. Further, the
computer program may be carried by a separate computer-readable medium,
such as a CD, DVD or flash memory, from which the program could be down-
loaded into the memory (804). Alternatively, the computer program may be
stored on a server or any other entity connected to the communication network
to which the radio head (21) has access via its communication unit (802). The
computer program may then be downloaded from the server into the memory
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(804).
Fig. 5.17 describes another embodiment of a first RH (21) operable in a

base station system (100) of a wireless communication network, configured to
contribute in mitigating crosstalk. The base station system comprises an IRU
(10), a BBU (30) connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) including
the first RH, the plurality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality
of metallic conductors. The first RH comprises a receiving module (904) for
receiving, from the IRU over a first (41) of the plurality of metallic conductors,
a signal destined to a UE (60) wirelessly connected to the first RH, the signal
comprising one or more symbols. The first RH further comprises a detecting
module (906) for detecting, from the received one or more symbol, a measure of
an error of the one or more symbol, and a sending module (908) for sending, to
the IRU, the measure of the one or more symbol error, for further updating of
precoding coefficients for a precoder based on the received measure of symbol
error.

In Figs. 5.16 and 5.17 the term “first radio head” is used for being able to
distinguish the first RH out of the plurality of RHs mentioned in the text to
the figures. However, any of the plurality RHs could be the first RH.

Although the description above contains a plurality of specificities, these
should not be construed as limiting the scope of the concept described herein
but as merely providing illustrations of some exemplifying embodiments of
the described concept. It will be appreciated that the scope of the presently
described concept fully encompasses other embodiments which may become
obvious to those skilled in the art, and that the scope of the presently described
concept is accordingly not to be limited. Reference to an element in the singular
is not intended to mean “one and only one” unless explicitly so stated, but
rather “one or more”. All structural and functional equivalents to the elements
of the above-described embodiments that are known to those of ordinary skill
in the art are expressly incorporated herein by reference and are intended to
be encompassed hereby. Moreover, it is not necessary for an apparatus or
method to address each and every problem sought to be solved by the presently
described concept, for it to be encompassed hereby.

5.6.6 Claims
1. A method for mitigating crosstalk performed by a network node of a wire-

less communication network operable in a base station system (100) of
the wireless communication network, the base station system comprising
an IRU (10), a BBU (30), connected to the IRU and a plurality of RHs
(21-26) connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors, the
method comprising:
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- receiving (204) from a first (21) of the plurality of RHs, a measure
of an error of one or more symbols of a signal received by the first
RH from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors,
the measure of the error being detected by the first RH, the signal
being destined to a UE (60), wirelessly connected to the first RH
(21),

- determining (206) precoding coefficients for a precoder according to
the received error measure, and

- triggering applying (208) the determined precoding coefficients when
sending further signals to the first RH over the first of the plurality
of metallic conductors, the further signals being destined to UEs
wirelessly connected to the first RH.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein the one or more symbol is a data
symbol.

3. Method according to claim 1, wherein the one or more symbol is a refer-
ence signal symbol, such as CRS symbol.

4. Method according to any of claims 1-3, further comprising:

- triggering sending (202), to the first of the plurality of RHs, the
signal destined to the UE connected to the first of the plurality of
RHs.

5. Method according to claim 3 and 4, further comprising:

- triggering sending (210), to a second of the plurality of RHs, a signal
destined to a UE connected to the second of the plurality of RHs, the
signal sent to the second RH comprising a reference signal symbol,
wherein the signal sent to the first RH and the signal sent to the
second RH are sent in the same frequency and time slot.

6. A method performed by a first RH (21) operable in a base station system
(100) of a wireless communication network, for mitigating crosstalk, the
base station system comprising an IRU (10) a BBU (30) connected to
the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) including the first RH (21), the
plurality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic
conductors, the method comprising:

- receiving (302), from the IRU over a first (41) of the plurality of
metallic conductors, a signal destined to a user equipment, UE, (60)
wirelessly connected to the first RH, the signal comprising one or
more symbols;
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- detecting (304), from the received one or more symbol, a measure
of an error of the one or more symbol;

- sending (306), to the IRU, the measure of the one or more symbol
error, for further determining of precoding coefficients for a pre-
coder of the IRU based on the received measure of symbol error.

7. Method according to claim 6, wherein the one or more symbol is a data
symbol.

8. Method according to claim 6, wherein the one or more symbol is a refer-
ence signal symbol, such as CRS symbol.

9. A network node (600) operable in a wireless communication network,
configured to mitigating crosstalk of a base station system (100), the base
station system comprising an IRU (10), a BBU (30) connected to the IRU,
and a plurality of RHs (21-26) connected to the IRU via a plurality of
metallic conductors, the network node (600) comprising a processor (603)
and a memory (604), said memory containing instructions executable by
said processor, whereby the network node (600) is operative for:

- receiving from a first (21) of the plurality of RHs, a measure of an
error of one or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH
from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the
measure of the error being detected by the first RH, the signal being
destined to a UE (60), wirelessly connected to the first RH (21),

- determining precoding coefficients for a precoder according to the
received error measure, and

- triggering applying the determined precoding coefficients when send-
ing further signals to the first RH over the first of the plurality of
metallic conductors, the further signals being destined to UEs wire-
lessly connected to the first RH.

10. Network node according to claim 9, wherein the one or more symbol is a
data symbol.

11. Network node according to claim 9, wherein the one or more symbol is a
reference signal symbol, such as CRS symbol.

12. Network node according to any of claims 9-11, wherein the memory con-
tains instructions executable by said processor, whereby the network node
(600) is operative for:
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- triggering sending, to the first of the plurality of RHs, the signal
destined to the UE connected to the first of the plurality of RHs.

13. Network node according to claim 11 and 12, wherein the memory con-
tains instructions executable by said processor, whereby the network node
(600) is operative for triggering sending, to a second of the plurality of
RHs, a signal destined to a UE connected to the second of the plurality
of RHs, the signal sent to the second RH comprising a reference signal
symbol, wherein the signal sent to the first RH and the signal sent to the
second RH are sent in the same frequency and time slot.

14. A first RH (21) operable in a base station system (100) of a wireless
communication network, configured to contribute in mitigating crosstalk,
the base station system comprising an IRU (10), a BBU (30) connected
to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs (21-26) including the first RH, the
plurality of RHs being connected to the IRU via a plurality of metallic
conductors, the first RH comprising a processor (803) and a memory
(804), said memory containing instructions executable by said processor,
whereby the first RH (21) is operative for:

- receiving, from the IRU over a first (41) of the plurality of metallic
conductors, a signal destined to a UE (60) wirelessly connected to
the first RH, the signal comprising one or more symbols;

- detecting, from the received one or more symbol, a measure of an
error of the one or more symbol; and

- sending, to the IRU, the measure of the one or more symbol error,
for further updating of precoding coefficients for a precoder based
on the received measure of symbol error.

15. A computer program (605) comprising computer readable code means
to be run in a network node (600) of a wireless communication network,
configured to mitigating crosstalk of a base station system (100), the base
station system comprising an IRU (10), a BBU (30) connected to the IRU,
and a plurality of RHs (21-26) connected to the IRU via a plurality of
metallic conductors, which computer readable code means when run in
the network node causes the network node (600) to perform the following
steps:

- receiving from a first (21) of the plurality of RHs, a measure of an
error of one or more symbols of a signal received by the first RH
from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic conductors, the
measure of the error being detected by the first RH, the signal being
destined to a UE (60), wirelessly connected to the first RH (21),
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- determining precoding coefficients for a pre-coder of the IRU accord-
ing to the received error measure, and

- triggering applying the determined precoding coefficients when send-
ing further signals to the first RH over the first of the plurality of
metallic conductors, the further signals being destined to UEs wire-
lessly connected to the first RH.

16. A carrier containing the computer program (605) according to claim 15,
wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio
signal or computer readable storage medium.

17. A computer program (805) comprising computer readable code means
to be run in a first RH (21) operable in a base station system (100) of
a wireless communication network, the base station system comprising
an IRU (10), a BBU (30) connected to the IRU, and a plurality of RHs
(21-26) including the first RH, the plurality of RHs being connected to
the IRU via a plurality of metallic conductors, which computer readable
code means when run in the first RH causes the first RH (21) to perform
the following steps:

- receiving, from the IRU over a first of the plurality of metallic con-
ductors, a signal destined to a UE wirelessly connected to the first
RH, the signal comprising one or more symbols;

- detecting, from the received one or more symbol, a measure of an
error of the one or more symbol;

- sending, to the IRU, the measure of the one or more symbol error,
for further updating of precoding coefficients for a pre-coder of the
IRU based on the received measure of symbol error.

18. A carrier containing the computer program (805) according to claim 17,
wherein the carrier is one of an electronic signal, optical signal, radio
signal or computer readable storage medium.
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6 Time-Domain Precoding for LTE-
over-Copper Systems

Abstract

Crosstalk cancellation is a crucial issue for traditional digital subscriber
line systems. For LTE-over-copper systems, however, the need for crosstalk
cancellation varies depending on the analog fronthauling architecture and its
parameters. A crosstalk handler that is decoupled as much as possible from
the rest of the system architecture is thus preferred. Therefore, we propose a
time-domain precoding scheme specifically in downstream direction to separate
the precoding unit from the LTE signal flow, and perform crosstalk cancella-
tion in an on-demand manner. Estimation of all direct and crosstalk paths
is assisted by LTE cell-specific reference signals. The time-domain precoder
transforms the interference channel into a crosstalk-free channel with identical
direct paths, which allows for low-complexity inter-symbol interference miti-
gation. We evaluate the concept in terms of signal-to-noise ratio provided for
LTE signals using measured wireline channel data.

Based on: Y. Huang, E. Medeiros, T. Magesacher, S. Höst, C. Lu, P.-E. Eriksson,
P. Ödling, and P. O. Börjesson, “Time-Domain Precoding for LTE-over-Copper
Systems,” in Proc. 2016 IEEE International Conference on Communications (ICC),
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, pp. 1-6. © 2016 IEEE.
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6.1 Introduction
Small cells are promoted as an important enabler for high capacity indoor
radio. However, fronthauling and backhauling that connect small cells to the
core network turn out to be challenging due to the deploying locations and
set-up cost per user. Reusing fixed broadband networks in this regard can be
an economic solution to achieve the small cell densification.

In [1], a femto-wireless-over-cable architecture is proposed to reuse cable
infrastructure for femtocell deployment. It cascades cable and air channels
together to implement compound MIMO processing, which requires mobile
end-users to be aware of the cable related architecture. In [2], the macro net-
work extension and densification are combined together with specific indoor
small-cell solutions fronthauling through LAN cables. Our previous work [3,4]
considers a longer deploying distance—up to 300meters from the street cabi-
net to the customer premises with existing telephone wires, in which case the
coexistence of LTE analog fronthaul and digital subscriber line (DSL) systems
is investigated.

A challenge of using the existing unshielded copper-based infrastructure
is the crosstalk from the neighboring pairs due to electromagnetic coupling
(as illustrated in Fig. 6.1). To make the infrastructure between remote radio
unit (RRU) and remote radio head (RRH) transparent to mobile end-users,
crosstalk cancellation should be employed if the interference is noticeable. In
the prevailing DSL systems such as VDSL2 [5], vectoring [6] is implemented to
mitigate crosstalk. It applies precoding in downstream and joint equalization in
upstream, where the channel estimation and crosstalk cancellation techniques
are typically implemented in frequency domain.

Compared to the air channel, the copper-pair channel is more stable in time

RRH

RRH

Copper channel:
Attenuation,
Crosstalk and Noise

••• Air c
ha

nn
el

Cabinet
(RRU)

Fig. 6.1: Systematic sketch of LTE-over-copper in the downstream direction.
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and has much higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Crosstalk which was harm-
ful to DSL signals may not be detrimental to LTE signals, as the latter are
designed to cope with more severe impairments in the air channel. Depending
on the cable quality, the frequency band used over copper, and the processing
components inside the RRH, the need for crosstalk cancellation in LTE-over-
copper (LoC) systems varies. The involved crosstalk cancellation unit should
be more flexible in the sense that it can be easily turned off/on without notice-
ably interrupting the original LTE signal flow. Moreover, the generated LTE
signal from the RRU is typically a time-domain signal, and thus implementing
crosstalk cancellation also in time domain is an appealing solution.

In [7], a time-domain precoding method is proposed for DSL systems based
on fractionally-spaced filtering. It performs SNR-based coupling estimation
and parameter-based multi-filter updating. Since it concerns a scenario with
several DSL access multiplexers (DSLAMs), the algorithm complexity becomes
unnecessarily high for our case.

In this work, we focus on far-end crosstalk (FEXT) pre-cancellation be-
tween copper pairs sharing the same cable binder and connecting to the same
RRU for LoC systems. The proposed precoding unit operates in parallel to the
original LTE signal flow as interpreted in Section 6.2. A channel impulse re-
sponse (CIR) estimation method for all direct and FEXT paths is proposed in
Section 6.3 by taking advantage of LTE cell-specific reference signals (CRSs).
Time-domain precoding for crosstalk cancellation and inter-symbol interference
(ISI) mitigation is presented and analyzed in Section 6.4.

6.2 Precoding Architecture
At the RRU side, signals are loaded on copper pairs with adequate transmit
power for distant copper transmission. We consider a transmit power spec-
trum density (PSD) of Ptx = −60dBm/Hz and a background noise PSD of
Nbg = −140dBm/Hz, which result in an initial transmit SNRinit = 80 dB.
At the antenna connector of the RRH (i.e., the right-hand-side of the RRH
in Fig. 6.1), a minimum error vector magnitude (EVM) requirement for LTE
signals should be achieved as discussed in [4]. Translating into SNR values,
it demands around SNRtarget = 15.14dB for QPSK, SNRtarget = 18.06dB for
16-QAM, and SNRtarget = 21.98dB for 64-QAM. From 80dB on one end to
around 20dB on the other end, a large SNR margin is available for the copper
transmission and the implementation of the RRH.

If the SNR degradation due to FEXT over copper pairs stays within this
SNR margin, we say this FEXT is tolerable and no extra effort for crosstalk can-
cellation is needed. Otherwise, a precoder should be involved at the RRU side.
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The tolerable FEXT magnitude depends on, among other factors, the cable
type, the frequency band where LTE signals are loaded, and the SNR-impacting
components within the RRH. While the cable type and applied frequency de-
termine the insertion loss of direct paths (denoted by Cdir), the components
inside the RRH yield an overall noise figure value (denoted by NF ). Consider
that K RRHs share the same cable binder. To reach a certain SNRtarget for
the EVM requirement, the average tolerable FEXT magnitude Cfext from each
involved pair can be estimated as

Cfext/pair = 1

K − 1

(
Cdir

SNRtarget ·NF
− 1

SNRinit

)
, (6.1)

by counting every variable in linear scale. The impact of different variables
in Eq. (6.1) on the tolerable FEXT is illustrated in Fig. 6.2. For example for
K = 4, if the RRH generates NF = 0 dB and the direct channel insertion loss
Cdir is around −25dB, no precoding is needed as long as the average FEXT
from neighboring pairs is below −50dB. The tolerable value per pair reduces for
a larger group size (e.g., K = 8), which is equivalent to having more interfering
sources. A noisier RRH environment with higher NF value also lowers the
tolerable FEXT level as the SNR margin left for copper transmission shrinks.
Thus, the need for crosstalk cancellation varies.

Since the RRU delivers LTE signals in time domain, we propose a time-
domain precoding scheme for LoC systems as illustrated in Fig. 6.3. Pre-
compensated signals are generated by the precoder and added directly to LTE
signals. Because the precoding unit is parallel to the signal path, it can be
easily turned off/on based on demand without unnecessarily interrupting the
original LTE signal flow.

6.3 Time-Domain Channel Estimation
When precoding for crosstalk cancellation is necessary, we first need to acquire
prior knowledge of CIRs for all direct and FEXT paths. In this work, we
propose an error-based CIR estimation assisted by CRSs [8] of the carried LTE
signal.

6.3.1 LTE Cell-Specific Reference Signal (CRS) Align-
ment

The smallest unit of the LTE frame structure is resource element (RE). It
represents one OFDM symbol in time on one sub-carrier in frequency (small
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Fig. 6.2: Tolerable FEXT magnitude per copper pair for different system scenar-
ios. SNRtarget = 18.06dB for 16-QAM is used as an example. A transmit PSD of
−60dBm/Hz and background noise PSD of −140dBm/Hz are assumed for the copper
channel.

squares in Fig. 6.4). Along the time axis, 7 OFDM symbols with normal cus-
tomer premise (CP) compose one slot, 2 slots compose one subframe, and 10
subframes compose one frame. A two-dimensional grid containing 1 slot in
time domain and 12 consecutive sub-carriers in frequency domain is termed
resource block (RB). A 3MHz LTE signal, for example, has Nrb = 15 RBs
corresponding to 180 sub-carriers in every slot.

In each slot there are 2 CRS-containing OFDM symbols, numbered 0 and
4 in Fig. 6.4(a). For symbol-0, there is one reference symbol (black square in
Fig. 6.4) on every 6 sub-carriers. On symbol-4, the reference-symbol positions
shift by 3 sub-carriers. The following slots use the same CRS mapping scheme,
which forms a diamond mapping pattern to capture channel variations in fre-
quency domain. When applied to estimating the copper channel which changes
little in time, this kind of mapping pattern approximates to having one pilot
on every 3 sub-carriers.

There are 504 different CRS sequences defined for LTE, where each sequence
corresponds to one of 504 different physical-layer cell identities. Let N cell

ID denote
a certain cell identity. A cell-specific frequency shift of [N cell

ID mod 6] is applied
to determine the reference-symbol positioning on the sub-carriers. Equivalently,
there are only 6 possible mapping patterns that jointly cover all 504 different
cell identities.
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Fig. 6.3: Time-domain precoding architecture for LoC systems. The precoding unit
can be easily turned off/on by de-/activating additive time-domain signals without
any processing block located in the LTE path.

Accordingly, the baseband unit can control the CRS positioning by assigning
a specific cell identity to each RRH/cell. In turn, we are essentially informed
of the reference symbols and their mapping pattern contained in the coming
LTE signal by knowing its cell identity. For an RRH group sharing the same
cable binder, the CRS mappings can be set to be identical (as illustrated in
Fig. 6.4(b)) by assigning their cell identities to be an integer multiple of 6 apart.
For example, let cell identities be [2, 8, 14, 26] for K = 4.

Note that small cells supported by the LoC system have low output power
and are deployed in environments with high path-loss (e.g., due to walls).
Therefore the above reference signal alignment will not diminish pilot effec-
tiveness due to neighboring cell interference in the air.

6.3.2 Estimation of Copper Channel Impulse Responses
(CIRs)

Assume that the precoder knows the cell identities. Consider the case where
LTE signals transmitted on a group of K pairs share the same CRS mapping
structure. Let FN denote an N ×N discrete Fourier transform (DFT) matrix
and FL is the first L columns of FN , where N and L denote the DFT size and
the CIR length, respectively.

The implication above that L < N is generally valid in our work. To
demonstrate this, we use measured frequency-domain channel data to simulate
direct and FEXT couplings of a 30-pair, 300-meter, 0.5mm cable [9] with
15 kHz sub-carrier spacing (same as LTE signals). K = 4 pairs are randomly
picked from the same binder. The band between 21MHz and 24MHz (as
suggested in [3]), which can fit a 3MHz LTE signal, is studied as an example.
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Fig. 6.4: Illustration of CRS-aided channel estimation. Each small square represents
one RE. Each black square represents one reference symbol.

Transforming all K2 measured paths into time domain with N = 256, Fig. 6.5
shows that L = 15 is the time-domain tap number containing at least 99% CIR
power of each path. Thus, we consider a channel spread of L = 15 for all K2

paths in this work.
The channel path from transmitter i to the j-th RRH can be represented

by
Hj,i = FLhj,i,

where Hj,i =
[
H1

j,i, . . . , H
r1
j,i, . . . , H

rM
j,i , . . . , H

N
j,i

]T (including zero-padding if
the number of sub-carriers is smaller than the DFT size N) denotes the
frequency-domain channel representation and hj,i = [hj,i(0), . . . , hj,i(L− 1)]

T

denotes the time-domain CIR, respectively. Within one CRS-containing
OFDM symbol as exemplified in Fig. 6.4, let Xi = [Xr1

i , . . . , XrM
i ]T denote

the reference symbols sent on pair i, where M is the number of reference
symbols in one OFDM symbol, and R = [r1, . . . , rM ]T denotes the set of
sub-carrier indices which are loaded with reference symbols. For a group of K
RRHs/cells, transmission over copper pairs on a reference-symbol sub-carrier
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Fig. 6.5: Energy-based time-domain CIR truncation. For the case of K = 4, 16
channel paths are plotted. tstop marks the time stamp for the channel spread that
contains at least 99% CIR power of each path.

ri can be modeled asY
ri
1
...

Y ri
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Yri
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1,1 · · · Hri
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... . . . ...

Hri
K,1 · · · Hri
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X
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1
...

Xri
K

+N

=

F
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L h1,K

... . . . ...
Fri
L hK,1 · · · Fri

L hK,K


X

ri
1
...

Xri
K

+N

= [IK ⊗Xri
1 Fri

L · · · IK ⊗Xri
KFri

L ]︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ari



h1,1

...
hK,1

...
hK,K


︸ ︷︷ ︸

h

+N, (6.2)

where Fri
L denotes the ri-th row of FL, N denotes the background noise, IK

denotes a K × K identity matrix, ⊗ denotes Kronecker product, and Yri
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denotes the receive symbols on subcarrier ri at the RRH side.
Observe in Eq. (6.2) that the unknown vector h is frequency independent,

which connects the reference-symbol-containing matrix Ari to the receive signal
Yri on each reference-symbol sub-carrier ri. Stacking and interleaving all the
information collected from the M reference-symbol sub-carriers yield[

YT
1 · · · YT

K

]T︸ ︷︷ ︸
y

=
[
A1 · · · AK

]︸ ︷︷ ︸
A

h+N, (6.3)

where Yi = [Y r1
i , . . . , Y rM

i ]
T and

Ai = IK ⊗

 Xr1
i Fr1

L
...

XrM
i FrM

L

 .

To make the rank of A in Eq. (6.3) equal the dimension of its column space and
also to average out the noise influence, we extend y and A in Eq. (6.3) vertically
by stacking more Yi and Ai from the following CRS-containing OFDM symbols
yielding ȳ and Ā. The K2 CIRs, which are vertically stacked in one column
vector h can be estimated by

ĥ =
(
ĀHĀ

)−1
ĀHȳ. (6.4)

Since the CRS related matrix Ā in Eq. (6.4) can be directly generated from
the corresponding cell identities and ȳ is fed back from RRHs, the whole esti-
mation process can be accomplished without interrupting the LTE signal flow.

6.4 Time-Domain Precoding
The proposed time-domain precoder includes two functional parts: crosstalk
cancellation and ISI mitigation.

6.4.1 Crosstalk Cancellation

With the estimated ĥ in Eq. (6.4), we can reconstruct it into the direct-and-
FEXT-path format as

H =

 ĥ1,1 · · · ĥ1,K

... . . . ...
ĥK,1 · · · ĥK,K

 ,
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where each entry ĥj,i denotes a length-L time-domain impulse response from
the i-th transmitter to the j-th RRH. In this case, H is essentially a three-
dimensional matrix.

Similar to the normal two-dimensional matrix case, it is shown in [10] that
the following relation exists for H:

H ∗ adj(H) = det(H) ∗ I, (6.5)

where ∗ denotes the convolutional operator and I is a diagonal matrix with
each diagonal entry being a Dirac delta function δ. Similar to the Leibniz
formula for the determinant of a two-dimensional matrix, det(H) in Eq. (6.5)
is defined by

det(H) =
∑

σ∈SK

sgn(σ)
K
∗∏

i=1

hi,σi
,

where ∗∏ denotes a series of convolution instead of multiplication, σ is one per-
mutation vector out of the permutation group SK , and sgn(σ) is the signature
of σ that calculates the determinant of corresponding permutation matrix. The
permutation group SK contains all possible permutations of [1, . . . ,K]. Each
entry of the adjoint matrix is defined accordingly as

[adj(H)]i,j = (−1)i+jdet
(
H(j,i)

)
, (6.6)

where H(j,i) denotes the (j, i) minor of H that deletes j-th row and i-th column
from H.

Assign the time-domain diagonalizing precoder to be PD = adj(H). Dis-
regarding the transmit power limitation for now, the receive signal in time
domain becomes

Y = H ∗PD ∗X +N
= det(H) ∗ I ∗X +N , (6.7)

where X = [x1, . . . ,xK ]
T, and xi denotes the time-domain LTE signal trans-

mitted on pair i. The receive signal Y = [y1, . . . ,yK ]
T and background noise

N are defined similarly.
Note that det(H) in Eq. (6.7) is one CIR with length KL − (K − 1). The

term det(H)∗I implies that the effective channel after precoding has identical
CIR on every direct path, while FEXT is zeroed out. The PD implemented to
generate results in Fig. 6.6 is constructed based on the estimated CIRs using
Eq. (6.4) with 10 slots of CRS. It is observed that the effective direct CIRs
(see black circle-marked lines in Fig. 6.6) are identical and the FEXT paths
(blue square-marked lines) are effectively suppressed to much lower power levels
compared to the original FEXT paths (red triangle-marked lines).
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Fig. 6.6: Equivalent CIRs before and after performing the time-domain diagonalizing
precoding. A delay of ∆ = 13 taps is considered after precoding. Matrix entries with
i = j indicate direct paths, while entries with i ̸= j indicate FEXT paths.

6.4.2 Inter-Symbol Interference (ISI) Mitigation
One outcome of the precoding scheme in Section 6.4.1 is that the direct channel
spread is extended from L to KL − (K − 1) (also shown in Fig. 6.6 when
comparing the yellow diamond-marked lines to the black circle-marked lines).
The short version of LTE CP duration is 4.6875µs, whereas 90% of indoor
delay spread is below 500ns (see Table 5 in [11]). It implies that at least 85%
of the LTE CP length can be consumed by the transmission over copper pairs.
If the effective copper channel spread after applying PD is longer than this
CP portion, it is worthwhile introducing further spread-confining filters in the
precoder to mitigate ISI.

As the time-domain channel representation is a finite impulse response
(FIR), full equalization aiming for a Dirac delta function will require an in-
finite impulse response (IIR) filter. In practice, we compromise by only con-
fining the direct channel spread to be shorter than the reserved CP length for
copper transmission. In [12], an optimal shortening filter is proposed which
maximizes the shortening SNR (SSNR). Since all K direct paths are the same
after applying PD, it is sufficient to design a single shortening filter.

Let w denote the impulse response shortening (IRS) filter with length LIRSF.
Let Hconv denote the convolutional matrix of det(H) and let hprec denote the
effective direct CIR after implementing the complete time-domain precoding,
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i.e.,
hprec = det(H) ∗w = Hconvw.

With a certain amount of delay ∆ considered and a shortened CIR length of
Ltarget targeted, the objective part of hprec that has effective CIR values is given
by

heff = Zeffhprec = Heffw,

where Heff = ZeffHconv and
Zeff =

[
0Ltarget×(∆−1) ILtarget 0Ltarget×(KL−K+LIRSF−Ltarget−∆+1)

]
is a matrix that picks the rows T = [∆, . . . ,∆+Ltarget−1] from a matrix/vector.
Similarly, the rest of hprec is denoted by

hrest = Zresthprec = Hrestw,

where Hrest = ZrestHconv and Zrest picks the rows [1, . . . ,KL − K + LIRSF]\T
from a matrix/vector. Accordingly, the energy inside and outside the chunk of
interest is formulated respectively as

hH
effheff = wHHH

effHeffw = wHBw,

hH
resthrest = wHHH

restHrestw = wHCw,

where B = HH
effHeff and C = HH

restHrest. Implementing eigen-decomposition as
in [12] and summarized in Table 6.1, the optimal IRS filter wopt can be obtained
in the sense of maximizing the SSNR = wHBw

wHCw
as

wopt = argmax
w

[
wHBw

wHCw

]
.

The length relation between Ltarget and LIRSF differentiated in Table 6.1 deter-
mines the singularity of matrix B.

Fig. 6.7 reveals that there is a trade-off between the time-domain shorten-
ing effectiveness and the frequency-domain effective channel gain. A longer
shortening filter (e.g., LIRSF = 30, yellow diamond-marked line in Fig. 6.7a)
suppresses the channel spread outside Ltarget to a much lower level compared to
a shorter filter (e.g., LIRSF = 10, blue star-marked line). The counterparts in
frequency domain in Fig. 6.7b show that the effective channel using a shorter
filter (e.g., LIRSF = 10) has a higher channel gain over the 3MHz bandwidth
compared to that of a longer filter (e.g., LIRSF = 30). Since the time-domain
spread affects the ISI and the frequency-domain effective channel gain affects
the receive signal power, using a longer LIRSF does not necessarily result in a
higher receive SNR. The effect of this trade-off is illustrated in terms of SNR
in the next subsection.
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Table 6.1: Maximum SSNR shortening impulse response filter

Ltarget >= LIRSF Ltarget < LIRSF

Eigen-decomp. B = QΣQH B =
[
U V

] [Σ 0
0 0

] [
UH

VH

]

D (
√
B)−1C(

√
B

H
)−1

(ΛH −ΛHOH)C(Λ−OΛ)
for O = V(VHCV)−1VHC,
and Λ = U(

√
Σ)−1.

qmin Eigenvector of the minimum eigenvalue λmin of D.

wopt (
√
B)−1qmin (I−O)Λqmin

In summary, the time-domain precoder is formulated as

P = µ · adj(H) ∗w′, (6.8)

where adj(H) diagonalizes the interference channel as defined in Eq. (6.6).
w′ = wopt is the filter given by Table 6.1 if the direct CIR shortening is needed;
otherwise w′ = δ. The power normalization factor µ that constrains the trans-
mit power is defined as

µ =
1

max
i∈[1,...,K]

∑K
j=1

∥∥∥[adj(H) ∗w′]i,j

∥∥∥
2

.

6.4.3 Precoding Simulation Results
In Fig. 6.8, the average receive SNR is calculated over a 3MHz band. The
carrier frequency of each band is shifted from 22.5MHz (referring to a
band 21MHz–24MHz) to 58.5MHz (referring to a band 57MHz–60MHz)
to study the impact of different channel characteristics. A flat transmit PSD
of −60dBm/Hz is applied and a copper channel background noise PSD of
−140dBm/Hz is assumed. The data symbols are 16-QAM modulated as an
example.

The single-user performance is calculated as a reference using only the
direct-path measurements. No crosstalk and transmit power constraint is con-
sidered. It can be viewed as an ideal situation after precoding. For the single-
user and the crosstalk-corrupted performances in Fig. 6.8, average and worst
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(a) Time-domain channel representation.

(b) Frequency-domain channel representation.

Fig. 6.7: Direct channel IRS for Ltarget = 15, considering channel measurements
between 21MHz and 24MHz. A delay of ∆ = 13 taps is considered after precoding.
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Fig. 6.8: Receive SNR comparison at the copper and RRH connecting point.

situations are presented, respectively. For the other lines that have the time-
domain crosstalk cancellation (as in Section 6.4.1) implemented, the receive
SNR for one RRH is presented since we show in Fig. 6.6 that the crosstalk is
effectively suppressed and the direct paths are identical.

Whether or not the IRS filter should be added is also implementation de-
pendent. If the SNR result without IRS (e.g., the black circle-marked line in
Fig. 6.8) is already acceptable, there is no need to add the IRS filter which
changes the shape of the frequency-domain equivalent channel as shown in
Fig. 6.7b and may increase the complexity of the frequency-domain equalizer.
Especially when considering a higher frequency range where the direct coupling
magnitude decreases, the SNR difference among the single-user performance,
the precoded performances with and without IRS becomes much smaller.

6.5 Conclusion
Time-domain crosstalk cancellation provides more flexibility and is less in-
trusive than traditional vectoring for LTE-over-copper (LoC) systems. The
proposed approach exploits LTE reference signals to estimate the copper chan-
nel, cancels crosstalk, and yields effective direct paths that are identical for all
pairs. The latter enables low-complexity channel shortening in case the desired
receive SNR at the RRH side is not achieved because of the direct channel
spread. Simulation results with measured copper channel data confirm that
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the precoder performance is close to the single-user bound.
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7 Massive MIMO Functional Split for
Fronthaul Load Reduction

Abstract

The evolution towards centralized radio access network (C-RAN) for 5G
is driven by the need for improved network performance and reduced total-
cost-of-ownership (TCO). In C-RAN, physically separated remote radio units
(RRUs) and baseband units (BBUs) are connected via fronthaul (FH) links,
which are capacity constrained. When base-station antennas are upgraded to
support massive MIMO techniques, an intra PHY split between RRU and BBU
becomes favorable to avoid the dramatic rate growth on the FH links. In this
paper, we present a new uplink functional split alternative that decomposes the
massive MIMO processing, on the basis of zero-forcing (ZF) equalization, into
two phases: dimension-reduction phase and interference cancellation phase,
which are implemented in RRU and BBU respectively. Compared with the
traditional C-RAN architecture having all baseband processing in the BBU,
the new scheme largely alleviates the FH load by reducing the number of FH
streams to be equal to the number of MIMO user layers. Compared with an
existing split that places all MIMO processing in RRU, the new scheme reduces
the RRU complexity without compromising the post-processing performances.

Based on: Y. Huang, C. Lu, M. Berg, and P. Ödling, “Functional Split of Zero-
Forcing Based Massive MIMO for Fronthaul Load Reduction,” submitted to IEEE
Transactions on Wireless Communications, 2017.
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7.1 Introduction
In centralized radio access network (C-RAN) deployment, remote radio units
(RRUs) are located close to the antennas, performing radio frequency (RF)
to baseband conversion, while baseband units (BBUs) are centralized, carry-
ing out baseband (i.e., PHY, MAC and upper layers on the radio protocol
stack) processing. This arrangement enhances network capacity and improves
user experiences by applying advanced radio coordination features [1], as well
as reduces the total-cost-of-ownership (TCO) by pooling the BBU baseband
resources. The connection between RRUs and the centralized BBUs is re-
ferred to as fronthaul (FH), in comparison with backhaul from BBU towards
core network. In the current setup, the digitized time-domain samples of each
antenna-carrier are transported over FH links between RRU and BBU, typically
applying the common public radio interface (CPRI) protocol [2], as sketched
in Fig. 7.1a. Such a CPRI-type of FH is also referred to as PHY-RF split [3].

In the continued 4G evolution and 5G, massive MIMO [4] is a key radio fea-
ture to significantly improve spectral efficiency and network capacity by provid-
ing high beamforming gain and supporting multi-user MIMO (MU-MIMO) [5].
However, fronthauling the signals of such a large number of antennas (e.g., 64,
128, 256 antennas) becomes a major problem for the current CPRI-based C-
RAN implementation. The required FH capacity will increase proportionally
to the number of antennas [6], which drives up the cost of transport network
dramatically. Merely compressing the time-domain samples of each FH stream,
such as [7–9], is not sufficient to compensate for the increased FH load due to
the extended antenna size. Therefore, reducing the number of FH streams
is the key to reduce the FH network cost and increase the system scalability
against the number of antennas.

To address this, new functional split options on radio protocol stack have
been discussed [10,11]. Among these possibilities, two lower layer options most
relevant to C-RAN are the MAC-PHY and intra-PHY splits [3]. The MAC-
PHY split (e.g., in [12]), illustrated in Fig. 7.1b, implements the PHY layer in
the RRU and centralize the MAC layer operations in BBUs, while the intra
PHY split (e.g., in [13–15]) moves only part of the PHY functions to RRU
and leaves the rest to the BBUs, as sketched in Fig. 7.1c. The MAC-PHY split
reduces the number of FH streams down to the number of scheduled MIMO
user layers, which reduces the FH load down to the user throughput level. This
split strategy, however, largely increases the complexity in the new RRU design,
especially when the computationally intensive massive MIMO processing is
considered. It will also limit the coordination gain to the MAC level only,
which incapacitates advanced joint processing features like cooperative MIMO
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Fig. 7.1: System sketch of functional splits regarding the uplink direction.

in PHY for further boosting the networks performance.
In this paper, we focus on the option of intra PHY split and extend the inves-

tigation particularly for the zero-forcing (ZF)-based massive MIMO operations
in the uplink direction. The problem is formulated to reduce the number of FH
streams as much as possible, while keeping the RRU away from high computa-
tional processing and still maintaining a system performance similar to today’s
PHY-RF split. The proposed solution is to decompose the MIMO operations
into two phases, which are implemented in RRU and BBU, respectively. The
first phase, referred to as dimension reduction, is implemented in RRU to re-
duce the number of spatial streams. The second phase further processes the
generated data streams in BBU for interference cancellation. Specifically, three
dimension reduction schemes are investigated in this work:

- Direction-selection (DS) scheme which selects a subset of the abundant
fixed directive beams to be sent over. It is based on the fact that the
multipath channel components concentrate on limited directions, and the
selection should be able to capture the majority of channel energy. The
DS scheme has been studied for hybrid beamforming context in [16–19]
regarding “beamspace” [20].

- Maximum ratio combining (MRC) scheme which uses MRC to combine
all directive signals for each MIMO user layer. Section 7.3.2 will show
that the ZF process is mathematically equivalent to an MRC followed by
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a smaller ZF operation. Conducting the two operations separately enable
us to reduce the FH dimension down to the number of MIMO user layers
in RRU, meanwhile achieve the same ZF cancellation performance at the
BBU side. Also, the complexity of acquiring the MRC coefficients is much
lower than directly calculating pseudo-inverse of a big matrix to obtain
the ZF cancellation coefficients.

- Selective MRC (sMRC) scheme which is an extension of the MRC scheme
by combining only a small subset of the directive signals for each MIMO
user layer to further reduce complexity in the combining process.

The performances are studied with simulated multipath channel realiza-
tions. Given the assumption of perfect channel state information (CSI) in
RRU, the results show that the DS scheme needs to select much more streams
to achieve a comparable signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) perfor-
mance as the MRC scheme which only produces one stream for each MIMO
user layers. The sMRC scheme has the same property as MRC in dimension
reduction, while further reducing the complexity in RRU by slightly compro-
mising the performance. The impact of the channel estimation error (CEE)
in RRU is also evaluated, where the performances of all three schemes are de-
graded. Again, the DS scheme needs to select much more streams. It also
shows that the sMRC scheme can even outperform the MRC scheme when the
estimation signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is low. The gain is from the fact that
the estimated channel coefficients with large errors contribute negatively to
coherent gain, and are therefore beneficial to be excluded. The investigation
shows that the MRC-based approaches are good choices for massive MIMO
functional split considering its high FH dimension reduction, low complexity
in RRUs, and high system performances.

Throughout this paper, C denotes the complex number field. The bold
capital letter A denotes a matrix and lower case a denotes a column vector.
The element in the i-th row and j-th column of A is denoted as [A]i,j , and
i-th element of a is denoted as ai. The transpose and Hermitian transpose
operators are denoted by (·)T and (·)H, respectively. For matrix A that has
linearly independent columns A† = (AHA)−1AH denotes the pseudo-inverse. A
k × k identity matrix is denoted by Ik.

7.2 System Model
To study the possibilities of the functional split for massive MIMO processing,
we model the uplink transmission as illustrated in Fig. 7.2. Let x ∈ CK×1

denote the uplink transmit signal for K user layers. Signals are received at an
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Fig. 7.2: Uplink system diagram and an illustration of functional split for massive
MIMO processing.

RRU supporting an array of N antennas. Outputs of the N antennas compose
an N -dimensional element domain signal ye. Massive MIMO processing, which
is performed either in RRU or in BBU in the existing solutions, transforms ye

into a K-dimensional signal y with separated user layers for further processing.
In this paper, we focus on linear transformation like ZF such that the whole

MIMO processing can be modeled as one matrix W. The split is formularized
by decomposing W into three components as W = WbBdF

H. The first com-
ponent, modeled as FH (e.g., a discrete Fourier transform (DFT)-based matrix
forming directive beams), transforms ye into direction domain to explore the
spatial properties of the channel, e.g., for performing direction-domain channel
estimation. The dimension reduction block, modeled as Bd, follows to reduce
signal dimension from N to R in RRU before sending to FH. This component is
our main focus and will be detailed with three options in the next section. The
equalization modeled by Wb is then carried out in BBU for layer separation.
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More details regarding the quantities in Fig. 7.2 are given as follows.

7.2.1 Channel Model and Element Domain
The element domain signal ye ∈ CN×1 as an output of the antenna array is
formulated as

ye = Hex+ ne,

where ne ∈ CN×1 denotes the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) in ele-
ment domain, and He ∈ CN×K denotes the MIMO channel in element domain
modeled as

He = A(θ̄T)Ho,

which is referred to as the correlation channel model featuring the receive an-
tenna correlation in a multi-path environment. Specifically, let Mk denotes
the number of multi-paths from user layer k (i.e., regarding xk). The total
number of multi-paths involved in the system is M̄ =

∑K
k=1 Mk. The ma-

trix representation of the propagation channel couplings Ho ∈ CM̄×K is then
composed as

Ho =

h1 · · · 0
... . . . ...
0 · · · hK

 , (7.1)

where hk ∈ CMk×1 denotes a vector of fading coefficients associated with user
layer k. Also, let θT

k ∈ C1×Mk denote angle of arrivals (AoAs) corresponding
to the Mk channel paths denoted in hk. The matrix A(θ̄T) ∈ CN×M̄ regarding
θ̄T = [θT

1 , ..,θ
T
k , ..,θ

T
K ] models the antenna array which consists of M̄ array

response vectors, each of which corresponds to one direction of the incoming
path.

Use the uniform linear array (ULA) as an example. The array response
vector a(θl) regarding the arriving angle θl ∈ [−90◦, 90◦] is defined as

a(θl) = [1 e−j2πsin(θl)
d
λ ·1 · · · e−j2πsin(θl)

d
λ (N−1)]T,

where d is the antenna spacing and λ denotes the wavelength. The matrix
representation is therefore expressed as

A(θ̄T) =
[
a(θ1) · · · a(θM̄ )

]
.

7.2.2 Direction Domain
The element-domain channel is typically with low SNR and low correlation,
which makes it hard for channel estimation and dimension reduction. An ad-
ditional step could be taken in the massive MIMO processing to transform the
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channel into direction domain for better harnessing the spatial correlation. In
direction domain, the channel is presented in a group of fixed directions.

Regarding ULA, we implement spatial DFT to tune on N fixed azimuth
directions, which are mutually orthogonal [21]. Specifically, the DFT matrix
F has its entry defined as [F]i,j = 1√

N
e−j2πkjni/N , where kj is the j-th entry

of k = [−N/2, ..., N/2−1] and ni is the i-th entry of n = [0, ..., N − 1]. The
receive signal in direction domain becomes

yd = FHye = Hdx+ nd,

where Hd = FHHe is the channel representation in direction domain, and
nd = FHne. Since F (or equivalently FH) is a unitary matrix, nd possesses the
same statistical property as ne. When the antennas are spaced half-wavelength
apart, i.e., d/λ = 1/2, the fixed orthogonal directions which the channel is
focused on are ϕk = arcsin(2k/N) for k = [−N/2, ..., N/2−1].

7.2.3 Beam Domain
The direction-domain signal yd is N -dimensional while the number of user
layers is K. In massive MIMO systems, it is typically that N ≫ K. Using
N FH streams to transport the data for K user layers is not efficient. In
order to lighten the FH burden while maintaining simple RRU operation, we
consider to reduce the signal dimension from N to R via a beamformer B ∈
CR×N in the RRU such that N > R ≥ K. This paper focuses on performing
dimension reduction from direction domain, denoted as Bd, to explore the
spatial signatures of the channel. The received signal in beam domain becomes

yb = Bdyd = Hbx+ nb, (7.2)

where Hb = BdHd for Hb ∈ CR×K is the beam-domain channel, and nb = Bdnd

is the beam-domain noise.

7.2.4 Zero-Forcing Equalization
The beam domain signal yb with a reduced dimension is then sent through the
FH link and received at the BBU side. There we implement ZF equalization,
which is formulated as

Wb = (HH
b Hb)

−1HH
b ,

to cancel the mutual interference. The received signal with separated user
layers is obtained as

y = x+Wbnb
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Given that the transmit signal fulfills x ∼ CN (0, γ2IK) and the element-domain
noise fulfills ne ∼ CN (0, σ2IN ), it can be derived that nb ∼ CN (0, σ2Σ) for
Σ = BdB

H
d . The post-processing SINR for the k-th user layer is thereby

SINRk =
E
[
|xk|2

]
E
[
|yk − xk|2

] = ρ2[
WbΣWH

b

]
k,k

, (7.3)

where ρ2 = γ2/σ2 denotes the input SNR per antenna element.

7.3 Dimension Reduction Schemes
Regarding the implementation of Bd, three dimension reduction options, re-
ferred to as DS, MRC and sMRC schemes, respectively, are presented in this
section. The following analysis assumes perfect CSI in all domains.

7.3.1 Direction Selection (DS)
In DS, dimension reduction is performed by selecting a subset of the directions,
which can be viewed as a sub-type of beamforming. In this case, the number
of selected directions S is equal to the number of generated beams R, which is
also the number of required FH streams.

Exploiting the sparse nature of Hd, the DS was initially introduced in a
hybrid beamforming context to limit the processing resources and effort within
a subset of the N orthogonal directions. The approaches, also termed as “beam-
selection” corresponding to the term “beamspace”, in [16–19] as well as the
references herein provide a series of criteria to choose the directions of interest
to reduce the operational RF chains in massive MIMO. The same methodology
can be applied to reduce the FH streams.

Given perfect CSI of Hd, one way to determine the direction selection is, as
in [16,18], to maximize the total post-processing SINR, which is formulated as

SINRtotal =

K∑
k=1

SINRk =
ρ2

Tr
[
(HH

b Hb)−1
] ,

where Hb is composed by S selected rows of Hd, and SINRk is defined in
Eq. (7.3) considering that ΣDS = Bd,DSB

H
d,DS = IS is fulfilled irrespective of the

selection results. The equivalent optimization problem becomes

minimize
Bd,ds

Tr
[
(HH

b Hb)
−1
]

subject to Hb = Bd,DSHd

(7.4)
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where Bd,DS is composed by S picked rows from matrix IN . The solution
to Eq. (7.4) can be obtained by calculating all SINRs of the

(
N
S

)
selection

combinations, and use the one yielding the maximum SINR. But this exhaustive
search is typically infeasible due to the tremendous number of possible Bd,DS.
In [16], a decremental method is proposed as a suboptimal solution, which
iteratively deletes one direction (or one row of Hd) at a time. In each step, it
calculates all pseudo-inverses of the channel matrix after temporarily removing
one row of the matrix from the previous step. The selected row that gives the
maximum SINRtotal result will be removed from Hd.

To provide more insights regarding the performance impact from removing
matrix rows, we reformulate this problem as follows. The objective function of
Eq. (7.4) can be expanded as shown in Appendix A as

Tr
[
(HH

b Hb)
−1
]
= Tr

[
(HH

d Hd)
−1
]
+

N−S∑
l=1

βl−1,

for
βl =

[(H̄†
l )

HH̄†
l ]jl,jl

1− [H̄lH̄
†
l ]jl,jl

, (7.5)

where H̄l denotes the matrix after deleting l selected rows from Hd (particularly
H̄0 = Hd) and jl denotes the row index which is deleted from H̄l to yield H̄l+1.
The βl is a measure of the impact on the final result of Tr

[
(HH

b Hb)
−1
]

when
deleting one more row from Hd in the l-th iteration. In each step of this
approach, the index of the row to be deleted is decided by

ĵl = arg minimize
jl∈[1,..,N−l]

βl. (7.6)

This formulation theoretically achieves the same results as the decremental
method proposed in [16], but with lower complexity. It is further observed that
the term H̄lH̄

†
l in the denominator of Eq. (7.5) forms a projection matrix, of

which the diagonal elements are always valued between 0 and 1. Therefore, βl

is always non-negative. It indicates that Tr[(H̄H
l+1H̄l+1)

−1] > Tr[(H̄H
l H̄l)

−1],
as well as SINRtotal(H̄l+1) < SINRtotal(H̄l). This means that ignoring any
direction of the channel via DS always impairs the total post-processing SINR.
When the targeted S is too small comparing to N , the SINR performance may
be largely degraded by the selection.

7.3.2 Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC)
It is preferable to have a dimension reduction scheme that does not compromise
the performance like the DS scheme. If disregarding the separated BBU and
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RRU architecture for now, the ZF equalization can be implemented in direction
domain as a pseudo-inverse of Hd, i.e.,

y = Wdyd = (HH
d Hd)

−1HH
d yd. (7.7)

Back to the decomposed architecture in Fig. 7.2, we assign the dimension re-
duction beamformer to be Bd,MRC = HH

d . Since now Hb = Bd,MRCHd = HH
d Hd

is a square matrix, the beam domain equalizer becomes Wb = H−1
b . Therefore,

Eq. (7.7) is equivalent to

H−1
b Bd,MRCyd = WbBd,MRCyd.

In other words, the above process divides the direction-domain equalization
Wd = (HH

d Hd)
−1HH

d into two steps (from right to left since yd is left-multiplied
by Wd in Eq. (7.7)):

• Bd,MRC = HH
d conducts MRC regarding channel Hd;

• Wb = (HH
d Hd)

−1 conducts ZF regarding the equivalent beam-domain
channel Hb = Bd,MRCHd = HH

d Hd.

Even if the two steps are placed in RRU and BBU respectively, the same
performance as via direction-domain equalization is still maintained. Leav-
ing only the MRC part in RRU reduces the computational complexity com-
pared to implementing the whole MIMO processing in RRU. More importantly,
the MRC operation carries out dimension reduction by transforming the N -
dimension signal yd into a K-dimension signal yb, therefore, reducing the FH
load to be equal to the number of user layers.

According to Eq. (7.3), the k-th user layer SINR for the split MRC-ZF
scheme can be expressed as

SINRk =
ρ2

[(HH
d Hd)−1]k,k

. (7.8)

Although the scheme is derived from the ZF-based approach, the same split
principle is applicable to other cancellation approaches, such as the MMSE-
based equalization.

7.3.3 Selective Maximum Ratio Combining (sMRC)
To further reduce the amount of computations in the MRC operation for large
channel matrices, one can exploit the “sparsity” of the direction-domain chan-
nel, meaning that the major channel power of Hd only concentrates on a small
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number (greatly smaller than NK) of the components. Especially when prop-
agating at the millimeter-wave frequencies in the air, the highly reflective en-
vironment yields a sparse set of single-bound multi-path components [22]. Ig-
noring the insignificant components in the process of MRC helps reduce the
amount of computations in RRU without obviously degrading the performance.
More importantly, when CEE is considered (which will be discussed in the next
section), the estimated H̃d can easily have its weak components overwhelmed
by the CEEs. Zeroing out the beamforming coefficients corresponding to those
channel components may even help improve the performance. Here, we refer
to this approach as the sMRC scheme.

Let Sk denote a set of direction indices which are selected for user layer k
(i.e., regarding the k-th column of Hd). For easy implementation, we assume
that the number of selected directions is the same for all user layers, i.e.,
S = ∥Sk∥0 for k = 1, ...,K. Typically, S is much smaller than N but fulfils
S ≥ K to guarantee the matrix after combining is well-conditioned for matrix
inverse. The sMRC beamformer is structured as

[Bd,sMRC]k,n =

{
[Hd]

∗
n,k if n ∈ Sk,

0 otherwise, (7.9)

for k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, n ∈ {1, . . . , N},

where (·)∗ denotes complex conjugate. Since Bd,sMRC is a sparse matrix, the
required computation in RRU is reduced comparing to applying Bd,MRC.

Although both select a subset of directions, the fundamental difference be-
tween the sMRC and DS schemes is shown in Fig. 7.3. The selection made by
the sMRC scheme is user-layer specific. It allows each user layer to keep the
most beneficial directions from its own perspective. Channel energy is thereby
better captured compared to the DS scheme, which selects a common set of
directions for all users.

7.3.4 Performance Comparison with Perfect CSI
To numerically compare the SINRs of the three dimension reduction schemes,
we use the Monte Carlo method to simulate spatially correlated MIMO chan-
nels. In the simulation setup, a 64-element ULA with half-wavelength element
spacing is assumed. Signal for each user layer is received in form of 1 line-of-
sight (LoS) and 7 multipath components [22]. The strength of the multipath
components is 5 to 10dB lower than that of the LoS [19] and the power offset
is uniformly distributed within this range. The AoAs are uniformly distributed
between −60◦ and 60◦1, which is consistent with the 3-sector-cell scenario.

1This setting instead of [−90◦, 90◦] also precludes performance degradation caused by bad
antenna array resolution.
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Fig. 7.3: Block diagrams illustrating the differences between implementing DS and
sMRC in RRU regarding 2 user equipments (UEs) with a single user layer each.
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Fig. 7.4: Comparison of the per-user SINR when N = 64, K = 8, and input SNR
ρ2 = 0dB, with perfect CSI. S denotes the number of selected directions and R
denotes the number of generated beams/FH-streams.

The fading coefficient vector hk for each user layer is normalized. To evaluate
statistically, Ho as structured in Eq. (7.1) is randomly generated as 5000 real-
izations. In all simulations, the ZF-based cancellation is used to cancel out the
interferences between user layers after dimension reduction. The input SNR
per element is set as ρ2 = 0 dB.

Given perfect CSI, the empirical cumulative distribution functions (CDFs)
of the SINR per user layer as in Eq. (7.3) is presented in Fig. 7.4. Firstly, the
MRC scheme achieves the best performance, which is equivalent to the full
ZF performance. Secondly, the three triangle-marked curves related to the
DS scheme given different S values verify that the smaller S value seriously
impairs the SINR performance. Since the number of FH streams fulfils R = S
which is preferably to be small, either the performance or dimension reduction
is compromised when applying DS. Finally, to construct Bd,sMRC in Eq. (7.9),
we select S strongest directions from the k-th column of Hd for Sk. It shows
in Fig. 7.4 that having sMRC with S = 8 which generates R = 8 FH streams
outperforms using the DS method which generates R = 24 FH streams. The
results of the sMRC scheme can be further improved if S = 16 is selected,
which processes with a quarter of the beamforming coefficients comparing to
the MRC scheme. In this case, there is just a minor SINR loss comparing to
the full MRC approach.
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7.4 Impact of Channel Estimation Errors
In practice, channel estimation error (CEE) can have a significant impact on the
MIMO performance. Regarding dimension reduction, the CEEs influence the
construction of the dimension reduction beamformer Bd, which fully depends
on the estimated direction-domain channel. This impact further propagates to
the BBU side, where the more advanced processing capability can alleviate but
not eliminate the performance degradation caused by the CEEs in the RRU.
This section particularly investigates the influence of the channel estimation
accuracy in RRU on the performance.

The CEE of Hd can be modeled as an additive term that is uncorrelated to
Hd [23], i.e.,

H̃d = Hd +∆, (7.10)
where H̃d is the estimated direction-domain channel and ∆ denotes the CEE
with i.i.d. entries [∆]i,j ∼ CN (0, ε2). The corresponding mismatched beam-
former is denoted as B̃d.

To investigate its specific influence on the dimension reduction schemes, we
studied the following three cases:

case 1: perfect CSI is available both in RRU and in BBU (as in Section 7.3.2),
which is labeled with [0, 0], where the first 0 indicates the CEE term in
RRU and the second 0 indicates the CEE term in BBU;

case 2: the estimated H̃d in RRU contains CEE, and BBU uses the same
estimation to conduct ZF equalization regarding H̃b = B̃dH̃d, labeled
with [ε2, ε2];

case 3: the estimated H̃d in RRU contains CEE, whereas BBU has the perfect
CSI regarding the true beam-domain channel Hb = B̃dHd, labeled with
[ε2, 0].

While case 1 is present as a reference for the SINR upper bound, case 2 shows
the impact from the channel estimation errors in RRUs and case 3 illustrates
the potential of performance improvement if the BBU can further improve
the channel estimation by applying more resources, such as more advanced
estimation methods.

7.4.1 MRC Scheme
When CEEs are present in RRU, a mismatched MRC beamformer will be
constructed as B̃d,MRC = H̃H

d . Accordingly, the actual beam-domain channel
becomes Hb = H̃H

d Hd.
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For case 2, the received signal for individual user layer is formulated as

y = H̃−1
b B̃d,MRC

(
Hdx+ nd

)
=
(
H̃H

d H̃d

)−1
H̃H

d

(
Hdx+ nd

)
which is equivalent to using H̃†

d = (H̃H
d H̃d)

−1H̃H
d to conduct equalization in

direction domain. The mismatched ZF equalizer leads to residual interference.
Given a certain channel realization Hd and the variance of estimation error ε2,
the SINR for the k-th user layer is derived in [24] as

S̃INRcase 2,k ≈ ρ2(
1 + ρ2Kε2 + ε2 Tr[Γ]

)
[Γ]k,k

, (7.11)

where Γ = (HH
d Hd)

−1. Eq. (7.11) is an approximation where H̃†
d is approxi-

mated by using the linear terms of its Taylor expansion.
For case 3, the individual user layer is obtained by

y = H−1
b B̃d,MRC

(
Hdx+ nd

)
= x+ (H̃H

d Hd)
−1H̃H

d nd, (7.12)

where there is no mutual interference left. We show in Appendix B that the
SINR for the k-th element of y in Eq. (7.12) can be approximated by

S̃INRcase 3,k ≈ ρ2

[Γ]k,k+
(
(N −K)ε2+Nε4 Tr[Γ]

)
[Γ2]k,k

. (7.13)

When ε2 = 0, both Eq. (7.11) and (7.13) are equal to Eq. (7.8) as the CEE-free
case.

Fig. 7.5 compares the SINR CDFs of the MRC scheme regarding the three
cases, respectively. To validate the theoretical approximation of the per-user-
layer SINR in Eqs. (7.11) and (7.13), the results with simulated CEEs are also
presented. The arrow-marked gap between cases 2 and 3 implies the poten-
tial performance improvement that can be achieved in BBU regarding existing
CEE in RRU. The gap between case 1 and case 3 indicates the performance
degradation due to the CEE in RRU.

Specifically, Fig. 7.5a simulates the three cases with the estimation SNR =
1/ε2 = 3 dB. For case 2 (the dashed line and triangular markers), the theo-
retical approximation of Eq. (7.11) matches with the simulated results at the
50-th percentile SINR, while the simulated CEEs yield a wider SINR distribu-
tion than the theoretical approximation in Eq. (7.11), due to neglecting higher
order terms of Taylor expansion. For case 3, the theoretical approximation
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(a) CDF regarding estimation SNR 1/ε2 = 3dB

(b) 50th percentile of CDF

Fig. 7.5: Exemplification of the advantageous functional split that makes use of
BBU resources to improve the SINR performance given different estimating accuracy
in RRU. The CDFs are calculated considering N = 64, K = 8, and input SNR
ρ2 = 0dB.
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in Eq. (7.13) matches well with the simulation results. The ε2 value can be
lowered for example when estimating with more reference signals or with more
advanced techniques. To show the related trend, Fig. 7.5b compares the three
cases concerning decreasing ε2 (equivalently increasing 1/ε2) values. The em-
pirical CDFs regarding each ε2 is calculated and the SINRs corresponding to
the 50-th percentile values are extracted to plot the curves in Fig. 7.5b. The
gain from BBU implementing better channel estimation is specially evident
when the estimation SNR in RRU is limited, i.e., when ε2 is high.

7.4.2 sMRC Scheme
One of the advantages of implementing the sMRC scheme is to exclude the
channel coefficients dominated by CEEs. But if the number of selected direc-
tions S is set to be too small so that some of the informative channel com-
ponents are zeroed out, it is equivalent to increasing the CEE, which in turn
degrades the performance.

Fig. 7.6 compares the sMRC performance (circle-marked) to the MRC per-
formance (diamond-marked) with different S and ε2 values. The 50-th and
5-th percentile SINR values are plotted for each arrangement to show the me-
dian and edge results. When the estimation SNR in RRU is low (i.e., ε2 is
high), selecting a small subset of directions in the sMRC approach can slightly
improve the performance compared to the MRC case by excluding some weak
directions. When the estimation SNR is high, the additional selection step of
the sMRC scheme degrades the performance compared to the MRC scheme
because the former zeros out the directions that contribute positively to the
coherent channel gain. But the degradation is negligible as long as sufficient
channel information is selected, e.g., S = 16 in our case.

Since the selected directions for each user are decided based on the channel
power, we also investigate the preferred power portion contained in the selec-
tion. Concerning our simulated channel, S = 8 corresponds to a mean value of
65% of the channel power, while S = 16 corresponds to a mean value of 80%
of the channel power. Fig. 7.6 suggests that selecting the strongest directions
summing up to 80% of channel power for each user achieves a good balance
in capturing sufficient channel information and containing smaller amount of
CEEs.

7.4.3 DS Scheme
For the DS scheme, CEE contained in H̃d may lead to an non-optimal selec-
tion of direction subset instead of the one from Eq. (7.6), which impairs the
performance.
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(a) Case 2: BBU uses the same erroneous channel estimation as in
RRU.

(b) Case 3: BBU knows the true beam-domain channel Hb.

Fig. 7.6: Comparison between the sMRC and MRC schemes with different estimating
accuracy in RRU. Two selected percentile values are presented, considering N = 64,
K = 8, and input SNR ρ2 = 0dB.
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(a) Case 2: BBU uses the same erroneous channel estimation as in
RRU.

(b) Case 3: BBU knows the true beam-domain channel Hb.

Fig. 7.7: Comparison between the DS and MRC schemes with different estimating
accuracy in RRU. Two selected percentile values are presented, when N = 64, K = 8,
and input SNR ρ2 = 0dB.
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Again, regarding the DS scheme, the 50-th and 5-th percentile SINR values
are plotted in Fig. 7.7 for cases 2 and 3, respectively. In case 2 (Fig. 7.7a),
dimension reduction with DS yields a large performance degradation compared
to that with the MRC scheme, even if S = 16 directions are selected which
doubles the amount of the FH streams compared to MRC. For case 3, a similar
trend is observed except for that the performance degradation of the DS method
is less than in case 2 when a larger selection number (e.g., S = 16) is targeted.
The reason is that the generated Hb from the DS method is composed by rows
of the true channel which is known to BBU in case 3. The DS method in a
decremental order will become more sensitive to the CEE in the later steps of
removing rows. In other words, the fewer rows to remove, the less CEE sensitive
it will be, and the more true channel coefficients can be accessed by BBU. As a
comparison, the Hb from the MRC approach always contains the mismatched
beamformer B̃d,MRC = H̃H

d , which degrades the coherent channel gain. This
causes that, for low estimation SNR, the MRC approach may perform slightly
worse than the DS method with S = 16 in Fig. 7.7b.

7.5 Conclusion
To reduce the FH load for C-RAN architecture especially when massive MIMO
is considered, this paper proposes to split the MIMO processing between RRU
and BBU in the uplink direction. This split strategy firstly reduces signal di-
mension in RRU by beamforming per user layer, e.g., using MRC, and then
conducts interference cancellation between user layers in BBU. The evaluation
is done based on ZF equalization. Compared with an existing split having
all MIMO processing in RRU which achieves the same amount of dimension
reduction in RRU, the new scheme benefits the system with reduced RRU
complexity without degrading performances. Specifically among the three in-
vestigated dimension reduction schemes, the DS scheme is straightforward but
compromises performance. The two MRC-based schemes (MRC and sMRC)
achieve the best balance in the sense of reducing the FH streams to the number
of MIMO user layers, while achieving high post-processing performance with
modest complexity in RRU. When the channel features “sparsity” in direction
domain, the sMRC approach performs close to the performance of the MRC
scheme, while further reducing the RRU complexity. Especially with large
channel estimation errors, sMRC can even achieve slightly better performance.
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Appendix A
This section derives the relation between Tr

[
(HH

d Hd)
−1
]

and Tr
[
(HH

b Hb)
−1
]
,

where Hb is composed by S selected rows of Hd.
For the convenience of formulation, define R{A} as a matrix based on the

argument A as R{A} = AHA. Let H̄0 = Hd denote an initialized channel
matrix from which N −S rows/directions will be removed. Also, let H̄l denote
the matrix after deleting l rows from H̄0, and H̄l(j) specifies that the j-th row
of H̄l−1 is eliminated to get the H̄l. Starting with deleting the j-th row hT

j

from H̄0, the R{H1(j)} becomes a rank-1 down-date of R{H̄0} due to

R{H1(j)} = R{H̄0} − h∗
jh

T
j ,

where ∗ denotes complex conjugate. Based on the Sherman-Morrison formula,
the trace of its inverse becomes

Tr[R−1{H̄1(j)}] = Tr[R−1{H̄0}] +
hT
j (R

−1{H̄0})2h∗
j

1− hT
j R

−1{H̄0}h∗
j

= Tr[R−1{H̄0}] +
[R{H̄†

0}]j,j
1− [H̄0H̄

†
0]j,j

.

When N − S rows are deleted from H̄0 one by one, the objective function in
Eq. (7.4) can be expanded accordingly as

Tr[R−1{Hb}] = Tr[R−1{H̄N−S}]

= Tr[R−1{H̄0}] +
N−S∑
l=1

βl−1,

for
βl =

[R{H̄†
l }]jl,jl

1− [H̄lH̄
†
l ]jl,jl

,

where jl denotes the row index which is deleted from H̄l to yield H̄l+1. The
pseudo-inverse H̄†

l+1 can be updated from H̄l using the rank-1 down-date to
avoid calculating matrix inverse for every l.

Appendix B
Here we derive the post-processing SINR for the split MRC-ZF structure when
the CEE in RRU is denoted as ∆ whose entries are i.i.d. zero-mean Gaussian
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with a power of ε2 and the CSI in BBU is perfect. Accordingly, the receive
signal is interference-free with an equivalent additive noise as

nb = (H̃H
d Hd)

−1H̃H
d nd.

Use the linear term of Taylor expansion to approximate the above matrix in-
verse term as

(H̃H
d Hd)

−1 = (HH
d Hd +∆HHd)

−1

≈ (HH
d Hd)

−1
(
IK −∆HHd(H

H
d Hd)

−1
)
.

For brevity, let Γ = (HH
d Hd)

−1. The covariance of the equivalent noise becomes

E
[
nbn

H
b

]
= E

[
(H̃H

d Hd)
−1H̃H

d ndn
H
d H̃d(H̃

H
d Hd)

−1
]

= σ2E
[
Γ
(
HH

d +∆H −∆HHdΓH
H
d −∆HHdΓ∆

H)(
Hd +∆−HdΓH

H
d ∆−∆ΓHH

d ∆
)
Γ
]

= σ2Γ
(
Γ−1 −HH

d E
[
∆ΓHH

d ∆
]
+ E

[
∆H∆

]
− E

[
∆HHdΓH

H
d ∆

]
− E

[
∆H∆ΓHH

d ∆
]
− E

[
∆HHdΓH

H
d ∆

]
+ E

[
∆HHdΓH

H
d ∆

]
+ E

[
∆HHdΓH

H
d ∆ΓHH

d ∆
]
− E

[
∆HHdΓ∆

H]− E
[
∆HHdΓ∆

H∆
]

+ E
[
∆HHdΓ∆

HHdΓH
H
d ∆

]
+ E

[
∆HHdΓ∆

H∆ΓHH
d ∆

])
Γ

= σ2Γ
(
Γ−1 − 0+Nε2IK −Kε2IK − 0−Kε2IK +Kε2IK + 0− 0

− 0+ 0+N(ε2)2 Tr[Γ]IK
)
Γ

= σ2
(
Γ+ (N −K)ε2Γ2 +Nε4 Tr[Γ]Γ2

)
Accordingly, the the k-th SINR can be written as

S̃INRMRC-ZF,k =
E
[
xxH]

k,k

E
[
nbnH

b

]
k,k

=
ρ2

[Γ]k,k+
(
(N −K)ε2+Nε4 Tr[Γ]

)
[Γ2]k,k

.
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